










Multilingual has played an important role in globalization era as a tool to drive competitiveness among people or countries over the world, such in the economy, trade, policy, culture, and also education. It was defined ordinarily as the ability to speak or to communicate using three or more languages (McArthur, 1992: 673; Edwards, 1994: 33; Vildomec, 1963: 28; Kemp, 2009: 11). The benefits of being a multilingual exhibit over monolinguals and not restricted to linguistic knowledge only but extend outside the area of language. The substantial long-lived cognitive, social, personal, academic, and professional benefits of enrichment multilingual context have been well documented (Cummins, 1981: 3; Cook, 2001; Diaz R, Klingler, 1991: 167; Lam, Wan Shun Eva, and Rosario-Ramos, Enid, 2009: 171). 
The advantages of multilingual inspired the United Nation (UN) to take into conscious account of the multilingual existence by carrying out the contest of essay writing on multilingual in six official languages of the United Nations: Arabic, Chinese, English, French, Russian and Spanish. The essay contest organized by ELS Educational Services, Inc. and the United Nations Academic Impact (UNAI), and in conjunction with Adelphi University, was created to bring global-minded young people from all over the world together to engage in dialogue about UNAI principles that could be carried back to their universities and institutions (UN, 2013).
In 2015, The Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) will become an ASEAN Economic Community (AEC), so that, each country of ASEAN must prepare their individual competence to compete in this era. Although the ASEAN Community is based on the three pillars (Political-Security Community, Economic Community, and Socio-Cultural Community), languages appear to be a cross-cutting element that supports a successful and stable formation of the ASEAN Community. According to the ASEAN Charter, launched in 2007, a closer cooperation in education and human resource development will empower the people and strengthen the ASEAN Community (Umezaki, 2012: 303). 
Indonesia is a multilingualism society which has 726 languages (Crystal, 2000: 4; and Marti at.al, 2005: 48). It means that Indonesian has 23 million native speakers and 140 million second language speakers who speak it alongside their local language or mother tongue. It is used extensively as a first language by Indonesian citizen in urban areas and as a second language by those residing in more rural parts of Indonesia. Besides those languages, the Indonesian educational policy permitted some foreign languages to be taught as the second or third language at secondary school up to university level, they are; English, Arabic, German, Mandarin, etc. which aimed to prepare the students’ skill in those foreign languages. 
Indonesia is one country amongst the ASEAN members who have provided their students’ foreign language competence in the early of the students’ age or in the secondary school through the program called the bilingual school or Rintisan Sekolah Bertaraf Internasional (RSBI) class. Unfortunately, the program has been unsuccessful due to the unpreparedness of the school and also the lack of students-teachers competence in mastering English (Mariati, 2007: 566; Haryana, 2007: 152; Widowati et al, 2013). While there were many schools managed by the social foundation in Indonesia including Pesantren Schools. These schools do possess the students-teachers multilingual competence which is required by the Indonesian Government to implement the program successfully.
Pesantren Schools or Islamic boarding school is an educational institution that has its roots on the Hindu-Islamic educational system which was founded by Ki Hajar Dewantara as the indigenous education system in Indonesia from 1062 (Yasmadi, 2002: 99; Daulay, 2009: 61; Madjid, 2013: 3; Nizar, et al, 2013: 85; Engku, et al, 2014: 107). After the colonization era, this educational institution’s learning system was modernized and developed by applying two foreign languages, besides, Indonesian and local languages, those are, Arabic and English in teaching and learning process and also use in daily communication inside of pesantren schools. The obligation to use the foreign languages in this school was intended to improve the students’ knowledge of Islamic study and science through their language skill. 
Nowadays, there are 27.218 pesantren schools in Indonesia including 240 pesantren in South Sulawesi/Makassar. The number of pesantren schools will increase from day to day based on its graduate who intends to build the branch or the new one (Depag: Direktori Pondok Pesantren, 2014: 173). This research will focus on Modern Pesantren in Makassar which implement two foreign languages such as English and Arabic in teaching and learning process and also used them in daily communication; Pesantren of IMMIM, Pesantren Pondok Madinah, and Pesantren of Darul Arqam Muhammadiyah Gombara.
Those pesantren have been chosen as a research location by the consideration that these schools have a very interesting linguistic tradition. There are two intensive foreign languages that have been taught in the schools, namely Arabic and English. Besides, the students generally come from various tribes in the east of Indonesia with different ethnics and languages, namely Buginese, Makassarese, Mandarese, Kailinese, Manadonese, Bajarnese, Ambonese, Papuanese, and Javanese. Those diversities made pesantren became a multilingualism community.
Based on preliminary observation at these pesantren, there was an interesting problem of diglossia phenomenon that is how the pattern of the language selected is according to the function of the school. In daily language use, students are generally exposed to use a variety of patterns in language activities: (1) Indonesian, (2) Arabic, (3) English, and (4) the local languages. The choice of language was, of course, depended on several factors such as the participants, interlocutors, the atmosphere, topics, and teachers who have the ability to speak English and Arabic. 
The data of the National Examination result of three pesantren for the last of three years (2012-2014) on the subjects of Indonesian, English, and Arabic shows that the mean score of students’ achievement was in the average to a good classification that can be seen in the table below:















Source: The list of National Examination (UN) of SMP, MTS, SMA, MA of Pesantren IMMIM, Pondok Madinah, and Pesantren Gombara, Makassar, 2015.

The students’ score achievement in National Examination was solely in written language. Albeit the students’ score achievement was good, they cannot use those languages in daily communication effectively. It is accordance with some of the pesantren teachers and administrators’ statement via the interview on May 20th - April 05th, 2015, they pointed out that recent students of pesantren have low of speaking skill in English and Arabic compared with the students in the years passed. Whereas the main purpose of languages learning at pesantren is that the students can speak and communicate those languages well in their daily life inside of pesantren schools with fellow students, teachers, and administrators when they were 8-11 months living at pesantren. The success of communication is emphasized on spoken languages. Unfortunately, most of the teachers who teach speaking skill that focusing on written language that is used orally because of the languages’ course material that has been tough at pesantren still focused on grammar and written language that may hinder the students to speak and to communicate in both foreign languages smoothly (Brown and Yule, 1983: 2; Yungzhong, 1985: 12).
Most pesantren have complicated curriculum, where they adopted two or three kinds of curricula; Minister of National Education curriculum (KEMENDIKBUD), the Ministry of Religious Affairs curriculum (KEMENAG), and Pesantren curriculum. The three curriculums were implemented separately on a certain day, different schedule, and with different teachers. Likewise, in language curriculum of pesantren, the students were compelled to learn hard in fulfillment the need of the curriculums. It means that the students were dazed to learn languages such as Indonesia, Arabic, English, and local languages based on the three curriculums in the different schedule with the different teachers and different books. The schools also faced some obstacles in arranging the schedule and they needed more teachers to teach those languages, whereas most of their teachers have the multilingual competence to be empowered in language teaching to fulfill the need of pesantren vision and mission.
Some previous studies involved to pesantren still focused on method of languages teaching and learning (Melor, et al, 2012: 87; Bin Tahir, S, 2011: 81), some researchers studied about linguistics and sociolinguistic related to the speech style, bilingual, code-mixing and code-switching at pesantren (Hanidah, 2009; Rhohmatillah, 2013; Tantri, 2013: 37), and some others who discussed on teaching morality, teaching Kitab Kuning, and religious learning (Lukens-Bull, 2000: 27; Van Bruinessen, 1994: 121; Zakaria, 2010: 45). But those studies didn’t consider in-depth yet on multilingual education that occurred at pesantren. These reasons awaken the researcher’s heart to conduct a research on multilingual education and multilingual material development for pesantren’s students. This research is crucial to problematize and to solve the problems faced by pesantren in maintaining its quality through mastery of foreign languages, arranging multilingual teaching and learning, minimizing the recruitment of language teachers, improving their students’ competence in the spoken multilingual, and economizing the cost that will be spent by students for buying some books. It also could be put forth as a model of multilingual education by the Indonesian government to perpetuate the Indonesian local languages from extinction.





The problems identified in the background show that pesantren is a micro multilingualism society which can be empowered as multilingual education model in Indonesia, but it has less of the government attention due to decline the standard of quality of pesantren. Many of pesantren students in Makassar can not communicate in English and Arabic well even they achieved good scores in the National Examination. They frequently undergo some obstacles to share ideas with their fellow students and to understand the native speakers of English and Arabic speech because of the lack of vocabulary and the difficulty to arrange the correct sentences grammatically in which the courses still focus on written language orally. The complicated curriculums of pesantren led to recruit many of languages teachers and of course, the students will spend much money to buy some books. Those problems could be solved by developing multilingual material such as syllabus, lesson plan, and course book for pesantren students, and it will be focused on spoken language for the first year students.
Based on the problem identification, the researcher formulated the research questions as follows:
1.	How is the multilingual learning implementation at pesantren schools?
2.	What are the students, teachers, and stakeholders of pesantren need for the multilingual learning material?
3.	How to develop multilingual learning material in improving students’ multilingual competence at pesantren?
4.	Is the developed multilingual learning material significantly effective to improve the students’ spoken multilingual?

C.	The Objective of the Research
In relation to the problem statements above, the objectives of the research are:
1.	To investigate the implementation of multilingual learning at pesantren schools.
2.	To explore the students, teachers, and stakeholders of pesantren need for the multilingual learning material.
3.	To develop multilingual learning material in improving the students’ multilingual competence at pesantren schools.
4.	To measure the effectiveness of the multilingual learning material developed in improving the students’ spoken multilingual competence.

D.	The Significance of the Research
The results of this research are expected to have the theoretical and practical contribution. Theoretically, this research can give more benefits to languages teaching and learning in multilingual and multicultural settings, especially in multilingual education, i.e.
1.	The result of research hopefully will guide the teachers to be creative to develop multilingual material in increasing their students’ multilingual competence. 
2.	The result of this research is expected to be used by the further researchers as information, reference, and material in the field of multilingual education. 
3.	The results of this research hopefully will be useful and helpful information, syllabus, lesson plan, and course book for curriculum development of multilingual education.
4.	The results of this research hopefully will be useful and helpful information and model to conduct curriculum development for multilingual education in Indonesia by the government.
Practically it can be used as a material guide for teaching and learning in the multilingual education context. The result of this material development also is expected to be used especially by pesantren as information, reference, and material to reach the vision and target of pesantren to make the first year students can communicate in multilingual when they were 8-11 month living inside of pesantren and produce the graduates who have competence in multilingual. The research hopefully can be used by other schools who intend to apply a model of multilingual education and to increase their students’ multilingual competence.

E.	Scope of the Research
This research, by discipline, is under the study of applied linguistics. It is specified on improving students’ multilingual competence through multilingual material development. By content, this research emphasizes on developing students’ multilingual competence in three languages, they are; Indonesian, English, and Arabic for the first grade students of Junior High School or Madrasah Tsanawiyah through multilingual material that emphasize on spoken languages accordance to pesantren’s purpose and target in which the students will be able to speak English and Arabic in 8-11 months of their first year living at pesantren. 




This chapter deals with the review of literature which consists of previous related findings, some pertinent ideas of multilingual, curriculum which covers need analysis, situation analysis, syllabus, lesson plan, course book, material development, material development of spoken language,  pesantren, and interest. It also deals with the conceptual framework and research hypothesis.

A. Previous Related Findings
Some researchers have conducted a research dealing with multilingual, pluralingual development, multilingual competence, pesantren, and the use of research methodology design as in the following:
Jos Hornikx, et al. (2007: 204) did a research “An empirical study of readers’ associations with multilingual advertising: The case of French, German and Spanish in Dutch advertising” in multilingual advertising, a foreign language is often used for symbolic purposes. In non-French-speaking countries, for instance, French is said to be associated with charm and style. The assumption is that the associations carried by the foreign language are transferred to the product that is advertised. A product advertised using French would thus also be seen as charming and stylish. Although a number of suggestions have been made as to the associations evoked by particular foreign languages, it has never been tested what associations are actually evoked in the minds of consumers. In an experimental study, 78 Dutch respondents were asked to write down their associations with two advertisements for one product that was identical except for the foreign language in which they were written (French, German or Spanish). They investigated the kinds of associations evoked, the number of associations, their valence (positive, negative, neutral) and participants’ appreciation of the foreign language advertisement. The results show that the different languages evoked partly different associations and that the valence of the associations, and not their number, affected participants’ preference for the advertisement. The participants preferred the ad with the highest number of positive associations and the lowest number of negative associations.
Prem P. Poudel (2010: 121) did a research entitled “Teaching English in multilingual classrooms of higher education in Nepal” using 20 samples of teachers from four campuses of Kathmandu valley and 30 students were selected from those campuses. He focused on group discussions to elicit the real information from the informants. And the major finding shows that in the classes of higher education, neither the teachers nor the students are satisfied with the use of multilingual as the medium of instruction.
Basturk and Gulmez (2011: 16) conducted a research on title “Multilingual learning environment in French and German language teaching departments in Turkish universities”. The researchers suggested that students can acquire these languages by means of using their first foreign language, English, which has typological (syntactical and lexical) similarities instead of using Turkish, which is not of the same family of languages. They found that using English to teach French and German, therefore, instead of Turkish as a medium of communication in the class, created a multilingual learning environment, which facilitated vocabulary learning, maintain input permanence, help think and act in that language due to typological features. As shortcomings, it is indicated that false-friends and teachers’ lack of English are obstacles to create a multilingual learning environment.
Daniela Elsner (2011: 27) did a research on “Developing multiliteracies, plurilingual awareness and critical thinking in the primary language classroom with multilingual virtual talking books”. She concluded that the project can motivate learners to read, learn and talk about different languages and recognize that all languages are of equal value, and they can use the MuViT software to actively work with, explore and compare different languages on the computer screen. Different tasks integrated into each book focus on intra-linguistic phenomena (syntax, conjugations, interpunctuation, lexis, etc.) as well as on cross-linguistic comparisons (which language uses capital letters in a sentence, How is a question built in German, Turkish, and English).
Bourlard, et al., (2011: 885) did a research on “Current trends in multilingual speech processing”. They described recent work at Idiap Research Institute in the domain of multilingual speech processing and provided some insights into emerging challenges for the research community. Multilingual speech processing has been a topic of ongoing interest to the research community for many years and the field is now receiving renewed interest owing to two strong driving forces. Firstly, technical advances in speech recognition and synthesis are posing new challenges and opportunities to researchers. For example, discriminative features are seeing wide application by the speech recognition community, but additional issues arise when using such features in a multilingual setting. Another example is the apparent convergence of speech recognition and speech synthesis technologies in the form of statistical parametric methodologies. This convergence enables the investigation of new approaches to unified modeling for automatic speech recognition and text-to-speech synthesis (TTS) as well as cross-lingual speaker adaptation for TTS. The second driving force is the impetus being provided by both government and industry for technologies to help break down domestic and international language barriers, these also being barriers to the expansion of policy and commerce. Speech-to-speech and speech-to-text translation are thus emerging as key technologies at the heart of which lies multilingual speech processing.
Dorota Szczesniak (2013: 130) conducted a research on “Developing multilingual competence in academia: Teaching German as L3 to Polish students of English department in Poland”. She concluded that despite a serious risk of negative transfer from L2 (English), instructors of German as a Foreign Language (GFL) in tertiary educational settings can largely benefit from resorting to students’ linguistic competence and learning strategies developed during L2 instruction. Pedagogical implications and teaching suggestions presented in the paper result from the author’s experience of teaching GFL to undergraduate students of English Department at one of the Polish universities.
Nugrahenny T. Zacharias (2012: 233) did a research entitled “EFL students’ understanding of their multilingual English identities” to explore how 30 students in a pre-service teacher education frame their multilingual English identities as written in response journals, part of a course requirement in a Cross-cultural Understanding (CCU) course. The findings illustrated that many of the participants negotiated their identities based on a core identity derived from their assumed first language (L1) culture. With regard to the English use, encounters with native speakers appeared to magnify their linguistic insecurity, viewing their nonnative status as a drawback. All of the participants appeared to be fully aware that the use of English in public spaces would project negative identities as Indonesian national.
Hanidah, S (2010) conducted a study on “The Speech styles used by multilingual speakers in Pesantren Putri Al-Mawaddah Ponorogo”. This research focused on the speech style spoken by multilingual speakers in pesantren. It is very important since everyone does not always speak in the similar way. It is possible to use the different style in different circumstances. The researcher found several speech styles which are used by the multilingual speakers in pesantren. There are: lexical or diction patterns, there are many words which are applied for addressing and greeting. In conversation grammar, multilingual speakers mostly apply phrases. The circumstances are also various, they used it in relaxed conversation, joke, seriousness, speech, and announcement. So, the study implied that the multilingual speakers mostly used terms such as “sister” and “hai” for addressing and greeting in lexical or diction patterns and in conversation grammar patterns.
Rhohmatillah (2013) did a research on “The use of code mixing by male and female students of Ar-Raudlatul Hasanah Islamic Boarding School Medan” that aimed at comparing the use of code mixing in relation to the kinds of the insertion and the pattern of code mixing used by male and female students. The research findings showed that male and female students dominantly used the same kind of insertion in code mixing that is the insertion of the word, but male students tend to use noun or verb, while female students tend to use the word lah, kan and ya. The kinds of insertion used by male students are also more varied than female students, in which male students used six kinds of insertion; insertion of word, phrase, insertion of word and phrase, clause, hybrid and reduplication, while female students only insertion of word and phrase. He also found that female students used intensifier six times more often than male students.
Latifa, et.al, (2015) conducted a research entitled ‘Developing a practical rating rubric of speaking test for university students of English in Parepare, Indonesia’ found a new design and scoring mechanism of the analytical rubric of speaking test. This rubric calls Practical Rating Rubric of Speaking Test (P2RST). It enables the rater to perform scoring mechanism more shortly than the existing analytical rubric. It is also supported by some components such as a) evaluation criteria of communicative competencies; grammar, vocabulary, pronunciation, discourse, and strategic competence, b) band score; scale 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, c) descriptors.
Based on previous findings, the researcher concludes that this research relates to all the previous studies, especially in the aspects of language teaching in multilingual classrooms, developing multilingual competence, and multilingual style at pesantren. The differences between this research and those researches above are in the use of languages in teaching, those are; Indonesian, English, and Arabic. It is also different in developing the syllabus, lesson plan, and course book for teaching and learning multilingual that appropriate for pesantrens’ languages learning context and vision. Besides, this research approach applied research and development (R&D).

B. Some Pertinent Ideas




There are many terms have a synonym meaning refers to multilingual which frequently used in research. The term ‘polyglot’ is sometimes used to describe multilingual individuals. The term ‘plurilingual’ is also used to indicate individual as opposed to societal multilingualism and the term ‘multilinguality’ is used to indicate the state of knowing three or more languages (Aronin and O Laoire, 2004: 29).
Polyglossia (or sometimes called multiglossia by Hary, 1992: 35) is usually used in sociolinguistics to refer to communities where a number of languages or varieties are used by some or all individuals within a specified community, where they have different roles: more specific reference may be given as diglossia, triglossia, tetraglossia (Kaye, 1994: 47). These terms are less frequently used in psycholinguistic research. 
Multilingual is defined as a person who has the ability to use three or more languages, either separately or in various degrees of code-mixing, in which different languages are used for different purposes, competence in each varying according to such factors as register, occupation, and education (McArthur, 1992: 673; Edwards, 1994: 33; Vildomec, 1963: 28; Kemp, 2009: 11). Multilingual may not have equal proficiency in or control over all the languages they know. 
According to Cenoz (2000: 53), multilingualism is a considerable number of people speak more than two languages in their everyday life due to historical, social, or economic reasons. They may live in a multilingual community as a result of colonialism and immigration, or they might be in constant contact with different monolingual communities because of globalization. This view supported by Kemp (2009: 26) who stated that multilingual speakers use different languages for different contexts and purposes, and they are highly unlikely to have equivalent levels of proficiency in all the languages they possess.
Herdina and Jessner (2002: 34) stated that multilingual may use a number of languages on account of many different social, cultural and economic reasons. They may live in a multilingual community, or overlapping bilingual communities, or be in contact with several monolingual communities. Their proficiency in each of their languages is likely to differ, and may fluctuate over time. Their languages may have different roles and functions, they may use them separately or code-switch, and they are still described as multilingual whether they know three or seven languages.
According to Li Wei and Moyer (2008: 38), multilingual individual is anyone who can communicate in more than two languages, be it active (through speaking and writing) or passive (through listening and reading). Multilingual individuals may have become what they are through very different experiences: some may have acquired and maintained one language during childhood, the so-called first language (L1), and learned other languages later in life, while others have acquired two or more first languages since birth.
Different definitions of multilingual arise on account of two related groups of reasons: those deriving from participants’ complex situation with regard to the nature of their use of various languages, and those deriving from researchers’ differing backgrounds, ideologies and purposes (Kemp, 2009: 11). Most psycholinguistic researchers define multilingualism as the use of three or more languages, but this entails defining what a language is, which can be problematic. Some writers and researchers tried to define multilingual based on the definition of monolingual and bilingual, while the definitions were still confused. For instance, Bloomfield (1933: 56) defined bilingualism as “the native-like control of two languages” whereas it is so hard to be native-like caused of the fossilization of organ of speech in the early edge (12 years old) and it was so hard to master all skills of language, even a native cannot master them all (Zhaohong & Odlin, 2004: 4). Consequently, the definition of bilingualism is still debated by the researchers and writers. Thus the discussion of definitions of multilingualism is therefore also complex. 
Based on this framework, a multilingual individual is not necessarily an ambilingual (an individual with native competency in more than two languages) but a multilingual of a specific type who, along with other multilingual of many different types, can be classified along a continuum. Some multilingual possess very high levels of proficiency in both languages in the spoken and the written modes. Others display varying proficiencies in comprehension and/or speaking skills depending on the immediate area of experience in which they are called upon to use their multi languages. Thus, persons who are able to speak in some languages (e.g. Indonesian, Arabic, English, Bugis) but unable to function in the written language are considered to be multilingual of a certain type and placed at one end of the continuum. On the contrary, persons can write in second or third language (e.g. English) but unable to function it in spoken language is also considered as multilingual person. Such persons are said to have receptive competence in a second and third language and to be 'more multilingual' than monolinguals that have neither receptive nor productive abilities in a language other than their first.
According to this perspective, the researcher concludes into the definition of multilingual individuals is that who can, to whatever degree, comprehend or produce spoken utterances or written in more than two languages. 
b.	The Nature of Multilingual Competence (Degree of Proficiency)
Over the last century, the extent to which a speaker is required to be proficient in a language in order for researchers to count it as one of their languages has diminished. According to Mackey (1962: 26), if I turn to bilingualism, I can compare Bloomfield’s (1933: 56) understanding of bilingualism as “the native-like control of two languages” with Haugen’s as beginning “at the point where the speaker of one language can produce complete, meaningful utterances in the other language” (Haugen, 1953: 76) and Diebold’s as any “contact with possible models in a second language, and the ability to use these in the environment of the native language” (Diebold, 1961: 97). Mackey points out that this is because many researchers have realized that it is “either arbitrary or impossible to determine” at what stage an individual becomes multilingual (Mackey, 1962: 26).
Recent definitions of multilingualism do not entail a native level of proficiency in each language. This change in views stems from an understanding of the differences in language use between monolinguals and multilinguals. Cenoz and Genesse (1998: 21) pointed out that multilinguals possess “a large linguistic repertoire than monolinguals but usually the same range of situations in which to use that repertoire, resulting in multilinguals having more “specific distribution of functions and uses for each of their languages. As such, multilingual speakers use different languages for different contexts and purposes, and they are highly unlikely to have equivalent levels of proficiency in all the languages they possess (Kemp, 2009: 11).
In an attempt to identify the linguistic capacity of multilinguals, Cenoz and Genesee (1998: 22) proposed that multilingual competence involves using “several languages appropriately and effectively for communication in oral and written language”. However such a definition does not describe the exact level of language proficiency needed to be regarded as a multilingual. Defining multilingual competence is a complex and difficult task, and researchers have not yet agreed upon a single definition of multilingual competence (Saville-Mroike, 2006: 127). Despite the disagreement on the conceptualization of multilingual competence, researchers have acknowledged that multilingual competence is distinctly marked from that of monolinguals and that multilingual competence should not be assessed against that of monolinguals. Based on this view, researchers have begun to compare multilingual speakers with monolinguals to determine their unique proficiencies rather than deficiencies.
Such an understanding on the uniqueness of multilinguals’ proficiency of implies that an appropriate and attainable goal of multilingual education is developing a different level of proficiency in each language based on learners need, rather than fostering native-like competences of all target languages. As suggested by Cenoz and Genesee (1998: 22), schools that foster multilingualism should establish different goals for individual languages based on the learners’ need and objectives associated with each language. For instance, if one of the target languages is predominantly used for higher education but not for daily communication, the goal for language learning should be to develop competences solely for academic purposes.
Unlike monolinguals, multilingual speakers vary their language use in different contexts for different purposes, and their level of proficiency in each language is not equal. Researchers have attempted to apply the complexity of multilingual speakers’ language use in their definition of multilingual competence, but they have not agreed upon the degree of proficiency required for an individual to be described as multilingual (Saville-Troike, 2006). Considering differences in the language use of monolinguals and multilinguals, the proficiency that multilingual learners aspire to should not be equivalent to the proficiency of a native speaker. Achieving native-like competence need not be the goal of multilingual education. Rather, the goals would differ in each language and should be based on learners’ needs in a language (Cenoz & Gorter, 2011: 339).
Considerations with regard to functional capability include how extensively participants are able to communicate using a language across a number of domains, which particular domains they can communicate in, and whether they are able to code-switch appropriately for the community they interact with. Code-switching between different languages or different varieties of the same language by multilingual individuals in a multilingual community also makes counting languages difficult for the researcher, and calling it code-switching “presuppose that we can ascribe linguistic features to one external code or another” which is not always the case (Le Page 1998: 71). Multilinguals living in multilingual societies where code-switching is frequently used across their community and who are functionally capable in a number of languages may not have developed the explicit awareness that other individuals might perceive them to be code-switching between multiple codes, particularly if the codes are related varieties and the multilinguals are not in contact with monolingual communities.
Based on the nature of the competence of multilingualism, the researcher concludes that multilingual do not require individuals to be proficient to native speaker level or to the native-like, not least because nativeness appears to be a function of age of acquisition for many learners, and because researchers working within the more recent multilingual paradigm tend to make a holistic view of all the languages within the individual’s system. Furthermore, self-report assessment for languages should consider with regard to participants’ proficiency may include: knowledge of lexical items, grammatical proficiency, pragmatic and stylistic proficiency, pronunciation, and proficiency across each of the four skills: listening, speaking, reading, and writing. 

c.	Spoken Language in Multilingual Context
A key question to ask, therefore, is whether a teacher or researcher is engaged in “teaching the spoken form of a language” or teaching a language through speaking”. This distinction is important, although it may seem trivial at first sight. A teacher or researcher may feel some confidence in dealing with stable written forms and genres – the essay, the business letter, or the laboratory report – and have a genuine understanding of the language appropriate to newer discourse, such as e-mail, text, or chat room etiquette. However, the notion of how spoken genres are structured and what forms are most typical of them is difficult to establish (Brown and Yule, 1983: 2).
For most of its history, language teaching has been concerned with the study of written language; the written language is the language of literature and of scholarship. It is language which is admired, studied, and rich in excellent exemplification. Any well-educated person ought to have access to literature and scholarship in the language he is acquiring. 
The serious consideration of the spoken language as a subject for teaching has a long history, but only made a decisive impact on foreign language teaching in general after the end of the Second World War. Initially major attention was devoted to the teaching of pronunciation. Students of the spoken language spent many hours learning to pronounce the “sound of English”. It is still possible to visit parts of the world where “teaching the spoken language” is largely conceived of as teaching students to pronounce written sentences. During the last twenty-five years, horizons for most foreign language teachers have winded. Students are not only tough to pronounce, but they are given practice to, example of carefully spoken English. They are required to discriminate between sounds or words spoken in isolation (a task which many native speakers have problem with (Brown and Yule, 1983: 2).
There is a tradition of regarding spoken language as formless and featureless. Spontaneous spoken is unlike written text. It contains many mistakes. Sentences are usually brief and indeed the whole fabric of verbal expression is riddled with hesitation and silences. There is an analogy with spoken and written language. It could identify three respects to qualify the generalization that spoken language and written language are “saying the same things” (Halliday, 1989: 79):
1)	Written does not incorporate all the meaning potential of spoken. Spoken language does not show sentence and paragraph boundaries or signal the move into direct quotation.
2)	Spoken and written are in practice used in different context, for different purposes. Just as in multilingual culture, the languages are almost always specialized out-to different activities, different topics, and different personal relationships.
3)	The spoken and written impose different grids on experience. There is a sense in which they create different realities. Writing creates a world of things; talking creates a world of happening.
In spoken language, grammar and vocabulary are reduced to a minimum. The words used often have special or hidden meaning born of some shared experience which an outsider would fail to grasp. The speaker makes much use elided and slurred forms in the familiar pattern of their ordinary everyday speech. Utterances are typically short and often elliptical. Constructions that occur commonly in speech are not necessarily acceptable in formal and dignified writing (Yungzhong, 1985: 12).
When the spoken language is the focus of classroom activity there are often other aims which the teacher might have. For instance, a task may be carried out to help the students gain awareness of, or to practice, some aspects of linguistic knowledge (application of a phonemic regularity to which they have been introduced), or to develop productive skills (e.g. intonation or vowel-to-vowel linking), or to raise awareness of some socio-linguistic or pragmatic point (for instance, how to interrupt politely, respond to a compliment appropriately, or show that one has understood) (Hughes, R, 2011: 6).
Spoken language appears very variable, and is very different from one dialect area to another. Even between speakers who mostly speak “standard language” there is a different emphasis in their selection form forms in standard language. Most speaker of English or Arabic produces spoken language which is syntactically very much simpler than written language. The vocabulary is usually much less specific. Highly literate speakers may produce utterance with complex syntactic structures. But most spoken language is not structured like this. Most spoken language consists of paratactic (unsubordinated) phrases which are marked as related to each other, not so much by syntax as by the way the speaker says them. The speaker uses the resources of pausing and rhythm and, to a lesser extent, intonation, to mark out for the listener which parts of his speech need to be co-interpreted (Brown and Yule, 1983: 13).
This research will focus on spoken language that is nonformal language in the pesantren environment activities such in the classroom or outside the classroom that is teaching the spoken language is largely conceived of as teaching students to pronounce spoken sentences and give practice to, example of carefully spoken Indonesian, English, and Arabic with reducing grammar to a minimum.
d.	Multilingual in Educational Context
In many countries all over the world learning languages at school presents a common experience for many students. In the European context this means that a number of these students study two foreign languages at school, such as English and French in Austria or Germany. But third language learning also takes place in schools like the European schools where several languages are used as media of instruction (Baetens-Beardsmore, 1995: 21) or due to double immersion, as described by Genesee (1998: 243).
Multilingual education refers to the use of two or more languages as mediums of instruction. In much of the specialized literature, the two types are subsumed under the term bilingual education. The purpose of a multilingual education (MLE) program is to develop appropriate cognitive and reasoning skills through a program of structured language learning and cognitive development, enabling students to operate successfully in their native, state and national languages. MLE provides a strong foundation in the first language (mother tongue), adding second (e.g. national) and third languages (e.g. English) enabling the appropriate use of both/all languages for life-long learning (Malone, 2005: 71). Multilingual education is also multicultural, with learning beginning in the student’s known environment and bridging to the wider world. The bridging process allows students to maintain local language and culture while providing state and/or national language acquisition and instruction. This process provides learners with the opportunity to contribute to national society without forcing them to sacrifice their linguistic and cultural heritage. 
In contrast to bilingual education, multilingual education can present additional challenges because it is much more complex (Cenoz and Genesee, 1998: 14). These authors argue that multilingual education is defined by the use of languages other than the L1s as media of instruction (despite the languages which are taught as school subjects) with the aim of communicative proficiency in more than two languages. As explained in the ‘Continua of Multilingual Education’ (Cenoz, 2009: 29), multilingual education, like bilingual education, can take different forms because it is necessarily linked to the sociolinguistic context in which it takes place and has to take account of the relative status and use of the languages involved. Complexity and diversity in multilingual education are related to the variety of forms of language teaching leading to multilingualism and diverse social environments requiring different forms of multilingual education.
It could be concluded that multilingual education differs in many respects from bilingual education and also that this difference presents a great challenge to common frameworks of education. To solve the age question is just one out of many issues which need further investigation. When more languages are included in the school curriculum there are more possible combinations regarding the use of the different languages as media of instruction and the year in which the different languages are introduced.

e.	The Nature of Languages Teaching and Learning in Multilingual Class
Learning and use of several foreign languages differs from bilingualism (Cenoz & Genesee, 1998: 53). As Lado points out, in the case of the latter, similarities and differences between mother tongue and second/foreign language are of crucial importance: 
"The most important factor determining ease and difficulty learning the patterns of foreign language is their similarity to or difference from the patterns of native language" (Lado, 1964: 91).

In the analysis of multilingualism, another stance should be adopted as it has been proven by numerous studies in psycholinguistics (e.g. Swain 1996: 89; Cenoz & Genesee, 1998: 14; Cenoz et al., 2000: 39; Cenoz & Jessner, 2000: 53). The specificity of multilingual teaching, so significantly different from the processes characteristic for bilingualism, calls for the application of the so-called Interlanguage Hypothesis which relates to psycholinguistic processes and assumes not only the importance of the mother tongue but also the role of other languages. 
Learning foreign languages requires some effort in developing and sustaining multilingual competence (Herdina & Jessner, 2000), and also in controlling the use of those languages, i.e. the selection of a proper system depending on the communicative situation that language user finds himself/herself in. Multilingual learners are often affected by cross-linguistic interactions. The phenomenon of language transfer can be particularly observable among learners with advanced or proficient command of L2 and it manifests itself essentially in the case of languages belonging to the same language group, like, for instance, English and Arabic (Ringbom, 2001: 59). 
In determining what language will be used to teach students is one of the most important decisions that ministries of education make. The language (s) used in the classroom dramatically affects students’ opportunity and ability to learn. Yet, this decision is often made without a careful consideration of implications for learning outcomes. Furthermore, education improvement efforts rarely consider the impact that the language of instruction will have when designing education projects. Instead, the use of mother tongue-based (MTB) or familiar languages is dismissed as a ‘political’ or national issue; considered a problem too complicated to tackle within the scope of a project; or overlooked due to a lack of understanding of the central role that language plays in facilitating access to schooling and academic achievement.
Mother Tongue-Based (MTB) education is instruction in students’ first language (L1), usually with a planned gradual transition to a second language (L2) and third language (L3) or foreign languages at a specified time in primary school. MTB instruction usually takes place exclusively in the language most familiar to students. In some cases, it may be provided as part of a bilingual or multilingual education program. In MTB programs, students have the opportunity to learn core concepts primarily in a familiar language, and, later, they learn the labels or vocabulary for those concepts in a new language (Malone, 2009: 34).
Some pedagogical implications stem from the phenomenon of multilingualism as it may be assumed that L2 seriously affects the acquisition and L3 learning. Therefore, L3 instructors should take advantage of the fact that their students are multilingual, since such learners apparently possess higher language awareness. Therefore, referring to their mother tongue as well as to L2 is a purely natural process for them. Furthermore, multilingual learners are more interested in comparing different languages. Hence, the L3 teacher may additionally resort to a contrastive analysis in the teaching and learning process (Herdina & Jessner, 2000).
Multilingual education programs for ethnic minority communities should enable learners to build a strong educational foundation in their first language (L1), bridge successfully to additional languages (L2, L3, etc.) and continue learning in both/all languages, at least through primary school. While each MLE program is specific to the context in which it is implemented, we can identify the general phases or steps of the process by which learners build a strong foundation in their first language and a good bridge to additional languages. The figure below describes the phases of a 3-language program (the 3rd language being taught as a subject, but not used as a language of instruction).

Figure 2.1 Phases of a three-language program (Malone, 2005: 71)
In the process described above, ethnic minority learners’ language, culture, knowledge and experiences form the foundation of their education. To that foundation they add the new languages, new content, new ideas, and new ways of thinking. In strong MLE program, building a “good bridge” between languages and cultures is thus an additive process, rather than a subtractive one. In addition to the social and cultural benefits of strong MLE programs, the educational benefits of enabling learners to build a strong foundation in their L1 with gradual bridging to the new languages have been demonstrated through research studies around the world.
Multilingual classes consist of students speaking different languages and are most often found in English speaking countries where students have come with an aim to learn English. Similar classroom conditions could be found in Indonesia schools also where students come to the class for learning English but are from diverse linguistic backgrounds. There are several major factors one must take into account when dealing with multilingual and monolingual classes. Students attending multi-lingual classes have come from different cultures, speak a different language and usually have no common language between them. Students attending a mono-lingual class are usually from the same background and speak the same language, allowing them to communicate amongst themselves in the classroom. This has its advantages and disadvantages. The advantages of attending multilingual classes are that students will be forced to speak English between themselves and with the teacher. Students speaking different languages will work at different speeds and can create divisions in the class.
The advantages of teaching monolingual classes are that the students are all on the same playing field, as they speak the same language, most would have similar cultures and most would experience similar problems when learning English. This gives the teacher an advantage as they generally don’t have to deal with individual problems, any problem raised by one student would likely help the other students too. Students are able to intercommunicate using their mother tongue which can be a huge advantage in the classroom when the teacher sets an exercise for group work or pair work; the students are able to organize themselves together to carry out the tasks. It allows the lesson to run more efficiently.
The disadvantages of teaching monolingual classes are almost the opposite to that of teaching multilingual classes. In the native country, students may often be in the class out of compulsion not out of want, which produces an environment of contempt, resulting in slow learning. Students communicating in their mother tongue can act as a hindrance as they are not practicing English in the classroom and very rarely outside the class, greatly reducing their exposure and practice of the language. Ultimately there are other factors such as preference of teachers and students, teacher experience and class objectives which may determine the success of a multilingual class. 
In a multilingual classroom, languages could also be considered as modes which are used for learning and negotiating meaning, with learners showing preferences for one or the other linguistic mode just as they do for visual or other modes (Breidbach, el al, 2012: 6). Learning becomes pluralingual as it relies on different linguistic modes of presentation and allows individual learners to integrate various elements into their construction of knowledge. These elements reflect the diversity of input and the learning development, especially at early stages of learning or in moments of transition from one language of instruction to another (Byram, 2012: 5). Progressively, one language of instruction prevails; resorting to other languages can still enrich the learning process.  
This research will applie and modify the Malone MLE model which add the new languages, new content, new ideas, and new ways of thinking as a “good bridge” between languages and interaction is thus an additive process, rather than a subtractive one. In addition to the social and cultural benefits of strong MLE programs, the educational benefits of enabling learners to build a strong foundation in their L1 with gradual bridging to the new languages.

f.	Approaches in Multilingual Teaching and Learning
According to York (2003: 260), bi-multilingual education programs are “programs designed to help English language learners acquire English and function at their grade level in all subject areas. Further, the overall category includes a variety of approaches”. In this text, it expands this definition to include more than two languages (multilingual), and to address all students who have to learn the official language of their country’s public school.
Most of the students who do not speak their country’s official language also belong to a racial or ethnic minority group. Thus, from a multicultural perspective, a student’s home language is an integral and essential part of the child’ cultural identity. The belief is that weakening the home language will result in weakening the student’s cognitive development, first language abilities, social competence and racial/cultural identity (York, 2003: 260). Home language and racial/ethnic culture are, therefore, deeply intertwined (Nieto, 2004).
1)	Additive and Subtractive Approach
The area of second and third language instruction is fraught with controversy and multiple terms. In general, all approaches are categorized under two board labels, additive and subtractive (Nieto, 2004). According to Nieto, the additive approach builds the new language onto the student’s home language, while the subtractive approach teaches a second language at the expense of the student’s home language. 
The additive approach is viewed as a preferential approach because it strengthens or compliments the student’s cognitive, language, and social development while continuing to support his/her first language (York, 2003: 264). It is believed that learning a second language while supporting the student’s home language not only teaches cultural and ethnic dignity, but also enables the child to learn school-related skills and concepts in their home language, while learning the new language at the same time. In contrast, the subtractive approach both it believed to retard a student’s academic success, and produce a disconnect relation between the child and his/her home culture (Nieto, 2004). There is considerable evidence that second and third language acquisition transfers to and enhances overall cognitive development while also increasing proficiency in the student’s first language (Genesee, 2001: 5). Multilingualism, it is believed, promotes learning in a variety of domains (Portes and Rumbant, 2001: 12). Because early literacy has become the cannon of the national educational effort in the United States, parents of non-English speaking students should continue to support their young students’s literacy development in their home language, while also supporting the learning of a second language (Snow, 1997: 197). In many countries teaching a second language, beginning in preschool or the early grades, is the norm.
2)	Submersion Approach
According to York (2003: 267) and Nieto (2004), ESL (English as a Second Language) or the submersion approach to learning English is a subtractive approach. In this approach, non-English-speaking students are placed in classrooms where all the instruction, classroom routines, and peer interactions occur only in English. The goal is to learn the second language as quickly as possible. Sometimes the student’s first language is lost or suppressed, depending on whether it is supported at home or in the neighborhood, and whether the program values the student’s home language. While both Nieto and York believe this is a very destructive approach to teaching students English, Cazden (1990) believes it can be effective, if teachers,
a)	Engage students in lots and lots of one-on-one conversations;
b)	Adapt their conversation to the student’s level of English language knowledge (within the student’s language); 
c)	Include students in structured activities with English speaking peers: rhymes, songs and finger plays, reading and picture-book reading and dramatic play;
d)	Follows this sequence of acquisition: when their first languages does not work, the child simply guesses; they begin to communicate, using gestures and language approximations; they learn specific labels and phrases – “bathroom”, “good morning”, “how are you?” - and then they try these phrases out with their peers. If these efforts at second language usage are supported and encouraged, the students will keep trying. Also, teachers must work and communicate closely with parents, support each student’s home culture, and learn about each student’s unique background (Cazden, 1990). 
3)	The Pullout ESL Approach
The pullout approach to teaching a second language is a variation of ESL. In this approach the non-English speaking child is taken out of the regular classroom to attend ESL classes. Direct language instruction is, of course, the traditional way a second language is taught in the United States and many other counties, albeit usually during the middle and high school years. This approach is also used in special education to teach a variety of specific skills. As one might expect, this approach is considered a subtractive approach because students miss important academic content when they are pulled out of the classroom for their language instruction (York, 2003: 268).
4)	Immersion Approach
The goal of the Immersion approach to language acquisition is for young students to learn basic concepts in two or more languages: to become fully bilingual and bicultural, or multilingual and multicultural (York, 2003: 269). This approach is used to teach another language to students whose first language is English. Since these students are continually exposed to the English language at home, in their neighborhoods, and through the media, they do not lose their speaking ability and majority culture.
Many believe total immersion is the most effective way to learn a new language. The model was pioneered in Canada, and is an approach in which the regular school curriculum is taught in the new, targeted language. All schooling in the initial years is conducted in the targeted language, including reading and language arts. The school’s official language – i.e. English in the United States – is introduced usually in the second grade (usually 20%), with increased instruction until a 50:50 balance is achieved in later elementary school. However, some programs maintain the 80:20 ratios (targeted language/official language) because students in these programs continue their mastery of the new language without any drop-off in the proficiency of their home language (Met, 1993).
Most full immersion programs start in preschool, kindergarten, or first grade. Age 2 to 6 appears to be the ideal age to learn second and third languages. Students who attend these programs become fluent in the new, targeted language by grades two or three. While many educators, psychologists, and speech therapists in the United States deeply believe that learning the school’s curriculum in another language will limit the student’s English language learning and core subject proficiency, research continues to show students in full immersion programs do as well in core classes (Met, 1993: 85; Swain & Lapkin, 1991: 220). Apparently students who learn the grammar and vocabulary rules of one language can then apply them to another language.
5)	Transitional Approach
Initially the child is taught in his/her home language, and also taught English as a second language. These students may also be integrated with the main school population for classes such as art, PE, and music. They are moved as quickly as possible into full English language learning, and once they pass a language proficiency test they are placed in the regular classroom. However, there is considerable research to show that the ability to succeed in academic instruction and learning requires more advanced knowledge of a language than conversational language usage (Nieto, 2004: 153; York; 2003: 270). Thus, many students are moved too quickly into English-only classrooms.
6)	Maintenance Approach
Students receive instruction both in content areas and specific language lessons in their home language and the school’s official language, thus increasing their language proficiency in both languages. Often pullout instruction in the targeted language is also included. Students continue to develop their native language proficiency, learn a new language, and also learn the school’s subject matter, content and skills in their native language. This additive approach allows students to maintain progress in school content areas, enhance their home language, and learn the official language of the school.
7)	Dual Language Approach
The dual language approach is used to teach students who do not know the school’s official language, and students who speak the official language. In the United States, this approach is used most often to teach Spanish-speaking students English, and English speaking students Spanish. Classes are taught in one language for half of the day and the second language for the other half of the day. Or two teachers are used, one teaching in English, and one teaching in the second language. This approach combines the immersion concept with promoting positive attitudes to culture and language (York, 2003: 273). According to De Gaetano, Williams & Volk (1998), there are 6 specific ways to implement the dual language approach. Another dual language approach is called Los Campaneros, in which students are taught in English one week, and then in Spanish the next (this could be any two languages).
There are six ways to implement a dual language approach;
a)	Translation. The teacher translates everything said in the classroom;
b)	Preview-review. Each activity is introduced in the student’s home language, the activity is conducted in the official language (English in the US), and then the wrap-up is done again in the home language;
c)	Alternating days. For one day activities are conducted in the student’s home language, the next in the school’s official language;
d)	Second language instruction. Students who don’t know the official language (English in the US) are instructed in small groups; conversely, students who don’t speak the second language are taught in small groups in that language;
e)	Concurrent. The teacher – who must be fully bilingual – shifts comfortably between the two languages throughout the day, as needed;
f)	Sister Classrooms. Each classroom speaks one of the two languages; at different times students switch classrooms, thus being instructed in the second language. These two classrooms also play and work together on some projects and cooperative activities (De Gaetano, Williams, & Volk, 1998).
This research will focus on additive approach wich covers some approaches that will be appropriate and suitable to pesantren learning environment activities of languages inside or aoutside the classroom.

g.	Strategies in Multilingual Teaching and Learning
Below are some strategies that can be used to support second and third language learners, according to York (2003: 270):
1)	Work with students. Encourage teachers to use their home language with their students, read to them in their home language, and volunteer in the classroom in their home language (Tabors, 1997: 146). Use questionnaires, conferences and informal methods to determine the student’s home culture. Introduce teachers who speak the same language to each other. 
2)	Teacher-Student Communication. For teachers who do not speak the student’s home language, listen carefully to them, and support the student’s efforts in their home language and the school’s language, use short, clear, simple sentences and many nonverbal cues when speaking, and correctly pronounce the student’s name.
3)	Student-Student Relationships. Pair students who don’t speak the second language together with students who do speak the second language. Soto (1991: 30) adds that students should be given many opportunities to try out their new language with other students without mistakes being corrected by the teacher or other students. Play, of course, is ideal. Use of graphics and picture cues (icons) are also effective methods in working with students learning a new language. Allow students multiple ways to construct their own knowledge, process information, and understand a topic, including using enactive and iconic representation (Tabors. 1997: 146).
4)	Daily Routines. Establish and maintain a daily routine so students don’t have to listen to directions they don’t understand every day. Schedules and classroom rules with icons to represent activities and rules are also very helpful. 
5)	Classroom Environment. The classroom should be a language-rich environment, with environmental print and visual labels in each of the languages spoken in the classroom. Each language should be color-coded. The classroom should provide areas for dramatic play, books, and tape-recorded stories in each language, and should be a place where culturally and linguistically diverse students all feel welcome.
6)	Small-Group Time. Small group time allows for adults to provide attention to individual students. Introduce new concepts/skills in the student’s home language, and use a variety of real objects and photographs of objects as cues. Allow students to explore the new concepts through play, drawing, etc., and avoid drill and practice methods for learning either language.
7)	Language-Group Time. For group time activities, group students who do not know the official language with students who do, use as many visual props as possible (pictures, concrete props, gestures, facial expressions), limit just verbal instructions, and incorporate the student’s home language into circle-time activities. Read some books, sing songs and do finger plays in the student’s home language.
8)	Curriculum. Introduce new concepts within a context that makes sense to each student, and find ways to relate content to the student’s home experience. Because language is both a social communicative skill and is very context-specific, this is very important (Berger, 2006). Further, the curriculum should be developmentally appropriate, with lots and lots of opportunities for language usage in both languages (Soto, 1991: 33; Tabors, 1997).
9)	Observations and Assessment. When using observations to assess a student’s progress, make sure that the student’s progress both in the second language and the student’s home language is evaluated, along with their attitude towards both languages. Also assess how familiar they are with their home culture and the culture of the classroom.
10)	Staffing and Staff Development. Bilingual or multilingual teachers, paraprofessionals and volunteers should be used. If the program or school has an ESL teacher, the classroom teacher should learn some simple words, songs, and phrases in the student’s home language from them. Further, if the program or school teaches other languages, there should be interaction between both programs and their staffs. Students should not be rushed into learning a second language and individual differences in learning should be carefully considered and respected (Soto, 1991: 35).

2.	Concept of Material Development, Syllabus, Lesson Plan, and Course Book
a.	Material Development
1)	What is Material Development
Materials for language learning could be taken from anything that can be used to facilitate the learning of a language, including course books, videos, graded readers, flash cards, games, websites and mobile phone interactions, though, inevitably, much of the literature focuses on printed materials. Tomilson (2007: 1) stated that materials can be informative (informing the learner about the target language), instructional (guiding the learner in practicing the language), experiential (providing the learner with experience of the language in use), eliciting (encouraging the learner to use the language) and exploratory (helping the learner to make discoveries about the language).
Oxford (2002: 245) stated that different learners learn have different ways in learning, that so, the ideal materials aim to provide all these ways of acquiring a language for the learners to experience and sometimes select from. However, the reality is that most commercially produced materials focus on informing their users about language features and on guiding them to practice these features, a fact that is highlighted by Richard’s (2001: 256) comment that ‘instructional materials generally serve as the basis of much of the language input that learners receive and the language practice that occurs in the classroom’.
According to Graves (2000: 12), material development is the planning process by which reacher creates units and lesson within those units to carry out the goals and objectives of the course. It is the process of making syllabus more specific. In order to understand the scope of materials development, we can refer to the flow figure below:

Figure 2.3 Five Aspects of Organizing a Course (Graves, 2000: 12)
The figure shows that materials development encompasses decisions about the actual materials that will be used. For instance, Textbook, text, pictures, worksheets, video, and so on, as well as the students’ activities, and how the materials and activities are organized into lesson. 
2)	Steps in Developing Material
a)	Need Analysis
Brown (1995: 7) identifies the term needs analysis (also called needs assessment) as the activities involved in gathering information that will serve as the basis for developing a curriculum which meet the learning needs of a particular group of students. In language programs, the needs are language related. Once identified, needs could be stated in terms of goals and objectives which, in turn, can serve as the bases for developing tests, materials, teaching activities, and evaluation strategies. The purpose is to fill the “gap” of what a language program “lacks.” This definition draws a line between needs analysis and evaluation. Needs analysis aims at determining the needs for a defined group of people, while an evaluation determines to what extent a program meets these needs. Furthermore, Soriano (1995: 21) indicates that needs analysis collects and analyzes data to determine what learners “want” and “need” to learn, while an evaluation measures the effectiveness of a program to meet the needs of the learners.
Hutchinson & Waters (1992: 9) define needs analysis on the basis of “necessities” and “wants” in order to classify between what the learners have to know and what the learners feel they need to know. The focus here is on the “lacks” that represent the gap between the required proficiency in the target situation and the existing proficiency of the learners. This definition views language needs as a process of negotiation between the learners and their society.
Witkin and Altschuld (1995: 3) define needs analysis as a systematic set of procedures undertaken for the purpose of setting priorities and making decisions about programs or organizational improvement and allocation of resources. According to this definition, needs analysis should fill the “gap” of needs between the current state of affairs and the desired state of affairs.
The above definitions base their concept of needs analysis around the terms “necessities,” “lacks,” “wants,” and “gaps.” However, all these terms have different interpretations from one individual to another. Therefore, linguists in the ESP field have not agreed exactly on the definition of the term “needs” itself. West (1997: 68) comments on this issue by indicating that the term “needs” is lacks a unified definition and remains ambiguous. Richards (2001: 55) argues that the definition of “needs” depends on the perception of those making the judgment. Different interests and values are reflected in the definition. Teachers, learners, administrators, employees, parents, and stakeholders may all have different views as to what needs are. Accordingly, the difference between what learners can presently do with the language and what they should be able to do cannot be looked at from one standpoint. It indicates that linguists disagree on the definition, but they all agree that there are external factors that influence the definition. Factors such as staffing, time, and cultural attitudes should be taken into consideration when conducting needs analysis.
Ongoing needs analysis during the course can make use of the pyramid procedure (Jordan, 1990: 25). That is, the learners can be given a series of items that may describe their wants. They choose and rank these individually and then in pairs or fours, and finally as a group. When they report their ranking to the teacher, they also note the points that they individually ranked highly but could not gain group support for. This will help the teacher in planning a class program as well as arranging individualised or small group work. The items to rank can take this form:
Table 2.1 Questions for focusing on needs (adopted from Nation and Macalister, 2010: 26).

Goals	Questions	Types of information in the answers
Language	What will the course are used for?How proficient does the user have to be?What communicative activities will the learner take part in?Where will the language be used?	Soundsvocabularygrammatical structuresfunctionsset phrases and set sentencestasks
Ideas	What content matter will the learner be working with?	Topicsthemestexts
Skills	How will the learner use the language?Under what conditions will the language be used?Who will the learners use the language with?	Listeningspeakingreadingwritingdegree of accuracydegree of fluency
Text	What will the language be used to do?What language uses is the learner already familiar with?	genres and discourse typessociolinguistic skills

Different models under the ESP umbrella have approached this field in different ways. Jordan (1997: 25) indicates that the main two approaches in needs analysis are the Target-Situation Analysis and the Present-Situation Analysis. Other approaches such as the Learning-Centered approach, the Strategy Analysis approach, and the Means Analysis approach are seen as permutations of Target-Situation Analysis and Present-Situation Analysis.
The Target-Situation Analysis model started with Munby’s (1978: 23) model of the Communication Needs Process. This model contains a detailed set of procedures for discovering target situation needs. It is based on analyzing language communication in the target situation in order to provide a communicative needs profile for a specified group of learners. The Communication Needs Process profile seeks to present a valid specification of the skills and linguistic forms that a group of learners needs in the intended target situation. The Communication Needs Process model contained nine components (e.g. participant, purposive domain, setting, interaction, instrumentality, dialect, target level, communicative event, and communicative key). Each component asks questions about the use of the target language in order to identify learners' real world communicative requirements. The outcome is used as an input to prepare the intended group of learners for their intended use of the target language through converting the needs profile into a communicative competence specification that is presented in a form of a syllabus (Jordan, 1997: 26).
The second major model in needs analysis is the Present-Situation Analysis proposed by Richterich and Chancerel (1980: 3). In this approach the information to define needs is drawn from a wide range of sources: the students, the teaching establishment, and the place of work (Jordan 1997). Since the sources of data collection are multiple, this model provides detailed guidelines and techniques about the kind of information to be included. The aim is to seek information about levels of ability, available curricula, teaching methods, and resources, views on language teaching and learning, surrounding society, and cultural elements. This model was developed under the supervision of the Council of Europe to identify and define the needs of European adult learners in a comprehensive model that can be applied to all the member states of the European Council. The main drawback of this model is that it requires a team of specialists to be conducted. Another drawback is the excessive use of generalizations in order to cover a profile from different countries.
The researcher uses the target-situation analysis and the present-situation analysis models as theoretical base depending on the circumstances of the pesantren. This research adapts a similar theoretical base to the target-situation analysis approach since it is more appropriate for the objectives of the study, the size of the sample population, and the available resources.

b)	Situation Analysis
Situation analysis is an analysis of factors in the context of a planned or present curriculum project that is made in order to assess their potential impact on the project. These factors may be political, social, economic, or institutional. Situation analysis complements the information gathered during conducting need analysis. It is sometimes considered as a dimension of need analysis, and can also be regard as an aspect of evaluation (Richards, 2001: 90).
Procedures used in situation analysis are similar to those involved in need analysis, namely, a) consultation with representatives of as many relevant group as possible, such as parents, students, teachers, administrators, and government official; b) study and analysis of relevant document, such as course appraisal documents, government reports, ministry of education guidelines, and policy paper, teaching materials, curriculum documents; c) observation of teachers and students in relevant learning settings; d) survey of opinions of relevant parties; e) review of available literature related to the issue.
There are some factors that can have an impact on the success of a curriculum project and emphasize the importance of determining the potential influence of such factors on the implementation of a curriculum change, they are; social factors, project factors, institutional factors, teacher factors, learner factors, and adoption factors. Thus the researcher will implement the situation analysis that is part of present analysis.

3)	Designing Materials for Spoken Language
One way to understand the notion of speaking skills, as suggested by Bygate (1987), is by viewing them in two basic aspects: motor receptive skills and interaction skills. The former involves a mastering of sounds and structures not necessarily in any particular context. The letter involves making decision about what and how to say things in specific communicative situations to convey the right intensions or maintain relationships.
Tomlinson’s (1998) perception coincides nicely with Nunan’s (1989) vision that communication should be seen as a process rather than a set of products. It is also closely to what Breen (1984) calls the “process syllabus”. According to this syllabus, when materials are scripted by a writer, they appear in the form of predesigned plan, which should not be the final production yet but be open to reinterpretation by the users of plan (i.e. teachers and learners).
Bao Dat (2003) proposes an approach comprising five dimensions for developing materials for speaking skills, namely (1) conceptualizing learner needs; (2) identifying subject matter and communication situation; (3) identifying verbal communication strategies; (4) utilizing verbal sources from real life, and (5) designing skill-acquiring activities.
a)	Conceptualizing learner needs
Materials design should begin from who learners are in order to link language study not only to the learners’ future use but also to their present receptivity. As Brindley (1989) indicates, it is important to look at both subjective needs and objective needs in the learner.
b)	Identifying subject matter and communication situation
Knowledge about learner needs will serve as the foundation on which experiential content is selected for instructional materials. As learners reveal what they want to do with the target language, they also directly or indirectly imply the type of environments where the language is exercised. It is important also to explore the context of such environments and to form some ideas of what skills that society requires of an effective speaker.

c)	Identifying verbal communication strategies
Conversational strategies must be incorporated in teaching materials because they are essential tools to serve the communication of meaning. One method to do so is by designing task for learners to act upon their interlocutor’s speech rather than merely concentrating on their own. Another method is by building into materials many practical devices that can help facilitate oral production and compensate for those communication difficulties arising under time pressure. In this respect, Bygate (1987) suggests five of them: (a) using less complex syntax; (b) making do with short phrases and incomplete sentences; (c) employing fixed conversational phrases; (d) adding filler words to gain time to speak; and (e) correcting or improving what one has already said.
d)	Utilizing verbal sources from real life
To modify materials, besides what can be used to create a springboard for communication from printed sources such as magazine articles or pictures, it can also utilize many verbal interactions taken from real life and in the classroom. One method suggested by Tay (1988) is by typing learners’ peer group interaction in the target language. Another method is by finding opportunities to compare naturally occurring conversations with designer version which deal with the same topic.
e)	Designing skill-acquiring activities
Once communication content is outlined and its components are selected, the decisive step is to create relevant tasks that help learners to acquire new language, to learn rules of interaction and to experience communication of meaning. Learners need conditions for copying with meanings and need purposes for using language. They need content-based activities to get them to interact with peers. This can be done by giving learners role to play, giving them motivating and attractive reasons to communicate, making up circumstances of misunderstanding to be fixed, creating sticky situations to get out of and so forth.




Generally, a syllabus is defined as “a course of study offered by a learning institution in a specific period of time” (Debin and Olshtain, 1986: 97). Krahnke (1987: 2) stated that syllabus is often either set out by an exam (​http:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​Exam" \o "Exam​) board, or prepared by the professor (​http:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​Professor" \o "Professor​) who supervises or controls the course quality. Other authorities have considered a syllabus to be a collection of topics on the same subject matter that are required to meet the course objectives. Farrant (1980: 8) defined a syllabus as “a series of statements of what is to be learned”.
A syllabus is an expression of opinion on the nature of language and learning; it acts as a guide for both teacher and learner by providing some goals to be attained. Hutchinson and Waters (1987: 54) define syllabus as at its simplest level a syllabus can be described as a statement of what is to be learnt. It reflects of language and linguistic performance.
This is a rather traditional interpretation of syllabus focusing as it does on outcomes rather than process. A syllabus can also be seen as a "summary of the content to which learners will be exposed" (Yalden, 1987: 79). For the purposes of this unit, a syllabus will be defined as a course outline comprising a collection of topics on the same subject matter and a series of statements of what is to be learned within a given time frame (Bin Tahir, 2013: 45).
2)	Elements of Syllabus
The common elements found in most types of the syllabus are; 
a)	Course Objectives outline the learning that pupils should be able to demonstrate at the end of the course. Generally, these objectives concern themselves with the skills, knowledge and attitudes that are to be developed. They are subject-specific, unlike those in the curriculum; 
b)	Course Content. In each subject area, there are certain topics that should be included at each level. These topics are listed so that the teacher knows which subject matter to teach and the level at which to teach it; 
c)	Methods of Evaluation. This indicates the means and strategies of evaluation, the skills to be evaluated and the number of test papers, including the nature of the papers. While formats are given in syllabuses, they normally differ from subject to subject. When a school receives the syllabus, the document is interpreted and divided into topics to be taught each term.
3)	Types of Syllabus
Generally, there are two types of syllabus based on various types of approaches available to course designers and the language assumptions they make as follows (Brumfit and Johnson. 1979):
a)	Product-Oriented Syllabuses
The Structural Approach
Historically, the most prevalent of syllabus type is perhaps the grammatical syllabus in which the selection and grading of the content is based on the complexity and simplicity of grammatical items. The learner is expected to master each structural step and add it to his/her grammar collection. As such the focus is on the outcomes or the product.
The Situational Approach
Here, the principal organizing characteristic is a list of situations which reflects the way language and behavior are used every day outside the classroom. Thus, by linking structural theory to situations the learner is able to induce the meaning from a relevant context. One advantage of the situational approach is that motivation will be heightened since it is "learner- rather than subject-centered". However, a situational syllabus will be limited for students whose needs were not encompassed by the situations in the syllabus.
The Notional/Functional approach
Wilkins' criticism of structural and situational approaches lies in the fact that they answer only the 'how' or 'when' and 'where' of language (Brumfit and Johnson. 1979). Instead, he enquires "what it is they communicate through language". Thus, the starting point for a syllabus is the communicative purpose and conceptual meaning of language i.e. notions and functions, as opposed to grammatical items and situational elements which remain but are relegated to a subsidiary role.
In order to establish objectives, the needs of the learners will have to be analyzed by the various types of communication in which the learner has to confront. Consequently, needs analysis has an association with notional-functional syllabuses. Although needs analysis implies a focus on the learner, critics of this approach suggest that a new list has replaced the old one. Where once structural/situational items were used a new list consisting of notions and functions has become the main focus in a syllabus. 
b)	Process-Oriented Syllabuses
Process-Oriented Syllabuses, or the analytical approach, developed as a result of a sense of failure in product-oriented courses to enhance communicative language skills. It is a process rather than a product. That is, focus is not on what the student will have accomplished on completion of the program, but on the specification of learning tasks and activities that s/he will undertake during the course.
Procedural/Task-Based Approaches
Prabhu's (1979: 66) 'Bangalore Project' is a classic example of a procedural syllabus. Here, the question concerning 'what' becomes subordinate to the question concerning 'how'. The focus shifts from the linguistic element to the pedagogical, with an emphasis on learning or learner. Within such a framework the selection, ordering and grading of content is no longer wholly significant for the syllabus designer.
A task-based approach assumes that speaking a language is a skill best perfected through practice and interaction, and uses tasks and activities to encourage learners to use the language communicatively in order to achieve a purpose. Tasks must be relevant to the real world language needs of the student. That is, the underlying learning theory of task based and communicative language teaching seems to suggest that activities in which language is employed to complete meaningful tasks, enhances learning.
Learner-Led Syllabuses
The notion of basing an approach on how learners learn was proposed by Breen and Candlin (1984: 118). Here the emphasis lies with the learner, who hoped will be involved in the implementation of the syllabus design as far as that is practically possible. By being fully aware of the course they are studying it is believed that their interest and motivation will increase, coupled with the positive effect of nurturing the skills required to learn.
The Proportional Approaches
The proportional syllabus basically attempts to develop an "overall competence". It consists of a number of elements with theme playing a linking role through the units. This theme is designated by the learners. It is expected initially that form will be of central value, but later, the focus will veer towards interactional components; the syllabus is designed to be dynamic, not static, with ample opportunity for feedback and flexibility (Yalden, 1987: 45).
The shift from form to interaction can occur at any time and is not limited to a particular stratum of learner ability. As Yalden observes, it is important for a syllabus to indicate explicitly what will be taught, "Not what will be learned".

4)	Designing Syllabus
Ideally, syllabus is developed based on needs analysis conducted by a group of teacher in collaboration with needs analysts/experts and a team of curriculum development. Approaches used in developing syllabus can be analytic or synthetic approach technically; the steps of syllabus design cover the following: 1) Planning; 2) Dissemination; 3) Implementation; 4) Evaluation; 5) Revision.
The steps can be reflected in the following figure: Systematic Model for Syllabus Design (Brown, 1996).
 (​http:​/​​/​lh6.ggpht.com​/​_k_hpnnZWrWQ​/​TLhuIdog6EI​/​AAAAAAAAAvA​/​CbKjrZsnM6k​/​s1600-h​/​image%5B51%5D.png​)
Figure. 2.3 Systematic Model for Syllabus Design. (Adopted from Brown, 1996).
The steps in developing syllabus:
1)	Planning and Specification stage:
a)	Identify existing content standard, resourceful materials, and textbooks;
b)	Use the information collected through needs analysis related to students’ background knowledge and expectation;
c)	Identify competencies given in the content standard (competence standard and basic competencies/SK KD);
d)	Identify contents in basic competencies (instructional contents and competencies);
e)	Analyze core contents, using ‘learning task analysis’, to identify both grammatical elements/textual meanings and Ideational meanings (main ideas, supporting ideas etc.) by considering: three learning domains as suggested in the goals of teaching English (cognitive/intellectual skills, psycho-motor, and affective domains); supporting competencies, e.g. linguistic, socio-cultural, and discourse competencies explicitly or implicitly;
f)	   Decide evaluation tools by considering the formulated indicators;
g)	Determine time allocation by considering, indicators, material coverage, students ‘prior knowledge/level, etc.;
h)	Determine learning resources used.
2)	Dissemination and Implementation stage:
a)	Develop testing (e.g. Pre-test, Formative test, and Achievement);
b)	Develop teaching materials;
c)	Train teachers or socialize the syllabus and its components;
d)	Conduct on-going evaluation of the program implementation.
3)	Evaluation and Revision Stage
Evaluation is conducted by a team of curriculum development or related experts the result of evaluation is used to reconstruct the syllabus.
Clearly, there is a vast amount of material to disseminate when considering syllabus design. The numerous approaches touched on here all offer valuable insights into creating a language program. The synthetic approaches of structuralism, situational and functional-notional, all have objectives to be attained, a content to be processed and learnt. The foundations of the product syllabuses remain fundamentally similar, whereas the underlying assumptions about language and language learning from the analytic approaches differ greatly: process type syllabuses assert that learning a language is transient and cannot be itemized; pedagogical procedure takes precedence over content.
The researcher concludes that a syllabus is an expression of opinion on the nature of language and learning; it acts as a guide for both teacher and learner by providing some goals to be attained. This research will adopt the syllabus model by Brown.

c.	Lesson Plan
A lesson plan is a framework for a lesson. If you imagine that a lesson is like a journey, then the lesson plan is the map. It shows where you start, where you finish and the route to take to get there. Lesson plans are the product of teachers’ thoughts about their classes; what they hope to achieve and how they hope to achieve it. They are usually, though not always, in written form (Robertson & Acklam, 2000).
A Lesson Plan describes how learning is to be organized and facilitated in the classroom and documents specific plans for teaching. It is a written document composed of learning objectives that show alignment with the Curriculum Frameworks as well as descriptions of all assessments, instructional activities, needed materials and resources, and wrap-up/reflection activities for a particular class or series of classes. Lesson plans may take a variety of forms (Sabes & Acles, 2008: 31).
A lesson plan is designed to meet the basic competencies which can be carried out in one meeting or more. Things that should be written in the lesson plan are as follows (Salsbury and Schoenfeldt, 2008):
1)	Identity of the subject matter which consists of; a) Title of the lesson; b) Class/ Semester; c) Program (especially for Senior High); d) Theme; and e) Time allotment.
2)	Standard Competence is the qualification of the students’ minimal ability which illustrates the mastery of knowledge, attitude, and skill obtained through each class or semester for every subject.
3)	Basic Competency is a sum of students’ ability for certain subjects as the reference for determining the indicators for competency achievement in a subject.
4)	Indicator for competency achievement. The measureable or observable behavior which shows the achievement of specific basic competency as the reference for the subject evaluation. The indicators for competency achievement are formulated with operational verbs that can be measured which cover the knowledge, attitude, and skills.
5)	The Instructional goal. Instructional goal illustrates the process and the learning outcome achieved by the students in accordance to the basic competency.
6)	Instructional material. It includes the fact, concept, principle, and the relevant procedure, and written as suitable items in relation to the indicators for competency achievement.
7)	Methodology. Methods are used by teachers to create teaching and learning process to enable the students to achieve the basic competency or a set of specified indicators. The choice of methods should consider the students’ situation and condition as well as the characteristics of every indicator and the competency which will be achieved in every subject.
8)	Learning activities which consisted of: a) Pre- activity. This activity is done at the beginning of the lesson and meant for arousing the students’ motivation and to focus the students’ attention as well, so that they can participate actively during the lesson. This stage is meant to activate students schemata related with new materials. b) Whilst activity. This is the main learning process and aimed at achieving the basic competency. This activity is conducted interactively, inspiratively, joyfully, challenging, motivating the students to participate actively, and giving opportunities to the students to have innovation, creativity, and self-reliance in accordance to their talent, motivation, physical and psychological development. This activity is conducted systematically through exploration, elaboration, and conformation processes. c) Post activity. This activity is done to end the lesson which can be in the form of summarizing, evaluation, reflection, feedback, and follow up activities.
9)	Evaluation. The procedure and the instruments for assessment should be based on the indicators for competency achievement and refer to the evaluation standard.
10)	Learning Resource. Selecting the learning resource should consider the Competency Standard and the Basic Competency, as well as the learning material, the teaching and learning activities and also the indicators for competency achievement.




There has been considerable debate on the role of course books in a language course. Prabhu (1989: 74) suggests that because teaching must be matched to the learners’ current knowledge, course books will not be effective because they are not in touch with the state of this knowledge. Allwright (1981: 5) sees course books as removing learners from negotiating the curriculum design process. These points underline the importance of having a flexible approach to the use of a course book and of choosing a course book which allows for flexibility.
While Graves (2000: 7) stated that course book is a stimulus or instrument for teaching and learning. He illustrated a course book as an instrument or tool that can compare it to a musical instrument, a piano for example. It provides with the means for producing music, but it cannot produce music on its own. Just as a piano does not play music, a course book does not reach language. The first step in using a course book as a tool is actually a series of steps that includes three of the elements of designing a course conceptualizing content, formulating goals and objectives, and organizing the course.
Cunningsworth (1995) summarizes the role of material (particularly course books) in language teaching as:

a)	A resource for presentation material (spoken and written);
b)	A source of activities for learner practice and communicative interaction;
c)	A reference source for learners on vocabulary, grammar, pronunciation, and so on;
d)	A source of stimulation and ideas for classroom activities;
e)	A syllabus (where they reflect learning objectives that have already been determined);
f)	A support for less experienced teachers who have yet to gain in confidence.
Course book are used in different ways in language program. For example, a reading course book might be the basis for a course in reading skills, providing both a set of reading text and experiences for skill practice. A writing course book might provide model compositions and a list of topics for students to write about. A grammar course book might serve as a reference book and provide examples as well as exercises to develop grammatical knowledge. A speaking course book might provide some dialogues in some occasion and places for students to practice and passages for students to read and discuss. A listening text together with audiocassettes or CDs and videos might serve as the primary listening input in a listening course.
In order to take a systematic approach to looking at the possible roles of the course book, teacher and learners in the curriculum design process, it is necessary to look at each part of the curriculum design process which describes in Table 2.2 lists the areas to consider when deciding where the course book, learners and teacher will contribute to curriculum design. Each of these areas needs to be informed by considerations of environment, needs and principles. Column 3 needs to be filled according to who is given responsibility.
Table 2.2 Areas and agents in assigning responsibility for Adapting and adopting course book (adopted from Nation and Macalister, 2010: 160).

Area of design	Questions	Responsibility: Course book. Teacher &Learner
Content and sequencing	What language content?What ideas content?How much covered?How often covered?	
Format and presentation	How presented?What format for the lesson?Who presents?	
Monitoring and assessing	What assessed?When assessed?How assessed?Who assesses?	

Once a course book has been chosen, teachers may wish to make substantial changes to it. There are several reasons for doing this and these could be classified as responding to the environment, taking account of needs, or putting principles into practice. They are:
a)	The course book does not include all the activities that the teacher has used successfully before.
b)	The course book material does not fit comfortably into the time available for the course.
c)	The course book contains content that is unsuitable for the learners’ level of proficiency or age.
d)	The learners’ knowledge and skill do not match that involved in the course book (Prabhu, 1989: 66).
e)	The course book does not include language items, skills, ideas, discourse or strategies that the learners need.
f)	   The course book does not apply principles that the teacher feels should be applied.
g)	The course book does not involve the learners in the curriculum design process (Allwright, 1981).
Because of these reasons or reasons like these, the teacher may wish to adapt the course book. The teacher can do the following things to adapt a course book. Note how the suggestions relate to the three parts of the central circle of the curriculum design diagram.
a)	Add or omit content. The teacher adds exercises to give extra practice to items that are frequently used in the language or which require extra time to learn. 
b)	Change the sequencing of the content. The teacher introduces some items earlier in the course because they are needed to do added activities.
c)	Change the format. Instead of beginning the lesson with a dialogue, the teacher puts it towards the end of the lesson and uses the other exercises in the lesson to prepare for it.
d)	Change the presentation. The teacher uses different techniques than those used in the book. For example a 4/3/2 fluency activity is used to practice some of the dialogues.
e)	Add or omit monitoring. The teacher encourages the learners to make tests to check each other’s learning of what is in the lesson (Clarke, 1989).
f)	  Add or omit assessment. The teacher introduces weekly tests to encourage learners to do homework or to let them see their progress.
An example of the teacher adding content may be through the addition of an extensive reading component to the course. The teacher may decide to do this because he/she does not feel the course book is applying principles that the teacher believes are important. In this case the principles are: a) Comprehensible input: There should be substantial quantities of interesting comprehensible receptive activity in both listening and reading; b) Fluency: A language course should provide activities aimed at increasing fluency with which learners can use the language they already know, both receptively and productively; and c) Time on task: As much time as possible should be spent focusing on and using the second language.
A systematic approach to course book evaluation can be based on the parts of the curriculum design process:
a)	Does the course book suit the environment in which it will be used?
b)	Does the course book meet the needs of the learners?
c)	Does the course book apply sensible principles of teaching and learning?
d)	Do the goals of the course book match the goals of the course?
e)	Does the content of the course book suit the proficiency level of the learners and reflect sensible selection and sequencing principles?
f)	Is the course book interesting and does it use effective techniques?
g)	Does the course book include tests and ways of monitoring progress?
Any course book without these essential features would not be worth considering further. Here are some possible essential features: 1) The book should be at the right vocabulary and grammar level for the learners, 2) Focus on the language and skills that are the goal of the course, 3) Be below a certain price, 4) Readily available, 5) The size and number of lessons should suit the length of the course. 6) Should not include behavior and topics that would offend the religious or cultural sensitivities of the learners and their parents. The list of features to consider on content and sequencing, format and presentation, and monitoring and assessment can be seen in Table below that is a list to choose from.


Table 2.3: A suggested list of features to choose from when evaluating a course book (adopted from Nation and Macalister, 2010: 167).
GOALS, CONTENT AND SEQUENCING	The ideas in the course should help learning in the classroom.The ideas in the course should suit the age of the learners and should interest them.The content should take account of what learners expect to see in an English course.The sequencing of the content should allow for some learners being absent for some classes.The language in the course should be able to be modeled and comprehended by the teacher.The number of lessons in the course should suit the school term or year.The ideas in the course should increase the acceptability and usefulness of the course outside the classroom.The content should suit the proficiency level of the learners.The content should take account of what learners want.The content should be what learners need.
FORMAT AND PRESENTATION	The layout of the content should attract the learners.The learners should have the skills to do the activities.The activities could be used for self-study.The activities should take account of whether the learners share the same first language.The activities should be suitable for a range of levels of proficiency in a class.The activities should suit the size of the class.The activities should fit the learning styles of the learners.The activities should be able to be presented and managed by the teacher [e.g. the teacher should be able to organize group work].The course book should be easy to carry.The material in the course or the course book should not be too expensive.The amount of material in a lesson should suit the length of a class.The activities should suit the physical features of the classroom [e.g. move desks for group work; sound proof for oral work].The learners should be able to successfully complete the activities.The activities should take account of what the learners expect to do in a language-learning course.The kinds of activities should be useful to the learners in their future use or future learning of the language [e.g. knowing how to rank; knowing how to negotiate].
MONITORING AND ASSESSMENT	The course should show the learners that they are learning to do what they want to do.

A comparison of the evaluation forms designed by Tucker (1968), Sheldon (1988) and Ur (1996: 244) shows how current theories of second-language learning influence course book evaluation. An evaluation form that seemed adequate twenty or forty years ago now seems inappropriate. When examining the adequacy of an evaluation form we can use the same criteria as we use for evaluating a test:
a)	Is the form reliable? Would different people using the same form on the same course book reach similar conclusions?
b)	Is the form valid? Does the form cover the important features of a course book? Is the choice of features to examine in agreement with our current knowledge of curriculum design and second language learning?
c)	Is the form practical? Is it easy to understand? Is it easy to use? Can it be used to evaluate a course book in a reasonably short time? Are the results of the evaluation understandable and usable?
Occasionally an evaluation may be concerned with wider social concerns in addition to language learning features. There may, for example, be a desire to avoid a sexist or racist depiction of the world through the course book.
For many teachers the evaluation of a course book is more important than designing courses because their teaching situation determines that they should work from a course book. It should be clear that evaluating and adopting a course book draw on the same knowledge and procedures that are used when designing a course. Evaluating a course book is a small but important exercise in curriculum design.
3.	Concept of Pesantren
a.	What is Pesantren?
The word ‘Pesantren’ derived from ‘Santri’ with prefix -pe and suffix -an means a place where a santri/student lives (Dhofier, 1984: 18; Daulay, 2009: 61; Nizar: 87; Engku, et al, 2014: 172). According to Prof. Johns, the term of pesantren come from Tamil language means a teacher who teaches a student to recite the Quran. While C.C Berg states that the term pesantren came from Indian language ‘Shastri’ derived from ‘shastra’ which means the Holy Scripture. On the other word, Santri is a person who knows the holy scripture of Hinduism (Steenbrink, 1994: 20).
According to Madjid (2013: 21), there are two conceptions of the word ‘Santri’ regarding its origin. Firstly, the word ‘Santri’ derived from the Sanskrit language ‘Shastri’ means literate or able to read and write. Therefore, Santri is a literary person caused by his knowledge concerning the Holy Scripture. Secondly, the word ‘Santri’ came from the Javanese language ‘cantrik’ which means a person who goes along with a teacher wherever he goes and stays to acquire knowledge and skill from him or a person who pursues a course from a teacher. The pattern of relationship between teacher and santri (guru-cantrik) used largely in the era of Islam so that it changed from ‘guru-cantrik’ for ‘guru-santri’. Subsequently, the word ‘guru’ changed into ‘Kiai’ which means old, sacred, and holy.
The term of pesantren often compounded with the word ‘Pondok’ means hotel or dormitory where the santri/student lives. There is no significant difference between the words of pondok and pesantren. It refers to the place of religious education progress. It can be defined as the educational institution of religious teaching used the non-classical method of kiai/teacher to the students based on the Holy Scripture and all santri/students must stay inside of pesantren (Engku, 2014: 172).
An institution could be classified as pesantren when it complies with some conditions or some basic elements of pesantren, they are; Kiai/teacher, santri/students, mosque, pondok/dormitory, and religious teaching or teaching the Holy Scripture (Dhofier, 1984: 44). While Saridjo (1982: 9) argues that there are only three basic elements of pesantren, they are; Kiai, santri/student, and mosque.
Most pesantren provide housing or dormitory living at low or no cost for the students (Santri (​https:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​Santri" \o "Santri​)). The two types of education systems are conducted throughout the day. Students in pesantren have almost 20 hours activity starting from early Morning Prayer starting at 4 am to midnight where they ended the evening with a study group in the dormitory. During the day, students attend formal school (which is mandatory until secondary school by 2005) like any other students outside of pesantren, and in late afternoon and evening, they have to attend religious ritual followed by religious studies and group studies to complete their homework.
Based on the views of the definition above, the researcher concludes that pesantren is an educational institution of religious teaching consists of Kiai, santri, mosque, and dormitory where all santri/students must stay inside of pesantren to learn the Holy Scripture and religious sciences.
b.	Types of Pesantren
In general, pesantren can be classified into two types, they are; traditional (salaf), and modern (khalaf) (Engku, 2014: 173).
1)	Pesantren Salaf is pesantren in which its educational system still based on the classical teaching method that known as wetonan and serogan method. Wetonan is a method in which the students sitting encircle the teacher/kiai to listen to and acquire knowledge from the reciting and the explanation of the classic book and make a note. Serogan is a method in which the students have an audience with Kiai in face-to-face meetings and one by one at a time to learn a specific book.
According to Daulay (2009: 57) states that pesantren Salaf is a pesantren in which its educational system using the non-classical method. This educational system is not restricted to the duration of learning. The students can live and studies in one year or perhaps in several years. The subjects that been taught solely on the religious subjects originate from the claasic books. The teaching and learning method used in pesantren are Srogan, Wetonan, memorizing, and Muzakarah method.
This type of pesantren is also called by NU (Nahdhatul Ulama)-based pesantren that are strong waves of Islamic education reform, which occurred along with Islamic reformist, touched pesantren. While maintaining the traditional aspects of the education system, a number of pesantren in Java have, at the same time, begun to adopt the madrasah system. The experience of Pesantren Tebuireng Jombang in East Java is important to note. Founded by the charismatic and outstanding ulama of the 20th century, Kyai Hasyim Asy’ari (1871–1947), Pesantren Tebuireng set the model for pesantren and ulama, especially in Java. Almost all of the important pesantren in Java have been founded by disciples of Kyai Hasim Asy’ari, therefore following the pesantren Tebuireng model. Together with the NU, which he founded in 1926, Kyai Hasyim had a central and strategic position in the legacies of ulama in Java. As such, he is known as the Hadratus Syaikh (Big Master) for ulama in Java.
This type of pesantren, culturally based on the NU tradition, has been growing steadily and can be found in almost every city in Java. In West Sumatra, this type of pesantren is affiliated with PERTI (Persatuan Tarbiyah Islamiyah), an old class of people-affiliated organization like the NU in Java. In Lombok, West Nusa Tenggara, the position of NU is assumed by the local Nahdhatul Watan (NW). Like NU and PERTI, NW has become the cultural bases for traditional Islamic education institutions in Lombok as well as religious bases in the region. Similarly, As’adiyah in South Sulawesi has also played an important role like that of NU in Java, NW in NTB, and Perti in West Sumatra.
2)	Pesantren Khalaf is pesantren that still perpetuate to the non-classical education system of pesantren but it adopts and adapts the modern system and using not only on its curriculum and classical method but also extends to modern curriculum and method. It indicated by the combination of religious subjects and general subjects (e.g. Fiqh, Tafsir, Hadits, math, economics, English, and natural sciences).
This type of pesantren is also called by modern pesantren. In the history of Islamic education in Indonesia, this type of pesantren is said to be the first institution to create the principles for reforming Islamic education within the pesantren system. Pesantren Darussalam Gontor Ponorogo, founded on September 20, 1926 by three brothers (KH. Ahmad Sahal, KH. Zainuddin Fannani, and KH. Imam Zarkasyi) was the first modern pesantren designed to provide education able to respond to challenges faced by the Muslim community amidst changes in the socio-cultural life in Indonesia in the modern-period (Engku, 2014: 173).
In addition to introducing a new system and learning method—grade system, textbook, and non-religious subjects in the curriculum—pesantren also functioned as the medium to disseminate the ideas of Islamic reformism. It became the basis of creating new Muslims familiar with the spirit of modernism and progress, which had become a dominant discourse in Indonesia. Here the social and religious dimension of madrasah can be clearly identified. The different from the type of pesantren that only provided classical religious learning and a kyai-centric system, madrasah provided a new religious perspective to respond to modernity. Unlike pesantren which functioned as the fabric of the ulama, madrasah was designed to create the so-called “Muslims learning.”
It is with this design that the foundation of modern pesantren can be explained. It aimed to create new Muslims who could master either religious or secular knowledge as well as various life skills needed by the changing community. Since its inception, modern pesantren identified itself as a modern educational institution in contrast to a traditional pesantren which had been plagued with stagnancy and ineffective educational management. Imam Zarkasyi, one of Gontor’s founding fathers, saw that modern pesantren should apply freedom of thought, effective and efficient management, and adopt the modern idea of progress as well as modern devices. Like most Muslim reformers, he emphasized the need for madhab flexibility, which without would sometimes lead to stagnancy.
One aspect of this modernization can be seen in the system of Kulliyat al-Muallimin al-Islamiyah (KMI), a secondary grade system consisting of six-year duration (equivalent to secondary and high schools). This KMI system is a combination of madrasah and pesantren systems. This combination is a result of Zarkasyi’s experiences in Pesantren Manbaul Ulum in Solo, Thawalib in Padang Panjang, and Normal Islam School (also called KMI) and as founder and director of Kweekschool Muhammadiyah in Padang Sidempuan. In the classroom, students study and learn just like students of madrasah and other public schools do. However, outside of the classroom, students engage in various activities such as organization training, life skills, arts, sports, and scouting (Engku, 2014: 173).

c.	Languages Teaching and Learning at Pesantren
The characteristic of pesantren Salaf emphasized on religious subjects that is Arabic is one of the important subjects that must be learned by students. While pesantren Khalaf emphasized on learning foreign languages (Arabic and English) of some regular lodge program. This is because the pesantren also follows the curriculum developed at public school and school-based curriculum of KEMENDIKBUD (Minister of National Education), KEMENAG (Ministry of Religious Affairs), and Pesantren curriculum. Thus, the pesantren has varieties of language learning method that can be used as an advantage of public schools in the area of foreign language teaching. The evidence from several students of high school level that gets the opportunity to exchange to Australia and America as well as from many of its graduates which continue their studies abroad (Bin Tahir, S, 2011: 81).
The modern pesantren emphasized on the subjects of foreign language learning, they are; Arabic and English that become characteristic of pesantren institutional education. The Arabic subject is stressed on mastering vocabulary words so that the first year students can speak and communicate using English and Arabic in their daily life inside pesantren. The subject of Nahw Sharf (grammar) will be taught in the second year, that is, when students are fluent in speaking and already comprehend the word order. In such manner of English teaching and learning, grammar will be taught when students are in the third year, even though the language’s material has been tough in the first year (Nata, 2003: 206).
Arabic and English is a tool of communication amongst fellow students and teachers in their daily life inside of modern pesantren. Of course, there are many hindrances in languages teaching and learning. To solve the problems, the modern pesantren used the direct method which aims to be active in mastering languages through enlarging the drill and practice orally and written. Thus, the language teaching in pesantren emphasized on students’ ability to speak and to operate the function of sentences, it is not stressed on grammar that made students are difficult to speak smoothly (Nizar, 2013: 177).
In languages teaching and learning at the modern pesantren of Gontor, Imam Zarkasiy applied a slogan as follows:
الْكَلِمَة الْوَاحِدَة فِي أَلْفِ جُمْلَةٍ خَيْرٌ مِنْ ألْفِ كَلِمَة فِي جُمْلَةٍ وَاحِدَة
(The ability to use one word in thousand of sentences is the more preferable than the ability in mastering thousands of words use only in one sentence). Nevertheless, the ability to communicate in Arabic and English must be based on the principle and morality (Jamal, 2013: 293).
Teaching and learning of foreign languages, especially Arabic and English in a modern pesantren has several variations that can be seen from the languages behavior amongst students-students and also students-teachers in and outside the classroom aspects of monolingualism, bilingualism, multilingualism, code-switching, code-mixing, diglossia, interference, and Peslanglish (Pesantren’s Slang English) were observed which helped describe the overall linguistic situation at the pesantren.
According to Bin Tahir (2015: 45), he stated that; 1) the pattern of language choice that was observed, indicating that Indonesian was the instructional language for general school subjects and was used as a communication tool inside the classroom. Arabic was found to be the language hugely associated with Islamic subjects and also the language that must be used on certain days inside of pesantren. English was the language choice of the science subjects and must also be used on certain days. The local language was used to interact with students’ families at the guest house during their visits to the pesantren; 2) aspects of monolingualism, bilingualism, multilingualism, code-switching, code-mixing, diglossia, interference and Peslanglish (Pesantren’s Slang English) were observed, which helped describe the overall linguistic situation at the pesantren; 3) The general factors affecting students’ language selection were locations, topics, interlocutors, participants, and other determined factors (i.e., the students’ educational backgrounds, motivation, habits, students’ ages, mother tongues, teachers’ educational backgrounds, and the environment). 
Based on the explanation above, the researcher can conclude that the languages such Arabic and English teaching and learning at modern pesantren occurred some aspects of monolingualism, bilingualism, multilingualism, code-switching, code-mixing, diglossia, interference and Peslanglish (Pesantren’s Slang English). In addition, the language teaching, the first grade of pesantren still focuses on memorizing vocabulary words involve to the students’ real life. The students are expected to speak using those vocabularies in their daily activities inside pesantren. Subsequently, they will learn and will be tough grammar in the second or third grade. It means that the first grade students need and interest to improve the specific competencies that emphasize performance objective and learning of skills for specific purposes. Specification of objectives is a major component of the design based on specific competencies, especially in programs designed to teach language for specific purposes (LSP) that will be applied in this research.

d.	Language’s Syllabi at Pesantren Schools

As mentioned earlier that modern pesantren in Makassar adopted two kinds of curriculum, they are the curriculum developed at public school and school-based curriculum of KEMENDIKBUD (Minister of National Education), KEMENAG (Ministry of Religious Affairs), besides the pesantren’s curriculum to meet the need of foreign language competence for their graduates which emphasize on the ability of first year students to speak foreign languages or to communicate the spoken language at their early age living at pesantren environment, the second phase emphasize on the simple grammar to arrange the students’ sentences, and the last phase focus on the specific language with the specific skills. Based on those curriculums, pesantren schools also have varied of languages syllabi (see appendix) which can be summarized the existing and the proposed syllabi as follows:
Table. 2.4. Language’s Syllabi at Pesantren Schools
No	Existing Syllabus	Proposed Syllabus
	English	Arabic	Indonesian	Multilingual
1	Respond the meaning on transactional dialogue (to get things done), give commend and prohibition	Identify the Arabic letter and kinds of words in introduction text	Conclude/ summary the content of information based on the text	Listening to, speaking about self introduction in peer, greetings, memorizing common phrases and vocabulary, practicing then summarize the content of the lecture
2	Asking, giving information, thanks, and apologizeA :  Where’s the book?B :  It’s there.A : Thank you. B : You’re welcome
	Find the common information on the text of greeting (التحيات), personal pronoun (الضمير), and demonstrative  (الإشارة)	Rewrite the information on the text	(Listening and speaking) Asking information, giving suggestion about health and location using demonstrative words, thanks and apologize, memorizing common phrases and vocabulary, redemonstrating in peer conversation
3	Respond the meaning on a short functional text.Keep closed!Things to buy:SugarFlourMeatButter	Responding the idea on short dialogue of greeting (إلقاءالتحيات), pronoun  (للمفرد اسم الضمير), demonstrative (اسم الإشارة)   	Telling the most impressed experiences using the correct sentences	(Listening and speaking) Giving command and prohibition based on pesantren context, giving instruction and short announcement, memorizing common phrases and vocabulary, retelling the instruction and announcement
4	Respond the idea on a short functional text.CongratulationsWell done!Announce ment!	Make a short dialogue on introduction using greeting (إلقاءالتحيات), pronoun  (للمفرد اسم الضمير), demonstrative (اسم الإشارة)  	Delivering the announcement with correct accent and intonation	(Listening and speaking) Expressing needs, desires, and wants, shoping at pesantren canteen or bookstore, memorizing common phrases/ vocabulary and practicing 
5	Greeting, giving command and prohibition	Delivering information orally	Find certain words meaning on the dictionary through reading activity	(Listening and speaking) Talking about classroom activities using simple sentences, memorizing common phrases/vocabulary
6	Asking, giving information, thanks, and apologize	Writing and completing the words correctly	Conclude the content of the text after quick reading	(Listening and speaking) Talking about dorm activities, memorizing common vocabulary
7	Short text, Intruction, Shopping list, Announcement (Give an instruction based on the picture shown)	Writing the information in a short sentence and dictation	Reading several texts with correct accent and intonation	Asking hobby and interest, memorizing common related vocabulary, and practicing
8	Short text, Intruction, Shopping list, Announcement (Give an instruction based on the picture shown)	Make a short dialogue on introduction using greeting (إلقاءالتحيات), pronoun  (للمفرد اسم الضمير), demonstrative (اسم الإشارة)  	Writing a diary on personal experience	(Listening and speaking) Talking about daily activities and experiences using simple sentences, memorizing common phrases/vocabulary
9	Reading a text aloud with correct accent and intonation	Delivering the information orally using greeting (إلقاءالتحيات), pronoun  (للمفرد اسم الضمير), demonstrative (اسم الإشارة) 	Writing a letter	(Listening and speaking) talking about Islamic rule; prayer, fasting, reciting the holy Quran, etc. memorizing common vocabulary, and practicing
10	Reading a short text, intruction, shopping list, announcement (Read the text and choose the correct answer)	Reading a text aloud with correct accent and intonation	Writing announcement text	(Listening and speaking) making short conversation in the field sporting; football, basketball, etc, memorizing common vocabulary, and practicing with peer
11	Reading a short text, Intruction, Shopping list, Announcement (Complete the blank spaces of the following text)	Identification the words, adjective, colour, ans simple sentences	Find an interested idea of the folktale or short story	(Listening and speaking) Retelling the phenomena and events inside pesantren, memorizing common related vocabulary, and practicing with peer
12	Reading a short text, Intruction, Shopping list, Announcement (Complete the blank spaces of the following text)	Find the common information in the short text about the school (مدرستى)	Adjusting the content of the story to the recent context	(Listening and speaking) Retelling the holiday experiences outside the pesantren, memorizing common related vocabulary, and practicing with peer































Figure 2.4 Conceptual Framework
Based on the conceptual framework diagram above, there are eleven main elements to be explained, they are:
1.	The researcher develops the multilingual learning material that is, creating languages units and lesson within those units to carry out the goals and objectives of the multilingual (English, Arabic, and Indonesian) course. It is the process of making multilingual syllabus, lesson plan, and course book more specific to improve students’ multilingual competence through research and development (R&D).
2.	Pesantren’s language syllabi were the languages (English, Arabic, and Indonesian) course outline comprising a collection of the topic on the subject matter and a series of statements of what is to be learned within a given time.
3.	Pesantren’s language lesson plans are the languages (English, Arabic, and Indonesian) written document composed of learning objectives that show alignment with the curriculum frameworks as well as descriptions of all assessment, instructional activities, materials and resources, and reflection activities for a particular class or series of classes.
4.	Pesantren’s language course books are an instrument or tool for languages (English, Arabic, and Indonesian) teaching and learning as a resource for presenting material, the source of activities, the source for learners and a support for less experienced teachers who have yet to gain in confidence.
5.	Pesantren’s languages teaching approaches refer to the application of methods of teaching and learning languages (English, Arabic, and Indonesian) proficiency, especially in productive skill uses in languages teaching and learning process and daily communication inside or outside the classroom.
6.	Needs analysis on the basis of “necessities”, “lack” and “wants” in order to classify between what the learners have to know and what the learners feel they need to know. The focus here is on the “lacks” that represented the gap between the required proficiency in the target situation and the existing proficiency of the learners. It is a systematic set of procedures undertaken for the purpose of setting priorities and making decisions about programs or organizational improvement and allocation of resources for developing students’ multilingual competence through the syllabus, lesson plan, and course book.
7.	Situation analysis complements the information gathered during conducting a need analysis. It is sometimes considered as a dimension of need analysis, and can also be regarded as an aspect of evaluation in multilingual learning. 
8.	The syllabus is an expression of opinion on the nature of language and learning; it acts as a guide for both teacher and learner by providing some goals to be attained. It can be described as a statement of what is to be learned. It reflects on language and linguistic performance in multilingual education.
9.	The lesson plan is a written document composed of learning objectives that show alignment with the curriculum frameworks as well as descriptions of all assessments, instructional activities, needed materials and resources. It describes how learning is to be organized and facilitated in the classroom and documents specific plans for teaching multilingual.
10.	The course book is a stimulus or instrument for teaching and learning. It is a resource for presentation material, a source of activities, and a support for less experienced teachers. The first step in using a course book as a tool is actually a series of steps that includes three of the elements of designing a course conceptualizing content, formulating goals and objectives, and organizing the course for developing multilingual competence.





Based on the problem statement, the objective of the research, and the theoretical review, the researcher formulates the statistic hypotheses as follows:
H0: The multilingual learning material development is not effective to improve students’ multilingual competence.
H1: The multilingual learning material development is effective to improve students’ multilingual competence. 
Hypothesis statistic: 
Ho: ρ = 0 










METHOD OF THE RESEARCH

This part deals with research design, research variable, the operational definition of variables, population and sample, research instrument, the procedure of collecting data, and technique of data analysis.

A.	Research Design
This research applied research and development (R&D) approach using R&D model by Borg and Gall (1983: 781) to develop and validate the educational products that are the multilingual learning syllabus, lesson plan, and course book for pesantren’s students.
According to Borg and Gall (1989: 781), educational research and development (R&D) is a process used to develop and validate the educational product. It means a series of research measurement and development carried out cyclically, and every step that is always referring to the results of previous steps until eventually gained a new educational product. Borg and Gall noted that R&D appears to be the most promising strategy to improving educational achievement. Educational research and development refer to a systematic process for developing and validating an educational product. Thus, the aim of R&D is to develop products, in this case, to develop educational products. Those products include not only course books, instructional films, and so forth, but also intended to refer to established processes, such as the method of teaching or a method for organizing instruction.
The R&D process “…consists of a cycle in which a version of the product is developed, field tested, and revised on the basis of field test data” and has yielded an “educational product that is fully ready for operational use in the schools” (Borg and Gall, 1989; 781). Borg and Gall have recognized that adherence to the full ten step process requires substantial personnel and financial resources that are generally not available to graduates students. 
The steps of R&D form a cycle which involved; a review of previous related findings, develop a product based on those findings, testing a product in an appropriate setting where the product will be applied, and revise the product base on the testing results. This process will be carried out repeatedly as far as the product meets the determined requirement. Particularly, the procedures of R&D developed by Borg and Gall (1983: 782) based on their experience in developing course model can be specified on ten stages, they are:
1.	Research and information collection. This stage involved need analysis, literature study, examines recent previous findings related to the product will be developed.
2.	Planning. This phase covered identification of skills, teaching and learning method, and testing eligibility in small-scale.
3.	Preliminary field tests of products. This stage concerned material development, procedures, and instrument of assessment. 
4.	Preliminary field testing. In this phase, researcher conducts restricted first try out in a small-scale.
5.	Main product revision. In this stage, the product will be revised based on the result of first try out.
6.	Main field testing. The phase of main trying out of product development in large-scale.
7.	Operational product revision based on the result of trying out in main field testing.
8.	Operational field testing. On this stage, the developed product will be applied in the setting which the product will be used without adjoining of the researcher.
9.	Final product revision. This phase refers to the final revision of the product before implementation.
10.	Dissemination and distribution. The final stage indicates the completeness of product and ready to be communicated to the users of product for implementation. 









Figure: 3.1 Plot of R&D Model by Borg and Gall (1989: 785).































Figure: 3.2. The steps of R&D model in developing multilingual material
This research will be conducted on three large stages, they are:
1.	Stage of arranging multilingual learning material begun with the investigation and data collection to obtain complete and comprehensive data through the observation, interview, and questionnaire of need analysis in three pesantren schools multilingual activities such as language syllabi, lesson plans, course books, teaching and learning approaches, and the students-teachers multilingual competence. The data will be strengthened the data on need analysis that will be used in designing and planning the multilingual learning material accurately. This stage included the product’s objective, the product’s target audiences, and a description of the product’s components and how they will be used. This research aimed to produce multilingual learning material, such as multilingual learning syllabus, lesson plan, and course book for the audiences i.e. pesantren students. This research focused firstly on the first year students of the junior high school. 
In this stage also, the researcher cooperated with pesantren’s teachers and stakeholders to prepare and construct multilingual material based on literature review, observation, and questionnaire of need analysis. This step produced the first draft of multilingual material that will be consulted to the promoter and spread it to the expert and partitions. Hereafter, the researcher conducted a focus group discussion with pesantren’s teachers in the field of languages or multilingual teaching to complete the multilingual material draft.
In testing the draft of multilingual material, the researcher conducted the preliminary field test that involves 15 students and 1 teacher at pesantren IMMIM to know the description of multilingual learning material effectiveness and to obtain suggestions and revisions of the product. The revisions have been consulted with the experts and to produce the construct of multilingual learning material that is ready to test it in preliminary field testing.
2.	Stage of preliminary field testing of multilingual learning syllabus, lesson plan, and course book that has designed for pesantren students. The construct has been tested to gain an initial qualitative evaluation of the product that emphasized the aspect of content, not on the outcomes. On the other words, the draft has been arranged well qualitatively could be implemented properly to the content of material on multilingual learning in that semester.
In this testing, the researcher along with pesantren’s teacher applied the material in teaching and learning process through experimentation in two pesantren; Pesantren IMMIM and Pesantren Pondok Madinah. The material has been revised based on the field condition. Thus, the analysis of testing results has been validated by the experts so that to produce the first construct of multilingual learning material that is ready to implement in main field testing.
3.	An implementing multilingual material developed for pesantren’s students in large-scale through main field testing. The aim of this phase is to determine the product’s performance objectives. Ordinarily, the research design applied is an experimental research (Borg and Gall, 1989).
This research will apply Pre Experimental One Group Pretest-Posttest Design that has been implemented in three of pesantren, they are; Pesantren of IMMIM, Pesantren Pondok Madinah, and Pesantren Darul Arqam Muhammadiyah Gombara. It will be one class of each pesantren that has been treated as an experimental group. Thus, there are three groups of experiments in different of pesantren who got the treatment through multilingual learning material without the control group.
At the end of experimentation of the main field testing of R&D, the researcher compared the result of pretest and posttest of the group’s achievement in multilingual competence in order to give the empirical description of the multilingual material effect. The researcher also explored the effectiveness of multilingual learning material toward the improvement of the students’ spoken multilingual competence in terms of fluency, accuracy, and comprehensibility. This research focused on spoken language caused of pesantren’s vision and mission to make the first year students can communicate two foreign languages in their daily interaction inside the campus after they have been living for 9-11 months. 

B. Research Variable
The variables in Research and Development (R&D) consisted of one dependent variable and one independent variable. The dependent variable was the multilingual competence dealing with the students’ ability to speak more than two languages fluently, accurately, and comprehensibly. Speaking accuracy covered acceptable pronunciation, and appropriate vocabulary; speaking fluency covered the wide range of meaning expression without unnatural pause; the speaking comprehensibility covered easily for the listener to understand the speaking intonation and general meaning. The independent variable was the multilingual learning material that covering the syllabus, lesson plan, and a course book.

C.	Operational Definition of Variables
The operational definition of variables can be explained as the following:
a.	Multilingual learning material was languages units and lessons within those units of the material to carry out the goals and objectives of the multilingual (English, Arabic, and Indonesian) course. It was the process of making multilingual learning syllabus, lesson plan, and course book more specific to improve students’ multilingual competence.
b.	Pesantrens’ language syllabi were the languages (English, Arabic, and Indonesian) course outline comprising a collection of the topic on the subject matter and a series of statements of what is to be learned within a given time.
c.	Pesantrens’ language lesson plans were the languages (English, Arabic, and Indonesian) written document composed of learning objectives that show alignment with the curriculum frameworks as well as descriptions of all assessment, instructional activities, materials and resources, and reflection activities for a particular class or series of classes.
d.	Pesantrens’ language course books were an instrument or tool for languages (English, Arabic, and Indonesian) teaching and learning as a resource for presenting material, the source of activities, the source for learners and a support for less experienced teachers who have yet to gain in confidence.
e.	Pesantrens’ languages teaching approaches refer to the application of methods in teaching and learning languages (English, Arabic, and Indonesian) proficiency, especially in productive skill used in languages teaching and learning process and in daily communication inside or outside the classroom.
f.	Needs analysis on the basis of “necessities”, “lack” and “wants” in order to classify between what the learners have to know and what the learners feel they need to know. The focus here was the “lacks” that represented the gap between the required proficiency in the target situation and the existing proficiency of the learners. It was a systematic set of procedures undertaken for the purpose of setting priorities and making decisions about programs or organizational improvement and allocation of resources for developing students’ multilingual competence through the syllabus, lesson plan, and course book.
g.	Multilingual competence was the ability to speak or to communicate using more than two languages (English, Arabic, and Indonesian) in the ordinary way of speech fluency, accuracy, and comprehensibility.
h.	Accuracy is the quality of being accurate, exactness, or correctness in pronunciation, and vocabulary; 
i.	Fluency is the ability to speak with others in an easy smooth manner;
j.	Comprehensibility is the process of understanding of the utterances sent by the speaker done by the listener;
k.	The syllabus is an expression of opinion on the nature of language and learning; it acts as a guide for both teacher and learner by providing some goals to be attained. It can be described as a statement of what is to be learned. It reflects on language and linguistic performance in multilingual education.
l.	The lesson plan is a written document composed of learning objectives that show alignment with the curriculum frameworks as well as descriptions of all assessments, instructional activities, needed materials and resources. It describes how learning is to be organized and facilitated in the classroom and documents specific plans for teaching multilingual.
m.	The coursebook is a stimulus or instrument for teaching and learning. It is a resource for presentation material, a source of activities, and a support for less experienced teachers. The first step in using a course book as a tool is actually a series of steps that includes three of the elements of designing a course conceptualizing content, formulating goals and objectives, and organizing the course for developing multilingual competence.





The population of this research was all pesantren schools and their students in the city of Makassar amount to 29 pesantren with 5.648 students (Depag, 2014). The objects of the research were all students, language teachers, and stakeholders of pesantren schools (foundation, director, headmaster, and school committee) in the city of Makassar in academic year 2015/2016. 
2. Sample
Since the population was absolutely large in number or the total numbers of pesantren schools were 29 with 5.648 students, then the researcher used the multiphases sampling that is the purposive random sampling technique to select the participants based on the phase of the research needs. The purposive sampling is selected by some arbitrary method because it is known to be representative of the total population, or it is known that it will produce well-matched groups. The idea is to pick out the sample in relation to some criterion, which is considered important for the particular study. While a simple random sample is one in which each element of the population has an equal and independent chance of being included in the sample (Singh, Y, 2006: 88; Kathory, C. R, 2004: 57; Creswell, 2008: 153).
The researcher will pick out three of pesantren, they are; Pesantren of IMMIM, Pesantren Pondok Madinah, and Pesantren Darul Arqam Muhammadiyah Gombara purposively in relation to some criterion which was considered as modern pesantren that have already the well-known and famous reputation of its performance. Those pesantren have been chosen as research subjects by the consideration that these schools have a very interesting linguistic tradition. There were two intensive foreign languages have been taught in the schools, namely Arabic and English and using those languages actively in daily communication. Besides, the students generally come from various tribes in the east of Indonesia with different ethnics and languages, namely Buginese, Makassarese, Mandarnese, Kailimantanese, Gorontalonese, Banjarnese, Ambonese, Papuanese and Javanese that made pesantren became multilingualism community. The number of pesantren’s students can be seen in table 3.1 below:





Pesantren Muhammadiyah Darul Arqam Gombara	100	75	175	9
TOTAL	1.174	485	1.659	35
Source: The number of Pesantren Students in Makassar (Depag, 2015)

Those pesantren have 1.659 students in six levels of grade with 36 classes and 35 languages’ teachers. The total population was 1.694. Thus, the researcher randomized the population into 90 sample size with confidence levels and confidence intervals for random samples (Cohen, et al, 2007: 104; Gay, et al, 2006: 111) to obtain data of students, teachers, and stakeholder’ need in developing the multilingual learning material for pesantren students.
In conducting the experimentation of R&D, the researcher took only the first year of pesantren’s students purposively as the research sample using simple random sampling to get the experimental group from each pesantren for field testing. In testing the draft of multilingual learning material, the researcher has conducted the preliminary field test that involved 15 students and 1 teacher at Pesantren IMMIM to know the description of multilingual learning material effectiveness and to obtain suggestions and revisions of the product. The revisions have been consulted to the experts and to produce the construct of multilingual material that was ready to test it in main field testing.







The researcher employed six kinds of instruments, namely, observation, interview, questionnaire, field note, speaking test, and documentation. The researcher interviewed the students, teachers, and stakeholders of pesantren schools using voice recorder. Type of the interview was a semi-structured interview in which some questions have been prepared before interviewing and some additional questions have been asked on the spot. The interview was used to collect qualitative data or confirmation toward what will and has been observed related to language syllabi, lesson plans, course books, languages teaching approach, the way of students-teachers develop their multilingual competence and interview the students and teachers while implanting the multilingual materials on R&D. 
The observation of this research used moderate participant to collect the data, the researcher participated actively in some activities, not in whole activities. In this case, the researcher observed the ongoing process of multilingual activities of students and teachers inside or outside the classroom and wrote the field notes on all multilingual learning activities. The researcher used a videotape to record verbal and nonverbal multilingual communication between students and teachers which later were confirmed and adjusted to the field notes, and also a volunteer assisted in the interview section. The researcher also observed the students and teachers activities while implanting the multilingual materials on R&D which was named by pre-evaluation, whilst evaluation and post evaluation.
The questionnaire applied the questionnaire of need analysis which aims to know the need of students, teachers, and stakeholders of pesantren schools in developing the multilingual learning material. The researcher also used the speaking test to know the effectiveness of multilingual materials in improving students’ multilingual competence.
The kind of speaking test in this research was the transactional dialogue that will be conducted in main field-testing of the experimentation. The test was developed based on the curriculum of pesantren schools. This research has been conducted three times a week based on languages teaching and learning schedule by the consideration that the students learn Indonesian, English, and Arabic once in a week. Besides those instruments, the researcher also used documentation of administration and students’ multilingual activities.
As regards to the instruments development and the questionnaire of the variables could be specified in the following constructs:
Tabel 3.2 The grid distribution of questionnaire on students-teachers’ need toward multilingual education
Variable	Indicator	Question no.	Total
The need of students, teachers, and stake holders of Pesantren toward multilingual education cover wants, interest, lack, and desire	Wants (desire to possess, wish for, lack or deficiency of something)Interest (readiness or desire to give attention to, be concern with, or learn about some thing and satisfaction)Need (goals and objectives to fill the “gap” of what a language program “lacks.”)	1 - 1819 - 2728 – 40	18913
Total Questions/statements	40

F.	Procedure of Collecting Data
The data in this research have been collected through the following procedures:
1.	Interview
Before deciding the respondent, the researcher conducted a primary study through an interview which intended to know the participants who have the competence in language syllabi and asking for documents related to the syllabi. This interview also aimed to determine the participants, including language teachers who teach Indonesian, English, and Arabic; students and teachers who have the multilingual competence to be the participants. These were the procedure of getting research participants.




The researcher participated actively in some activities, not in whole activities to observe the ongoing process of multilingual learning activities of students and teachers inside or outside the classroom and wrote the field notes in all multilingual learning activities to acquire data on language teaching approaches, strategies, methods, the way students and teachers develop their multilingual competence, and observing the process of multilingual materials implementation. The researcher used a videotape recorded to obtain verbal and nonverbal of multilingual communication between students, teachers, and stakeholders of pesantren schools which later were confirmed and adjusted to the field notes, and also to the data gained from the volunteer who assisted in the interview section.
3.	Questionnaire
The questionnaire has been distributed to the students, teachers, and stakeholders (foundation, director, headmaster, and school committee) to know their needs toward multilingual education. The questionnaires of need analysis distributed after conducting the qualitative research. The data already collected from questionnaires have been analyzed descriptively in the score and percentage to see the needs of students, teachers, and stakeholders toward their needs in the multilingual learning material.

4.	Monitoring the Multilingual Material Product
In monitoring the multilingual material product, the researcher used the questionnaire to know the students, techers, and experts responses the multilingual material. The researcher also measured the students’ score achievement through the experimentation based on the appropriateness of learning achievement quality with the objective of material. The researcher also used the observation sheet which suggested the list of features to choose from when evaluating a course book by Nation and Macalister (2010: 167) that can be seen in appendix 9.
5.	Product Testing
a.	Testing Design
The implementation of multilingual material design testing has been conducted at three pesantren by the languages teachers of pesantren which monitored by the researcher himself and the observer. The performing of testing accomplished in two phases; preliminary field test that held in Pesantren IMMIM, the main field test at Pesantren Pondok Madinah, and the operational field test that has been conducted at Pesantren IMMIM, Pesantren Pondok Madinah, and Pesantren Darul Arqam Muhammadiyah Gombara.
The research method applied in this phase was Pre Experimental One Group Pretest-Posttest Design. This design required one group from each of pesantren schools; the groups were administered a pretest, each group receives a treatment and post-tested at the end of the research. The posttest scores were compared to determine the effectiveness of the treatment. The design took the following form (Gay, L. R. et al, 2006; 254):






X1	= Treatment using multilingual learning material

The implementation of the experimentation in the preliminary, main, and operational field testing executed as long as 3 months approximately, or equal to 12 meetings which a number of measurements amount to 6 times in preliminary field test and 6 times in main field testing. The preliminary test involved two classes consisted of two groups from two pesantren (Pesantren IMMIM and Pesantren Pondok Madinah). While the main field test will be conducted in three of pesantren schools.
b.	Testing Validity and Reliability
The validity of testing result has been maintained from the factors that probably arise during the research process, they are; sustainability of internal and external validity. Validity asked the questions to measure what we want to measure. This may sound obvious but is often not that simple in educational research (Muijs, 2004: 64).
Internal validity was the degree to which observed differences on the dependent variable were a direct result of manipulating of the independent variable, not some other variables. In other words, an examination of internal validity focused on threats or rival explanations that influence the outcomes of an experimental research but are not part of the independent variable. In the example of student and parent tutors, a plausible threat for the research result would have been differences in the amount of time.
External validity also called ecological validity is the degree to which study results are generalizable, or applicable, to groups and environments outside the experimental setting. In other words, an examination of external validity focuses on threats or rival explanations that would not permit the results of the study to be generalized to other settings or groups.
Reliability refers to the extent to which test scores are free of measurement error. Reliability, as conceptualized in quantitative research, has two main forms: repeated measurement and internal consistency. Repeated measurement has to do with our ability to measure the same thing at different times. As mentioned above, it would not do if our instrument randomly came up with different scores everytime we used it. The same instrument should come up with the same answer when used by the same respondent. In order to see whether our measures are reliable in that respect, we can simply use them with the same respondents and see whether the answers they give haven’t changed too much. This is called the test-retest method.
The second form of reliability is internal consistency reliability. This form of reliability is only applicable to instruments that have more than one item as it refers to how homogeneous the items of a test are or how well they measure a single construct. When developing our self-concept scale, for example, we could first see whether the seven subscales we hypothesize exist and are measured by the variables we thought they would be (testing construct validity). Then for each subscale, we can look at whether the items measure it in a reliable, internally homogeneous way (Muijs, 2004: 64).
6.	Spoken Test
a.	Pretest 
The testing conducted in 3 months. In the preliminary test, the researcher conducted pretest in speaking in order to know the students’ speaking skill and to find out their score. The pretest run for 1 hour and 40 minutes and it has been conducted outside the hours of lectures/subjects or it has been implemented using the extra time in several weeks where each student have 5 minutes to speak related to the topics given in the coursebook. The four weeks left were used to conduct the treatment. It described in the following steps:
1)	The teachers asked the students to speak in a form of the transactional dialogue related to the topics asked in the coursebook.
2)	The teachers recorded and made the transcription of the students’ speaking to find out more accurate data of students’ speaking skill.
3)	The language teachers who directly scored/rated the students’ multilingual competence.
b.	Treatment
The treatment has been conducted in 14 meetings. Each meeting run in 90 minutes divided into 40 minutes for theories and practicing by the peer. In this case, the teacher used the multilingual course book as a medium in teaching spoken as the following:
1)	The teachers introduced a multilingual course book, 
2)	The teachers taught the students how to use multilingual course book to improve their spoken multilingual skill.
3)	To improve students’ spoken multilingual skill, the teacher provided some materials in course book related to the students’ lectures such as small talk, like and dislike, and daily activities.
The procedures of giving treatments through multilingual materials were as follows:
a)	The teachers introduced the material that will be learned by the students (together or alone);
b)	The teachers explained the objective of teaching spoken multilingual through the multilingual course book (together or alone);
c)	The teachers gave the motivation before the learning process in each meeting (together or alone);
d)	The teachers gave an explanation of the topic (together or alone);
e)	The teachers distributed the copy of course book material to the students (together or alone);
f)	The teachers asked students to read and practice the material (by peer);
g)	The teachers asked students to make the short dialogue related to the spoken material given (by the peers);
h)	The students might ask the teacher if they still find any problems related to the multilingual course book materials (together or alone);
i)	The teachers corrected the students’ mistake in speaking (together or alone);
c.	Posttest
After doing the treatment, the posttest has been given to the students, which was supplying the same test in the pretest in order to find out the students’ spoken multilingual improvement. The procedures were: 
1)	The teachers conducted the posttest after doing the treatment to find out the students’ spoken multilingual competence.
2)	The teachers recorded and transcribed the students’ posttest.
3)	The language teachers who directly scored/rated the students’ multilingual competence.
4)	The data already collected in the pretest and posttest has been transcribed and analyzed to see the improvement of students’ spoken multilingual competence. 

G. Technique of Data Analysis
Data which collected through the interview, observation, questionnaire, field note, documentation, and spoken test have been analyzed qualitatively and quantitatively:
1.	Qualitative Data






Figure 3.4 Flow of Qualitative Data Analysis (Miles and Huberman, 1994)
Data reduction was to summarize or to select the fundamental phenomena, to focus on the urgent categories and to find the gist of the theme. The process of data reduction and analysis should be a sequential and continuous procedure, simple in the beginning stages of the data collection, and becoming more complex as the project progresses. When doing the field research, it should keep a critical attitude to the type and amount of data being collected, and the assumptions and thoughts that brought to this stage. The field notes often scribbled and full of abbreviations, and tapes of interviews or events need to be processed in order to make them useful.
Data display applied in the form of the table, figure or chart to organize and arrange the pattern of the component, so that it is easy to be understood.
Drawing verification of the temporal conclusions could be changed when there was no evident support it in the further process of collecting data.
Concisely, all the primer data have been reduced through the process of selecting, simplifying, abstraction and transforming data into the category based on the data classification related to the languages syllabi, lesson plans,  course books, languages teaching approaches, and students-teachers’ way to develop their multilingual competence. While the secondary data from documentation have been chosen accurately relate to the problem of the research. Hereinafter, the primer and secondary data prepared as arrangement information to make ease in concluding and verification data that could answer the research questions. The qualitative data of observation and interview in the process of need analysis also have been explored descriptively to strengthen the data on need analysis or vice-versa. The data from needs analysis questionnaire analyzed descriptively on frequency and percentage of students, teachers, and stakeholders’ need to develop multilingual material.
1.	Need Analysis
The data gained from the questionnaire of need analysis have been analyzed using SWOT Analysis that is an acronym for Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats. It is a structured planning method that evaluates those four elements of an organization or project. A SWOT analysis can be carried out for a company, product, place, industry, or person. It involves specifying the objective of a project and identifying the internal and external factors that are favorable and unfavorable to achieve that objective (Humphrey, 2005; Armstrong, 2006).
The degree to which the internal environment of the firm matches with the external environment is expressed by the concept of strategic fit (​https:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​Strategic_fit" \o "Strategic fit​). It can be seen in the figure below:

Figure 3.5: SWOT Analysis (Humphrey, 2005)
a.	Strengths: characteristics of the project that give it an advantage over others.
b.	Weaknesses: characteristics of the project that place the project at a disadvantage relative to others.
c.	Opportunities: elements in the environment that the project could exploit to its advantage.
d.	Threats: elements in the environment that could cause trouble for the project
SWOT analysis aims to identify the key internal and external factors seen as important to achieving an objective. SWOT analysis groups key pieces of information into two main categories: 1) Internal factors – the strengths and weaknesses internal to the organization, and 2) External factors – the opportunities and threats presented by the environment external to the organization. 
Analysis may view the internal factors as strengths or as weaknesses depending upon their effect on the organization's objectives. What may represent strengths with respect to one objective may be weaknesses (distractions, competition) for another objective. The external factors may include macroeconomic (​https:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​Macroeconomic" \o "Macroeconomic​) matters, technological change (​https:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​Technological_change" \o "Technological change​), legislation (​https:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​Legislation" \o "Legislation​), and sociocultural changes. The results are often presented in the form of a matrix (​https:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​Table_(information)" \o "Table (information)​) and tables to show the strength, weakness, opportunity, and threat.
2.	Spoken Test 
In order to maintain and assess the record of students’ spoken performance and transcribe the students’ spoken test, the researcher employed the chart with headings reflecting those aspects of students’ speech. The chart may take the form presented in the table below:
Table 3.3 Chart of spoken (adopted from Brown & Yule, 1983: 104)
Date	Type of speech required	Grammatical correctness	Appropriate vocabulary	Fluency/pronunciation	Information transfer score	Others
						

Some of the categories have been assessed by the teachers and researcher, then scoring the students’ score achievement in speaking.
a.	Scoring
The scoring of the tests (pretest-posttest) can range from an impressive mark to a mark arrived at on the basis of a fairly detailed marking schemes in present-day use.
Table 3.4 Speaking marking scheme by Heaton (1988: 96)
Rating	Ability to communicate orally
6	Excellent: on a par with an educated native speaker. Completely at ease in his use of English on all topics discussed.
5	Very good: although he cannot be mistaken for a native speaker, he expresses himself quite clearly. He experiences little difficulty in understanding English, and there is no strain at all in communicating with him
4	Satisfactory verbal communication causing little difficulty for native speaker. He makes a limited number of errors of grammar, lexis, and pronunciation but he is still at ease in communicating on everyday subjects.
3	Although verbal communication is usually fairly satisfactory, the native speaker may occasionally experience some difficulty in communicating with him. Repetition, re-phrasing and re-patterning are sometimes necessary
2	Much difficulty experienced by native speakers unaccustomed to ‘foreign’ English. His own understanding is severely limited, but communication in everyday topics is possible. Large number of errors of phonology, grammar, and lexis
1	Extreme difficulty in communication on any subject. Failure to understand adequately and to make himself understood

The students’ speaking on several pretests and posttests repeatedly recorded, transcribed, and rated them. The transcription and score were analyzed using the following criteria level by Heaton (1988: 100).
a)	Accuracy
Students’ scores on accuracy were classified based on the criteria in the following tables:
Table 3.5 the Score Criteria of Speaking Accuracy (Heaton: 1988: 100)
Classification	Score	Criteria
Excellent	6	Pronunciation is only slightly influenced by the mother tongue. Two or three minor grammatical and lexical errors
Very Good	5	Pronunciation is only slightly influenced by the mother tongue. A few minor grammatical and lexical errors but most utterances are correct.
Good	4	Pronunciation is still moderately influenced by mother tongue but not serious phonological errors. A few grammatical and lexical errors but not only one or two major errors causing confusion.
Average	3	Pronunciation is influenced by mother tongue only a few phonologies errors. Several grammatical and lexical errors some of which cause confusion.
Poor	2	Pronunciation is seriously influenced by mother tongue with errors causing a breakdown in a communication. Many grammatical and lexical errors 




Table 3.6 the Score Criteria of Speaking Fluency (Heaton: 1988: 100)
Classification	Score	Criteria
Excellent	6	Speaks without too great an effort with fairly wide range of expression. Searches for words occasionally by only one or two unnatural pauses
Very Good	5	Has to make an effort at time to search for words. Nevertheless, smooth delivery on the whole and only a few unnatural pauses
Good	4	Although he has to make an effort and search for words, there are not too many unnatural pauses. Fairly smooth delivery. Occasionally fragmentary but succeed in conveying the general meaning. Fair range of expression
Average	3	Has to make an effort for much of the time. Often has to search for the desired meaning. Rather halting delivery and fragmentary. Range of expression often limited.
Poor	2	Long pauses while he searches for the desired meaning. Frequently fragmentary and halting delivery. Almost give up making the effort at times limited range of expression.
Very Poor	1	Full of long unnatural pauses. Very halting and fragmentary delivery. At times gives up making the effort, very limited range of expression.

c)	Comprehensibility
Table 3.7 the Score of Speaking Comprehensibility (Heaton: 1988:100)
Classification	Score	Criteria
Excellent	6	Easy for the listener to understand the speaker’s intention and general meaning. Very few interruptions or clarification required
Very Good	5	The speaker’s intention and general meaning are fairly clear. A few interruptions by the listener for the sake of clarification are necessary
Good	4	Most of what the speaker says is easy to follow. His intention is always clear but several interruptions are necessary to help him to convey the message or to seek clarification.
Average	3	The listener can understand a lot of what is said, but he must constantly seek classification. He cannot understand many of the speaker’s more complex or longer sentences.
Poor	2	Only small bits (usually short sentence and phrases) can be understood and then with considerable effort by someone who is listening to the speaker.
Very Poor	1	Hardly anything of what is said can be understood. Even when the listener makes great effort or interrupts, the speaker is unable to clarify anything he seems to have said. 

b.	Converting the scores 







After converting the students’ scores using the formula above, the score can be classified into seven levels as follows:

Table 3.8 The Scoring Classification of the Students Speaking Skill
No	Interval Scores	Classification
1234567	96 – 10086 – 9576 – 8566 – 7556 – 6536 – 550 – 35	ExcellentVery goodGoodFairly goodFairPoorVery poor
 (Adapted from Panduan Penilaian of Pesantren, 2015)
d.	Calculating the Mean Score and Standard Deviation
In calculating the mean score and standard deviation of the students speaking skill (accuracy, fluency, and comprehensibility), the researcher used SPSS program version 20.0.
e.	Calculating the t-test value 
In calculating the t-test value (at the significant level 0.05) and consulting t-table value to see the difference between pretest and posttest in groups, the researcher used the SPSS program version 20.0.
The t-test of this study was given the 5% level of significance (p= 0.05) and the used t-table value on the degrees of freedom (df) at 120. Implementing r-table, it was found out that the value of r-table at p=0.05 and df =N-1 (or df = 120-1=119) is 1.960. This means that if the result of computed t-test is less or same as 1.960, H0 (Null Hypothesis) is accepted. In contrast, if the result of t-test is more than 1.960, H0 is rejected (Riduwan & Akdon, 2009).
CHAPTER IV
FINDING AND DISCUSSION
This chapter deals with the results and discussions based on the research questions. Those results and discussions are presented in the following subtopic of this chapter.
A.	Finding

The main content of this section is the descriptions of the findings which emerged after conducting some phases of this research project namely: 1) the implementation of multilingual teaching and learning at pesantren schools; 2) the students, teachers, and stakeholders of pesantren needs to develop multilingual teaching and learning; 3) the development of multilingual learning material for pesantren students?; and 4) the effectiveness of multilingual learning material to enhance the students’ multilingual performance. In every part, the researcher describes the results which were found in every phase.

1.	The Implementation of Multilingual Teaching and Learning at Pesantren Schools
In this part, the researcher tries to answer the first of the research questions related to the implementation of multilingual teaching and learning at pesantren schools. This finding focuses on the approach, strategy, and model of multilingual learning implemented by the teachers at three of pesantren schools, namely Pesantren of IMMIM, Pesantren Pondok Madinah, and Pesantren Darul Arqam Muhammadiyah Gombara.
To know the approach, strategy, and model of multilingual learning at pesantren schools, the researcher then conducted some steps: a) Determining the potentials possessed by multilingual teachers at pesantren; b) Investigating the implementation of multilingual teachers’ approach, strategy, and model in teaching language(s) at pesantren schools.
In gaining the data, the researcher used two kinds of instruments such the observation and interview. The respondents of the observation and interview were four multilingual teachers consisted of two teachers of Pesantren IMMIM and one teacher from each of Pesantren Pondok Madinah and Pesantren Darul Arqam Muhammadiyah Gombara. The following explanation describes the results of the observation and interview analysis.
a.	The Implementation of Multilingual Teaching Approach
The observation and interview data were derived from language teaching and learning activities inside and outside the classroom in pesantren. Data on approaches to teaching language were obtained from observation, interview and video recording of the teachers’ interventions and classroom learning activities. Data were also obtained from the administrative documents, and field notes. All of the data were analyzed to see the teaching approach took the role in the implementation of multilingual learning at those pesantren schools as can be presented in table 4.1.
Table 4.1: The Approach of Multilingual Teaching & Learning at Pesantren Schools

No	Pesantren	Approach	Indonesian	English	Arabic
			Inside Class room	Outside Class room	Inside Class room	Outside Class room	Inside Class room	Outside Class room
1	Pesantren Modern IMMIM	Mother Tongue-Based	√	-	√	√	√	√
		Submersion Approach	-	-	√	-	√	-






2	Pesantren Pondok Madinah	Mother Tongue-Based	√	-	√	√	√	√
		Submersion Approach	-	-	-	-	-	-






3	Pesantren Daarul Arqam  Gombara	Mother Tongue-Based	√	√	√	√	√	√
		Submersion Approach	-	-	√	-	√	-







The checkmark (√) in the table refers to existing approach, while the line (-) indicates the non-existing of multilingual learning approach used by the language teachers at pesantren. The data in Table 4.1 shows that the most of the multilingual approach used in teaching languages at Pesantren IMMIM were mother tongue-based and immersion approach, that is the students will learn basic concepts in two or more languages through teachers’ explanation using three languages simultaneously at the beginning of the class, explaining the material, and in giving examples through the sentence in three languages. The pullout approach was conducted in and out of the classroom, where the students have been taken out to the mosque, kitchen, dormitory, and recreation through languages camp. The submersion approach was applied to the senior high school students who already have the ability to communicate in both foreign languages. Besides, this pesantren also adopted the transitional approach in which the students are taught in their home language, and also taught in second or third language. The maintenance approach adopted in teaching multiple languages which the students receive instruction both in content areas and specific language lessons in their home language and the pesantren’s official languages.
In Pesantren Pondok Madinah, the languages teachers most used mother tongue-based, immersion approach, maintenance approach, dual language and multilingual approach. The pullout approaches occurred only outside the classroom such in the mosque, while the transitional approach applied in the formal teaching and learning inside the classroom.
In Pesantren Daarul Arqam Gombara, the teachers used mother tongue-based, immersion, and maintenance approaches, that is the students learn two or more languages through teachers’ explanation using three languages simultaneously at the beginning and in giving examples of the sentence as in Pesantren IMMIM teachers did. The pullout approach was conducted out of the classroom, which is in the mosque, and dormitory. The submersion approach was applied also to the senior high school students who already have the ability in communication in foreign languages. Additionally, this pesantren also adopted transitional, and maintenance approaches.
The teachers used those approaches based on their personal experience in learning multiple languages which they considered as an effective approach to apply them in teaching their students. They did not realize and know the name of approach they used. As stated by Hamzah (a languages teacher of pesantren IMMIM): 
“I don’t recognize what approach I applied in teaching languages. But I am convinced that those ways were effective in languages teaching and learning based on my experience in languages learning that I adopted and adapted from all my teachers”.

The statement is also in line to what stated by Ridwan (a languages teacher of pesantren Gombara) and Herman (a languages teacher of Pondok Madinah) who stated that:
“As a teacher, we do not know much whether the theories of learning or some theories of languages learning in multilingual context. We teach the students based on our experiences in acquiring languages, and of course, we adopted the way of our teachers’ style in teaching that we considered it as an appropriate approach”.

The statement proved that most teachers implemented the way they have been taught previously based on their impressed experiences they got from their teachers.
b.	The Implementation of Multilingual Teaching Strategy
The implementation of multilingual teaching and learning strategy at pesantren schools found that the teachers also mixed some strategies to support the success in languages learning as can be described in table 4.2:
Table 4.2: The Implementation of Multilingual Teaching & Learning Strategies at Pesantren

No	Pesantren	Strategy of Implementation	Indonesian	English	Arabic
			Inside Class room	Outside Class room	Inside Class room	Outside Class room	Inside Class room	Outside Class room

























The data in Table 4.2 shows that the language teachers of those pesantren applied multiple strategies or a mix of some strategies to strengthen multilingual teaching and learning. The implementation of multilingual teaching at pesantren IMMIM consisted of four main strategies; a) Teacher-Student Communication in which the teachers listen carefully to the students, and support them to use short, clear, simple sentences and many nonverbal cues when speaking, and also correct the students’ pronunciation; b) Student-Student Relationships in which the teachers gave many opportunities to the students to try out their new language with other students without mistakes being corrected by the teacher or other students; c) Daily Routines that establish and maintain a daily communication which is supported by pesantren’s rules to represent activities inside or outside the classroom; d) Pesantren environment which involves supporting the languages regulation; and e) Language-Group Time activities of pesantren extracurricular program through Muhaadharah (practice speeches), language camps, and meeting clubs.
In Pesantren Pondok Madinah, the languages teachers most used a) Teacher-Student Communication in which the teachers listen carefully to the students, and support them to use short, clear, simple sentences in practicing and also correct the students’ pronunciation; b) Student-Student Relationships only in the classroom; c) Daily Routines that establish and maintain a daily communication did not implement well in this pesantren because of the enactment of child protection laws; d) The environment inside the classroom supporting the languages teaching and learning; and e) Language-Group Time activities of pesantren extracurricular program still focused on sports, scout, Muhaadharah (practice speeches), and language camps.
In pesantren Daarul Arqam Gombara, the teachers implemented; a) Teacher-Student Communication; b) Student-Student Relationships; c) Daily Routines that establish and maintain a daily communication also is not performing well; d) Pesantren environment which involves supporting the languages teaching inside the classroom; and e) Language-Group Time activities of pesantren extracurricular program through Muhaadharah (practice speeches) scout, language camps, and meeting clubs.
c.	The Implementation of Multilingual Teaching Model
Based on the observation, it was found that the instructional model for languages learners in pesantren schools occupied a continuum with the multilingual model at simultaneous-sequential model and Target Language-only based on the students’ grade or level. Among them, there are several gradations, depending on the of students’ need. The table 4.3 below illustrates the program phase in a multilingual learning model set for pesantren students.
Table 4.3: Multilingual Instructional Models of Pesantren Schools
Model and Goals	Program	Languages of instruction
Multilingual: Developing students’ literacy in Multilingual (Indonesian, English, Arabic) simultaneously	Multilingual ImmersionMultilingual maintenanceMultilingual pulloutDeveloping multilingual immersion	Both foreign languages (Arabic and English) and students’ native language (Indonesian) used in the first grade of junior high school at pesantren simultaneously
Target Language-only: Developing literacy in target language	Languages development	English and Arabic
	Sheltered languages instruction	Target language which adapted to the students’ level supporting by body language, gesture, visual and movie, etc. The students’ first language supporting is provided in certain times.
	Target Languages is as second and foreign language immersion	All the instructional language provided in target language based on the students’ level of competence. Besides, the L1 may be used separately 
	Target Languages as second and foreign languages pullout	Target language; Students are taught in the main classes with ESL instructional support.
Bilingual with transitional support: English and Arabic acquisition; transfer to the certain Foreign languages-only in the classrooms based on the certain subject	Transitional bilingual education	Both English & Arabic. After transition, there is no further instructional language use in L1 (Indonesian). It means that in the end of the level, the students turn to be mono multilingualism

The multilingual instructional model of pesantren schools implemented the MTB model in the teaching and learning foreign languages namely English and Arabic. The program varies in students’ intensity and duration to join this class. This multilingual model developed student skills in three languages simultaneously in the first phase. They provide Indonesian, English and Arabic lessons with equal proportions that aim to strengthen the students’ mother tongue and to encourage the development of their second and third languages. This model impacted an additive multilingual environment in which all students are expected to develop their multilingual capabilities. (Teachers present some academic content in three languages - Indonesian, English, and Arabic - simultaneously so students are interested and eager to develop their language skills). It can be seen in extract 1 below:
Extract 1: 	Teacher : اَلسَّلاَمُ عَلَيْكُمْ وَرَحْمَةُ اللهِ وَبَرَكَاتُه 
Students : وَعَلَيْكُمُ السَّلاَمْ وَرَحْمَةُ اللهِ وَبَرَكَاتُه 
Teacher : Selamat pagi anak-anak
Students : Selamat pagi, Pak
Teacher : Good morning students
Students : Good morning, Sir
Teacher : كَيْفَ حَالُكُمُ الْيَوْمْ؟ 
Students : بِخَيْرٍ، اَلْحَمْدُ للهِ 
Teacher : Bagaimana kabar kalian hari ini?
Students : Baik, alhamdulillah
Teacher : How are you today?
Students : We are fine
Teacher : أَتَعْرِفُوْنَ مَا سنَدْرُسُهُ الْيَوْمْ؟ 
Students : لاَ، يَا أُسْتَاذ 
Teacher : Tahukah kalian apa yang akan kita pelajari hari ini?
Students : Tidak, Pak
Teacher : Do you know what will we learn today?
Students : No, Sir
Teacher : طَيِّبْ، إِسْتَمِعُوْا جَيِّدًا 
Students : نَعَمْ، يَا أُسْتَاذ 
Teacher : Baik, dengarkan baik-baik
Students : Iya, Pak
Teacher : Well, listen carefully!
Students : Yes, Sir

The extract 1 shows that the multilingual instructional model applied by teachers in pesantren was simultaneously exposing the various languages to increase students' interest and motivation to master those languages and to make them familiar and be confident in using those languages in their daily communication. This multilingual instructional model has offered many languages to be mastered at the beginning of learning (e.g. Indonesian, English, Arabic, and local languages), and it can help students to maintain their native language and cultural background while developing their academic and linguistic skills in English and Arabic by enriching their vocabulary and expressions.
In the second phase of multilingual instruction in pesantren schools was the Target Language (TL)-only model. This model describes the programs that offer the language teaching to the learners in their target language. Their mother tongue does not play a significant role in the target language-only program, although multilingual teachers and instructors may provide some supports, such as providing instruction in their mother tongue to assist them acquiring the language skills. This model aims to focus on one target language or as a stabilization process of acquiring target languages.
The last stage of multilingual teaching in pesantren was a bilingual transition program. Students can receive second language instruction only in two languages (early-exit) or (late-exit) along with third language teaching. The proportion of language usage may vary from 50-50 (students get 50% of teaching in English and 50% in Arabic without their mother tongue) to 60-40 or 70-30 portions, depending on the pesantren or school policy. The Early-Exit program differs from Late-Exit in focusing more on directing the learners’ target language to TL-only quickly and less in maintaining students' native language proficiency.
It is so easy to transition students from the bilingual teaching to the mainstream of TL classroom depending on their skill level in English and Arabic. The language learners of pesantren often show the declining of their academic achievement during the transition year. Without the support they get during the transition period, TL learners may need continued assistance in their native language and further support in the development of the TL of their first class. For example, students may have sufficient English language proficiency, but their academic English is insufficient to complete the tasks related to the content of knowledge without support. The high school students may find the transition to teaching English particularly difficult because of the high school academic content becomes more difficult. Students need knowledge of literacy and sufficient of English knowledge in making the meaning from their textbooks and classroom experiences.
In multilingual instruction models of pesantren above, when compared to the multilingual instructional model proposed by Malone (2005), it will be found the opposite of the Malone’s model, where the initial instruction given to new students by using the simultaneous multilingual instruction for the purpose of enriching vocabulary and phrase mastery by students. The next phase is stabilization on each target language that will eventually focus on foreign language, namely English and Arabic. It can be seen in figure 4.1 below:

Figure 4.1: Multilingual Instructional Model of Pesantren Schools

The Figure 1 shows that the multilingual instructional model of pesantren schools applied MTB simultaneous-sequential model with some phases to create students from monolingual become multilingualism and then be a mono multilingualism. It began by building the students’ fluency and confidence in using L1, L2, and L3 orally for everyday communication, continue building oral L1, L2, and L3 by introducing reading and writing L2, and L3, continue building oral and written L2 and L3 specifically and separately, continue building reading, written, and oral L2 and L3, continue building fluency and confidence in using L2 and L3 in monolingual classroom. This multilingual instructional model in pesantren schools was only based on the observation of languages teaching and learning activities which cannot be generalized and it still needs some further studies to develop and measure the effectiveness of its implementation.

2.	The Students, Teachers, and Stakeholders Needs for the Multilingual Learning Material
In this part, the researcher tries to answer the second of research question revealed to the students, teachers, and stakeholders of pesantren schools need for the multilingual learning material. The answers aimed at describing the needs of students, teachers, and stakeholders of pesantren schools which help the researcher in designing and constructing the multilingual learning material for pesantren students.
To know the needs of students, teachers and stakeholders, the researcher conducted some steps: 1) Determining the potentials possessed by the learners, teachers, and stakeholders of pesantren; 2) Analyzing the students, teachers, and stakeholders’ needs for the multilingual learning by identifying the their needs and wants in learning multilingual, existing materials for languages learning, language skills, analyzing the strength and the weakness, determining the instructional goals, confirming the intended audience, identifying the required resources, and determining potential material by adopting the need analysis of Communication Needs Processor (CNP) by Munby (1978) dan Hutchinson & Waters (1987).
To conduct these steps, the researcher used two kinds of instruments, the questionnaire of need analysis and the interview. The questionnaire distributed to 90 Junior High School students (30 students from each pesantren), 23 languages teachers (9 teachers from Pesantren IMMIM and 7 teachers from both Pesantren Pondok Madinah and Pesantren Gombara), and 12 stakeholders (6 stakeholders from Pesantren IMMIM and 3 stakeholders from both of Pesantren Pondok Madinah and Pesantren Gombara) from three of pesantren schools as the research location. Meanwhile, the interview conducted to the students in a group interview and to 6 teachers and 3 stakeholders from each of pesantren. The following explanation describes the results of the needs analysis.
a.	Student Needs
The general information obtained in this part was the information about the students’ identity, goals in learning English, the foreign languages learning experiences, the levels of their languages course, the frequency of languages using, the frequency of using languages in academic and non-academic activities, the levels of their listening competence, the syllabus, lesson plan, course book, and the appropriate material of multilingual learning for pesantren students.
1)	Learning Need
Larning need consists of some domain and some indicators such the learnee them selves, their background of learning foreign languages, interest and necessity, the existing resources of learning, and the continuity of the program.
a)	Students’ identity and background of languages learning
The tenth statement/questions of the first part of need analysis investigated the students’ identity, the background of learning, interest, the strength and weakness, and their style in learning as can be described in figure 4.2 below.

Figure 4.2: Students’ Identity and Background of Foreign Languages Learning
The figure 4.2 shows that all of the students were male and they already have the experiences in learning English (100%), most of them already experienced in learning Arabic (80%) in the previous level of their study in the elementary school out of Makassar (75.5%) by memorizing and practicing strategy (98.8%) to acquire the languages, and they preferred audio-visual learning style (76.6%). The data could be interpreted descriptively by using SWOT analysis as follows:
Table 4.4: SWOT Analysis of Students’ Identity and Background of Learning
Internal EvaluationExternal Evaluation	STRENGTH	WEAKNESS
	The fresh learners in their age who have enthusiasm and background of language learning to more acquiring the multiple languages.They have the same gender so it is easy to determine the learning method and approach.They came from multi-cultural and multilingualism society that easy to adapt and adopt new languages.They are used to improving their language skills with their own style.Most of them are capable of speaking and listening.	There is no proper program to accommodate their enthusiasm in learning multiple languages.The conflict of three curricula adopted by pesantren.The same gender will decrease the students’ motivation.The multiculturalism students will hinder the teacher in adopting the appropriate method.They used the old strategy in improving language skills.Incompetence in writing and reading.
OPPORTUNITY	STRATEGY (S – O)	STRATEGY (W – O)
The high demand of labor who mastered some foreign languages.Enriching knowledge and science.The opportunity to get the scholarship.The opportunity to study overseas.The opportunity to establish the international cooperation.	Optimizing the multilingual teachers’ performance to reach the vision and goals of pesantren.Adopting and adapting appropriate teaching method and strategy.Establishing rapport with the credible institution to improve students’ English mastery.Conducting the evaluation to the students language mastery per semester internally and externally.	Creating the appropriate program to accommodate the student’s multilingual skill.Arranging the multilingual learning syllabus to accommodate a variety curricula in pesantren.Motivate and prepare students to join the competition and scholarship.Be update and creative to discover teaching methods and strategies.
 THREAT	STRATEGY ( S – T)	STRATEGY (W – T)
The demands of the constitution to recruit the teacher based on S1 qualification.The high of language proficiency standard required by institutional scholarship and universities abroad.The existence of more than 200 pesantren that have the same vision and mission and more superior.  	Supporting the learners’ enthusiasm through an interested program.Developing the multilingual coursebook to enhance students’ language proficiency.Making multilingual spoken as identic characteristics of pesantren.Involving the scholarship agency to evaluate the students’ language skills.	Developing multilingual learning program and content in all language skill (Listening, speaking, writing, reading).Empowering the multilingual teachers to help the languages teaching and learning.Improving teachers’ quality to teach multilingual in multiculturalism class.Evaluating of multilingual learning program quarterly.

Based on the SWOT analysis, it can be concluded that the students’ potential in mastering multi languages and the lack of their strategy and method in learning languages did not accommodated-well by pesantren program and policy caused by the complicated curricula followed by pesantren and the absence of pesantren stakeholders agreement to fulfill the vision and mission of pesantren. Thus, the researcher tries to support the learners’ enthusiasm and potential through mediating the students, teachers, and pesantren stakeholders to develop an interested multilingual program to accomodate their potential.
b)	Students’ interest and need
The statement/questions number 11 to 15 explored the students’ interests and needs in learning multilingual at pesantren schools which covering the interest language to be learned, the objective of learning the foreign languages, their agreement of multilingual learning program development, and the predicting of learning achievement by joining this multilingual program as can be presented in figure 4.3.

Figure 4.3: Students’ Interest and Need of Multilingual Learning
The figure 4.3 shows that all of the students were interested in learning multilingual (100%), most of them were interested in English and Arabic learning (47.7%), they were eager to mastering some foreign languages based on their own desire (30%) and they aware of their future in mastering some foreign languages that made them have a future-oriented in learning (51.1%), they can predict their learning achievement through the multilingual learning program (84.4%), and they agree with the implementing of the multilingual learning program in pesantren schools (99.9%). The data of students’ interest and need of multilingual learning program at pesantren schools could be interpreted descriptively by using SWOT analysis as follows:
Table 4.5: SWOT Analysis of Students’ Interest & Need in Learning Multilingual

Internal EvaluationExternal Evaluation	STRENGTH	WEAKNESS
	High interest and agreement in impelementing multilingual learning program especially in English and Arabic.Future-oriented in learning multilingual based on the own desire.Feel confident to predict multilingual learning program achievement.	The multilingual learning program has not been implemented yet.The interest and agreement has not demonstrated the students’ need to learn languages.The variety of students’ interest in learning the foreign language.
OPPORTUNITY	STRATEGY (S – O)	STRATEGY (W – O)
The creation of multilingual learning program based on the students’ willingness and pesantren support.Producing students who are competent in multilingual spoken.	Preparing interested syllabus, lesson plan, and course book that can accommodate and confirm the students’ interest.Held a multilingual learning program continuously to improve the students’ language skills.	Creating an attractive learning environment and multilingual material that accommodate all interest to raise the students’ need in learning.Improving the teacher’ competence refers to the syllabus and lesson plan.
 THREAT	STRATEGY ( S – T)	STRATEGY (W – T)
Clashing between the hours of specific language teaching by the certain teacher and the multilingual learning program.The difficulty of setting the teaching schedule.	Striving the multilingual teachers to teach multilingual in their schedule.Rearranging the teaching and learning schedule.Seeking additional schedule outside the formal lecturing process.	Forming a team of multilingual teachers.Establishing rapport with pesantren stakeholders toward the program.Evaluating the program arrangement and implementation quarterly.

Based on the SWOT analysis, it can be concluded that the students’ strength in interest, need, and confidence to master multi languages did not accommodated-well by pesantren program and policy caused by the complicated curricula followed by pesantren and the absence of pesantren stakeholders agreement to fulfill the vision and mission of pesantren. While pesantren schools have the opportunity to realize the students’ interest and need in mastering some foreign languages well. Thus, the researcher tries to prepare the interested syllabus, lesson plan, and course book that can accommodate and confirm the students’ interest and need.
c)	The available resources for multilingual learning
The statement/questions number 16 to 20 aimed at obtaining the data on the available resources in learning multilingual at pesantren schools such the multilingual teacher, the implementation of multilingual learning, the existing material, and supporting tools as can be presented in figure 4.4.

Figure 4.4: The Available Resources of Multilingual Learning
The figure 4.4 shows that all students admitted the multilingual teachers at pesantren (100%) which implemented multilingual teaching and learning (86.6%), they stated that there was the existing multilingual material (85.5%) but after confirming to their statement, what they meant by multilingual material was the separated of lesson plans and books prepared by the teachers, and the pesantren schools environment was the main supporting tools to reach the multilingual learning successful in pesantren (98.8%). The data could be summarized descriptively by using SWOT analysis as follows.

Table 4.6: SWOT Analysis of Available Resources for Multilingual Learning
Internal EvaluationExternal Evaluation	STRENGTH	WEAKNESS
	There are capable multilingual teachers at pesantren.The multilingual teacher can implement the multilingual program and product the tools.Many resources and material will support multilingual program.Pesantren environment will greatly assist the implementation of the multilingual learning program.	Unmeasurable of multilingual teachers’ competence accurately.The resources and materials that currently used are not structured properly and only focus on one specific language.Unspecific of teachers’ product and tools.
OPPORTUNITY	STRATEGY (S – O)	STRATEGY (W – O)
Well-implemented and successful of the multilingual learning program.Fulfill the multilingual resources and material to enrich the students’ knowledge, science, and experience.	Holding a teacher group discussion monthly on the problem of multilingual learning.Creating media and tools as resources and material to support multilingual learning implementation at pesantren.	Guiding the multilingual teachers’ strategy and method in teaching through syllabus and lesson plan.Providing multilingual coursebook that helps them to implement multilingual learning.
 THREAT	STRATEGY ( S – T)	STRATEGY (W – T)
The absence of multilingual graduation exam in the pesantren and nationally.The multilingual learning materials are different from the material that will be tested on the national examination.	Empowering the multilingual teachers to conduct a test on student’s multilingual competence.Utilizing the existing resources and materials as references in arranging the multilingual learning coursebook.	Optimizing the teachers’ competence in teaching.Establishing rapport with pesantren stakeholders toward the test.Adjusting the multilingual material course book to the content of general material.Evaluating the test program quarterly.

Based on the SWOT analysis, it can be concluded that the existed of multilingual teachers, the material, and the supporting of pesantren environment did not empowered-well by pesantren caused by the complicated curricula adopted by pesantren and the absence of pesantren teachers and stakeholders’ creativity to fulfill the vision and mission of pesantren. Even there were some weaknesses in the strength; the pesantren schools still have the more opportunity to manage and realize the multilingual learning through some program and developing the interested syllabus, lesson plan, and course book that can accommodate the multilingual learning program.
d)	Progress and continuity of multilingual learning program
The statement/questions number 21-23 explored the progress and continuity of multilingual learning program at pesantren schools which covered the urgency of multilingual learning implementation, the place where to implement, and the intensity of multilingual program implementation as can be presented in figure 4.5.

Figure 4.5: The Progress and Continuity of Multilingual Learning
The figure 4.5 shows that all students felt the of multilingual learning implementation to achieve their goal in learning at pesantren (98.8%) which will be implemented mostly outside the classroom (82.2%), they wish to learn multilingual three times a week (50%). The data could be summarized descriptively by using SWOT analysis as follows.
Table 4.7: SWOT Analysis in Progress and Continuity of Multilingual Learning 
Internal EvaluationExternal Evaluation	STRENGTH	WEAKNESS
	The urgency of the students’ need in the implementing multilingual learning program.The implementation of multilingual learning is not only in the classroom.Three times a week is the ideal time to implement MLP.	The success of multilingual learning program has not been detected yet.The strict schedule of learning and extracurricular activities outside the formal learning.
OPPORTUNITY	STRATEGY (S – O)	STRATEGY (W – O)
The implementation of multilingual learning program on an ongoing basis.The multilingual learning program could be used as the local content in pesantren and it could be adopted by other schools.	Preparing the multilingual learning plan and material that could be applied inside or outside the classroom.Arranging the multilingual learning program schedule three times a week.	Promoting the benefits of multilingual learning program to all who concerned.Providing the multilingual schedule three times a week in formal and nonformal teaching and learning process.
 THREAT	STRATEGY ( S – T)	STRATEGY (W – T)
The belief of some people in the impossibility to teach three languages at once.The strict schedule of formal learning and extracurricular activities in pesantren.	Proving the ability to learn and acquire some foreign languages at once and its benefits.Insertion the multilingual schedule in leisure time or by increasing the teaching period.	Collaboration with the academic department to arrange the multilingual learning schedule.Adjusting the multilingual schedule to the language time.Evaluating the continuity of the program quarterly.
Based on the SWOT analysis, it can be concluded that the students’ need of multilingual learning implementation such in formal and non-formal learning inside or outside the classroom three times a week was the biggest potential that did not accommodated-well by pesantren due to the complicated curricula adopted by pesantren and the absence of pesantren teachers and stakeholders’ creativity to fulfill the vision and mission of pesantren. Even there were some weaknesses in the strength, the pesantren schools still have the more opportunity to manage and realize the multilingual learning program through collaboration with academic department to arrange the multilingual learning schedule, adjusting the multilingual schedule to the language time, developing the interested syllabus, lesson plan, and course book that can accommodate the multilingual learning program, and evaluating the progress and the continuity of the multilingual learning program quarterly.
2)	Target Need
Target need consists of some domain and some indicators such the objective domain which covering intention, goal, and priority; instrument or media and types of language, communicative event dealing with the subject, content, and level; and setting dealing with physical setting, human context, linguistics context, and time.
a)	Objctive domain of multilingual learning
The statement/questions number 24 to 27 explored the objective domain of multilingual learning at pesantren schools which covering the intention, goal, and priority of learning as can be described in figure 4.6.

Figure 4.6: The Objective of Multilingual Learning
The figure 4.6 shows that most students’ purposes to learn multilingual were to communication with native or non-native speaker (38.8%), future-oriented in getting a job (32.2%) and for learning and acquiring knowledge (28.8%) so they eager to improve their speaking skill (50%) and listening skill (23.3%), they wish to learn the most applicable language that is nonformal language to support their daily communication (50.2%) that complemented by formal language (47.7%). The prioritizing component of multilingual learning material covered the daily vocabulary and the daily dialogue or conversation (50.2%) which complimented by spelling (30%). The data could be summarized descriptively by using SWOT analysis as follows.
Table 4.8: SWOT Analysis in Objective Domain of Multilingual Learning 
Internal EvaluationExternal Evaluation	STRENGTH	WEAKNESS
	The need to communicate with native or non-native speaker is the main purpose of learning that could be reached through speaking skill.The nonformal language or spoken language is the most popular language used by the native.Teaching the daily dialogue is the effective way in speaking.	Not oriented to the future which is to acquire knowledge and get a job.Decreasing of other language skill such as writing and reading.The tendency to leave the grammar so that the students do not understand the grammar of language well.
OPPORTUNITY	STRATEGY (S – O)	STRATEGY (W – O)
The students can speak or communicate in foreign languages fluently.The students can communicate smoothly and be closed to the native speaker in the way of non formal language.	Preparing the multilingual learning material with formal and non formal language to accomodate the need of the curriculum.Providing the multilingual material with daily dialogue in form of the formal and non formal language. 	Preparing the multilingual coursebook including some of the other skills of language such writing and reading.Providing the multilingual material in the coursebook that consists of daily vocabulary, spelling, and grammar.
 THREAT	STRATEGY ( S – T)	STRATEGY (W – T)
The test questions of school test, TOEFL, IELTS, and national examination consist of formal language such reading and grammar.The tendency to ignore the other skills of language or the students will have the pure level in writing and reading skills.	Preparing the multilingual learning material with formal and non formal language to accomodate the need of the curriculum.Providing the multilingual material with daily dialogue in form of the formal and non formal language.	Preparing the multilingual coursebook including some of the other skills of language such writing and reading.Providing the multilingual material in the coursebook that consist of daily vocabulary, speeling, and grammar.Evaluating the content of the coursebook per semester.

Based on the SWOT analysis, it can be concluded that the need to communicate with native or non-native speaker through learning the nonformal language or spoken language. Even there were some weaknesses in the strength, the pesantren schools still have the more opportunity to manage and realize the multilingual learning through developing the interested syllabus, lesson plan, and course book that accommodate some compliment materials to the current of students’ need and their future-oriented in getting a job and knowledge.
b)	The Instrument of multilingual learning
The statement/questions number 28 to 31 explored the instrument of multilingual teaching and learning which covering the existing and non-existing material, course book, type of multilingual material, and the need of multilingual material such syllabus, lesson plan, and course book of multilingual learning as can be described in figure 4.7 below.

Figure 4.7: The Instrument of Multilingual Learning
The figure 4.7 shows that most students stated that there was the existed material of multilingual learning but still in separated material in the specific language book (64.4%) most of the material and the book provided for Arabic language (38.8%), they wish to learn the spoken language that could be implemented directly in their daily communication with native or non-native speaker (37.7%). Thus, they felt the need to the appropriate multilingual material such the syllabus, lesson plan, and course book (66.6%). The data of the multilingual instrument at pesantren schools could be summarized descriptively by using SWOT analysis as follows.

Table 4.9: SWOT Analysis in the Instrument of Multilingual Learning
Internal EvaluationExternal Evaluation	STRENGTH	WEAKNESS
	The existing of multilingual learning media.Possessing the spoken language to communicate with native or non-native speakers.The need of multilingual learning course book to be more competence in the spoken language.	The learning media is only for the specific language such Arabic or English, it is not the multilingual learning media itself.The skill in written and academic language will be decreased.
OPPORTUNITY	STRATEGY (S – O)	STRATEGY (W – O)
The rich of multilingual learning media based on the existed media.Increasing of the students’ speaking skill more than the other competencies.	Preparing the multilingual learning material by combining the existed media.Arranging the multilingual learning course book by the most of the spoken language material than writing.	Developing the multilingual learning material by adopting, adapting, an ommission the existed media.Providing some of the written language.Evaluating the coursebook.
 THREAT	STRATEGY ( S – T)	STRATEGY (W – T)
Requiring a lot of time and effort to analyze each source, reference, and existing material.The low of students’ skill in writing and other skillsDo not conform to the applicable curriculum.	Asking for the volunteer from multilingual teachers at pesantren to analyze the material through teacher group discussion.Determining the coursebook materials that are tailored to the applicable curriculum.	Discussing with the multilingual teachers about the appropriate material.Adjusting the multilingual material by including the written language.Evaluating the coursebook content and material.

Based on the SWOT analysis, it can be concluded that the existing material for languages learning did not compilated-well by the teachers. Even there were some weaknesses in the strength, the pesantren schools still have the more opportunity to manage and realize the multilingual learning through developing the course book that accommodate the students’ need.
c)	Communicative event of multilingual learning
The statement/questions number 32 to 32 described the communicative event of multilingual learning at pesantren which covering the communicative event form, the syllabus, context of communication, the content of multilingual course book, and level of learning as can be presented in figure 4.8.

Figure 4.8: The Communicative event of Multilingual Learning
The figure 4.8 shows that most students to learn multilingual in face-to-face form of communication (53.3%), syllabus must be adjusted to the existing syllabus from the ministry (87.7%), adjusting the topic and content material based on daily communication inside pesantren campus (80%) for their daily dialogue or communication (41.1%) started from the first level (36.6%). The data could be summarized descriptively by using SWOT analysis as follows.
Table 4.10: SWOT Analysis in Communicative Event of Multilingual Learning Program
Internal EvaluationExternal Evaluation	STRENGTH	WEAKNESS
	Face to face communication is the most needed in multilingual learning coursebook.Adjusting multilingual learning syllabus to the existing syllabus.Adjusting the coursebook material to the context and environment of pesantren.The coursebook content including daily dialogue, vocabulary, grammar, and exercise.The coursebook addressed to the beginner learners.	The face to face dialogue and communication will hinder some introvert students.Reducing the teachers’ creativity in designing the syllabus.The limited scope of language acquisition in the context of pesantren only.
OPPORTUNITY	STRATEGY (S – O)	STRATEGY (W – O)
The students will be used to communicate face to face with interlocutors.Mastery the daily of multilingual dialogue.The creation of students’ multilingual capabilities from the early age.	Preparing the multilingual dialogue with the common grammar.Arranging the multilingual learning dialogue in formal and nonformal language.Starting the multilingual program from beginner then mid-level.	Providing the practicing chances through exercise by peer to make the introvert students feel confident.Providing the multilingual course book content based on the syllabus basic competence.
 THREAT	STRATEGY ( S – T)	STRATEGY (W – T)
The lack of students’ confidence.The students feel bored with the limited scope of learning.	Insertion some content of the course book out of the pesantren context in several topics.Providing the interesting layout, content, and material of multilingual coursebook.	Providing the practicing chances through exercise in the coursebook by peer to make the introvert students feel confident.Providing the interesting multilingual coursebook content to avoid the boredom.Evaluating the coursebook content and material.

d)	Setting of multilingual teaching and learning
The statement/questions number 37 to 40 investigated the setting of multilingual teaching and learing wich covering the situation and place whereby the multilingual used at pesantren campus, the interaction and communication use, context of multilingual, and the frequency of multilingual learning as can be presented in figure 4.9.

Figure 4.9: The Setting of Multilingual Learning
The figure 4.9 shows that most students chose the classroom as the place to implement multilingual learning at pesantren (38.8%) dealing with the interaction and communication inside the classroom (37.7%), they wish to learn multilingual for the international communication purpose (42.2%) by the intensity of learning (80%). The data could be summarized descriptively by using SWOT analysis as follows.
Table 4.11: SWOT Analysis in Setting of Multilingual Learning Program
Internal EvaluationExternal Evaluation	STRENGTH	WEAKNESS
	Supporting of the pesantren environment. Pesantren environment is the location whereby the multilingual communication occurred.Teaching and learning process and meeting are the most duration of multilingual communication occurrence.The context of multilingual learning needed is international-oriented.The high freqeuncy of multilingual used.	There is no rule that governs the language used in communication inside pesantren environment.The absence of strict punishment to the student who does not use a foreign language in communicating.The lack of students’ awareness in communication using foreign languages inside pesantren environment.
OPPORTUNITY	STRATEGY (S – O)	STRATEGY (W – O)
The creation of the multilingual communication atmosphere in pesantren.The multilingual learning model for other schools and institution.The creation of the international cooperation and good relations individually and agencies.	Making a pesantren environment as a multilingual communication atmosphere.Inviting a native speaker to practice the students’ multilingual communication in online or factually.Maintaining and evaluating the sustainability of multilingual communication at pesantren.	Recommending to pesantren stakeholder in making the rule that governs the students’ multilingual communication inside pesantren environment.Providing input to pesantren stakeholder about the educated-sanctions for the student who break the rule.Giving regard for active and successful students.Evaluating the rule and sanction quarterly.
 THREAT	STRATEGY ( S – T)	STRATEGY (W – T)
The existence of the children protection laws.The strict schedule of formal spoiled and dissident behavior on the part of students.The lack of students’ awareness in multilingual communication.	Creating a habit of speaking multilingual at pesantren environment.Giving motivation to the students through a native speaker relation so that they are truly felt the benefits of acquiring multilingual.	Providing input to pesantren stakeholder about the educated-sanctions for the student who break the rule.Giving regard for active and successful students.Evaluating the rule and sanction quarterly.







Learning need consists of some domain and some indicators such the teachers themselves, their background of learning and teaching foreign languages, interest and necessity, the available resources for teaching and learning, and the continuity of the program.
a)	Teachers’ identity
The statement/questions number 1 to 6 investigated the teachers’ identity which covering their names, sex, age, educational background, and their originality as can be presented in table 4.12.









Table 4.12 shows that most teachers were male (73.9%) with the age from 31 to 50 years old (60.7%) and some of them were in 20-30 years old (34.7%), all of them were S1 graduates (69.5%) and some others were S2 graduates (30.4%). Most of them came from other region and province out of Makassar (69.5%), it means that the teachers also have the role to color pesantren schools as multilingualism and multiculturalism environment whereby they came from the different background of language and culture.
b)	Teachers’ background in languages competence
The statement/questions number 7 to 11 investigated the background of teachers’ languages learning which covering their experience in English, Arabic, and another language, place of learning, the field of study, and strategy to develop their language competence as can be presented in table 4.13.
Table 4.13: Teachers’ Background in Languages Competence









Table 4.13 shows that all teachers have the experience in learning foreign languages especially in English (100%) and Arabic (95.6%) since they were in S1 (100%) and S2 (30.4%). Most of them are Arabic teacher (52.1%) and their strategy in enhancing their languages competence was by memorizing and practicing so that their way to implement it in teaching their students (100%). Based on the interview result, it found that all teachers were also the graduates of pesantren schools. It indicated that the way of teaching their students was influenced by their experiences in acquiring and learning foreign languages in pesantren. It proved by the statement of some teachers (HH, RW, HT, and MI) about their language learning background and experience as can be described as follows:
“I was a pesantren graduate and I felt the effect of my teachers’ strategy and method in teaching when I was a student also in pesantren. I aware of my languages learning achievement in the past so I am trying to implement those ways as I was in teaching my students now”
(Resource: Interview Data, 2016)
c)	The strength and weakness of teachers’ mastering the multilingual
The statement/questions number 12 to 13 investigated the teachers’ strength and weakness in mastering languages and their teaching style as can be presented in table 4.14.









Table 4.14 shows that most teachers have the strengths in listening and speaking (95.6% & 86.9), they have weaknesses in writing and reading. All of them prefer the audio style in teaching and learning (100%), while some of them combined audio-visual in their teaching and learning (86.9%).
The result of observation found that most teachers still used the conventional method, that is presenting the material manually through writing the material on the whiteboard in front of the classroom then explain it to the students. Then the researcher interviewed them to convince the data found in the observation and their answer was the lack of LCD (infocus) tool provided by pesantren due to the optimizing the existing tools and media of teaching. Thus, they preferred to apply the material presentation and group discussion method to enhance the students’ speaking skill.
d)	Teachers’ interest and need
The statement/questions number 14 to 18 investigated the teachers’ interest and need which covering the intention, attitude, aptitude, skill predicting, the objective of the foreign language or multilingual learning and teaching as can be described in table 4.15.
Table 4.15: Teachers’ Interest and Need







Table 4.15 shows that all teachers were interested in multilingual teaching and learning (100%), they have the good attitude toward foreign language learning (95.6%), their objective of foreign language teaching and learning was future-oriented (100%), they sure about the prediction of their students’ languages skill (100%). Thus, all of them agreed with the implementation of multilingual teaching and learning program at pesantren schools (100%).
e)	The available resources for teaching multilingual
The statement/questions number 19 to 23 investigated the available resources for multilingual learning at pesantren which covering the multilingual teacher, material, and pesantren environment as can be presented in table 4.16.
Table 4.16: Available Resources for Multilingual Learning








Table 4.16 shows that all pesantren schools have multilingual teachers (100%) who implemented multilingual teaching and learning inside or outside the classroom (100%), there did not exist of multilingual material at pesantren (100%), they also did not provide the material for multilingual learning (91.3%) and the atmosphere of pesantren are supporting tools for multilingual teaching and learning at pesantren (100%).
The data found in this section of questionnaire were different from the students’ answer. The researcher then interviewed the teachers to convince the data found. The teachers stated that there was not the multilingual material in pesantren but what existed was the languages material provided in separated coursebooks, thus, some of them tried to arrange the sufficient material.
f)	The progress and the continuity of multilingual program
The statement/questions number 24 to 27 investigated the progress and continuity of the multilingual program covering the applicability of the program inside or outside the classroom, and the intensity of the program as can be presented in table 4.17.
Table 4.17: The Progress and Continuity of Multilingual Program








Table 4.17 shows that all teachers convinced the applicable of multilingual program implementation at pesantren (100%), they agree to implement multilingual learning in the classroom (100%) with the intensity of learning was three times in a week (100%) and some of them preferred full-time to implement the multilingual teaching and learning in all teaching and learning activities at pesantren (73.9%). The data on teachers’ learning needs could be summarized descriptively by using SWOT analysis as follows.
Table 4.18: SWOT Analysis of Teachers’ Learning Needs
Internal EvaluationExternal Evaluation	STRENGTH	WEAKNESS
	The mature teachers in their age who have many experiences in teaching and learning the language and they have godod educational background of language learning to more transferring the multiple languages.They came from multi-culturalism society and multilingualism society that easy to adapt and adopt the new strategy in language teaching and learning.Most of them are capable of speaking and listening multilingual.Pesantren environment as effective tools for implementing MLL.	There is no proper program to accommodate their skill and languages competence in teaching multiple languages.The complicated of three curricula adopted by pesantren.They still used the old strategy and method in improving the students’ language skills.Incompetence in reading and writing affected them to provide the material.There is no the strict rule arranged to maintain the multilingual communication.
OPPORTUNITY	STRATEGY (S – O)	STRATEGY (W – O)
The high demand of labor who mastered some foreign languages.Enriching knowledge and science.The opportunity to get the scholarship.The opportunity to increase teachers’ multilingual competenceThe opportunity to study overseas.The opportunity to establish the international cooperation.	Optimizing the multilingual teachers’ performance to reach the vision and goals of pesantren.Adopting and adapting appropriate teaching method and strategy.Establishing rapport with the credible institution to improve teachers’ multilingual competence.Conducting the evaluation to the language teachers’ competence per semester internally and externally.	Creating the appropriate program to accommodate the teachers’ multilingual skill.Arranging the multilingual learning syllabus, lesson plan, and course book to accommodate a variety of curricula in pesantren.Motivate and prepare teachers to join the competition and scholarship.Be update and creative to discover teaching methods and strategies.
 THREAT	STRATEGY ( S – T)	STRATEGY (W – T)
The demands of the constitution to recruit the teacher based on S1 qualification.The high of language proficiency standard required by institutional scholarship and universities abroad.The existence of more than 200 pesantren that have the same vision and mission and more superior.  	Supporting the teachers’ enthusiasm through the interested program.Developing the multilingual coursebook to enhance students’ language proficiency.Making multilingual spoken as identical characteristics of pesantren in daily communication inside pesantren.Involving the scholarship agency to evaluate the language teachers’ skills.	Developing multilingual learning program and content in all language skills (Listening, speaking, writing, reading).Empowering the multilingual teachers to help the languages teaching and learning.Improving teachers’ quality to teach multilingual in multiculturalism class.Evaluating of multilingual learning program quarterly.

2)	Target Need
Target need consists of some domain and some indicators such the objective domain which covering intention, goal, and priority; instrument or media and types of language, communicative event dealing with the subject, content, and level; and setting dealing with the physical setting, human context, linguistics context, and time allotment.
a)	Objective domain of multilingual teaching
The statement/questions number 28 to 31 investigated the objective domain of multilingual teaching which covering the objective of learning, language skills that should be taught, types of language, and the component priority of multilingual teaching as can be described in table 4.19.
Table 4.19: The Objective Domain of Multilingual Program








Table 4.19 shows that all teachers convinced that the objective of multilingual learning at pesantren is to communicate in everyday life inside pesantren (100%), the skill priority is speaking skill (100%) using nonformal language (86.9%) and formal language (43.4%) focusing on daily vocabulary and dialogue (100%). They agree to teach the spoken language in form of nonformal language based on some of their experiences when they were in abroad. As stated by Hamzah, Riwan, and Herman that they were difficult to understand the native speakers’ language because it was very different from what they have been learned in Indonesia. Thus, the researcher will try to combine the formal and nonformal language in multilingual material developing to cover the students and teachers’ need in learning.
b)	Instrument of multilingual teaching
The statement/questions number 32 to 35 investigated the instrument of multilingual teaching and learning at pesantren which covering the media, course book, types of multilingual, and the necessity of multilingual learning as can be presented in table 4.20.
Table 4.20: The Instrument of Multilingual Teaching








Table 4.20 shows that all teachers convinced that there were media supporting for multilingual teaching at pesantren (95.6%) with variety of language course books in Arabic and English (95.6%) but those course books were lack of spoken language so they need the specific course book in spoken language (100%), it is very important to support multilingual learning (60.8%).


c)	Communicative event of multilingual teaching
The statement/questions number 36 to 40 investigated the communicative event of the multilingual program covering the communication form, syllabus, situational content of multilingual material, and level of the multilingual learning as can be presented in table 4.21.
Table 4.21: The Communicative Event of Multilingual Program








Table 4.21 shows that all teachers convinced the applicable implementation of multilingual program at pesantren were the face to face communication (100%), they agree to adjust the multilingual learning syllabus to the existing syllabus (87.7%) with adjusting the learning situation to the pesantren context (100%) so the daily dialogue and daily vocabulary were the urgent content must be included and presented in the multilingual material (100%) which specified for the level of the beginners (100%). Thus, the researcher will design the multilingual material based on the existing syllabus at pesantren that consist of daily dialogue and daily vocabulary based on the situation and the occurrence of conversation inside the pesantren.
d)	Multilingual teaching and learning setting
The statement/questions number 41-44 investigated the multilingual teaching and learning setting that covering the applicability of the program inside or outside the classroom, and the intensity of the program as in table 4.22.
Table 4.22: The Multilingual Teaching & Learning Setting








Table 4.22 shows that the appropriate situation and place to implement the multilingual teaching at pesantren were in the dormitory (100%) and in the classroom (95.6), the multilingual interaction and communication used for the language instruction in the learning process (95.6%) and for the daily communication in meeting (100%), the context of multilingual proposed to the international communication use (100%), and the frequency of the implementation of multilingual learning was always (73.9%). The data on teachers’ target needs could be summarized descriptively by using SWOT analysis as follows.
Table 4.23: SWOT Analysis in Teachers’ Target Needs
Internal EvaluationExternal Evaluation	STRENGTH	WEAKNESS
	The need to communicate with native or nonnative speaker is the main purpose of learning that could be reached through speaking skill.The nonformal language or spoken language is the most popular language used by the native.Teaching the daily dialogue is the effective way in speaking.Supporting of the pesantren environment. Pesantren environment is the location whereby the multilingual communication occurred.Teaching and learning process and meeting are the most content of multilingual communication occurrence.The context of multilingual learning needed is international-oriented.The high frequency of multilingual used in pesantren.The existing of multilingual learning media such in Indonesian, English, and Arabic.Possessing the spoken language to communicate with native or non-native.	Not oriented to the future which is to acquire knowledge and get a job.Decreasing of other language skill such as writing and reading.The tendency to leave the grammar so that the students do not understand the grammar of language well.There is no rule that governs the language used in communication inside pesantren environment.The absence of strict punishment to the student who does not use a foreign language in communicating.The lack of teachers’ awareness in communication using foreign languages inside pesantren environment.There is no the strict rule to support the implementation of multilingual communication.The learning media is only for a specific language such Arabic or English, it is not the multilingual learning media itself.The skill in written and will be decreased.
OPPORTUNITY	STRATEGY (S – O)	STRATEGY (W – O)
The students can speak or communicate in foreign languages fluently.The teachers can communicate smoothly and be close to the native speaker in the way of non-formal language.The creation of the multilingual communication atmosphere in pesantren.The multilingual learning model for other schools and institution.The creation of the international cooperation and good relations individually and agencies.The rich of multilingual learning media based on the existed media.Increasing of the teachers’ speaking skill more than the other competencies.	Preparing the multilingual learning material with formal and non-formal language to accommodate the need of the curriculum.Providing the multilingual material with daily dialogue in form of the formal and non-formal language.Making a pesantren environment as a multilingual communication atmosphere.Inviting a native speaker to practice the students’ multilingual communication in online or factually.Maintaining and evaluating the sustainability of multilingual communication at pesantren.Preparing the multilingual learning material by combining the existed media.Arranging the multilingual learning course book by the most of the spoken language material than writing.	Preparing the multilingual course book including some of the other skills of language such writing and reading.Providing the multilingual material in the coursebook that consists of daily vocabulary, spelling, and grammar.Recommending to pesantren stakeholder in making the rule that governs the students’ multilingual communication inside pesantren environment.Providing input to pesantren stakeholder about the educated-sanctions for the student who break the rule.Giving regard for active and successful students.Evaluating the rule and sanction quarterly.Developing the multilingual learning material by adopting, adapting, an omission the existed media.Providing some of the written language.Evaluating the coursebook.
 THREAT	STRATEGY ( S – T)	STRATEGY (W – T)
The test questions of school test, TOEFL, IELTS, and national examination consist of formal language such reading and grammar.The tendency to ignore the other skills of language or the students will have the pure level in writing and reading skills.The existence of the children protection laws.The strict schedule of formal spoiled and dissident behavior on the part of teachers.The lack of teachers’ awareness in multilingual communication.Requiring a lot of time and effort to analyze each source, reference, and existing material.The low of students’ skill in writing and other skillsDo not conform to the applicable curriculum.	Preparing the multilingual learning material with formal and non-formal language to accommodate the need of the curriculum.Providing the multilingual material with daily dialogue in form of the formal and non-formal language.Creating a habit of speaking multilingual at pesantren environment.Giving motivation to the students through a native speaker relation so that they are trully felt the benefits of acquiring multilingual.Asking for the volunteer from multilingual teachers at pesantren to analyze the material through teacher group discussion.Determining the coursebook materials that are tailored to the applicable curriculum.	Preparing the multilingual course book including some of the other skills of language such writing and reading.Providing the multilingual material in the course book that consists of daily vocabulary, spelling, and grammar.Evaluating the content of the course book per semester.Providing input to pesantren stakeholder about the educated-sanctions for the student who break the rule.Giving regard for active and successful students.Evaluating the rule and sanction quarterly.Discussing with the multilingual teachers about the appropriate material.Adjusting the multilingual material by including the written language.Evaluating the coursebook content and material.

Based on the SWOT analysis, it can be concluded that the need to communicate with native or non-native speaker or international-oriented could be reached through improving students’ spoken skill in form of non-formal language the most popular language used by the native. Thus, teaching the daily dialogue is the effective way in speaking. The supporting of the pesantren environment will exactly help the progress of multilingual teaching and learning program at pesantren schools. Even there were some weaknesses in the strength, the pesantren schools still have the more opportunity to manage and realize the multilingual learning program through the developing of interested syllabus, lesson plan, and course book that accommodate some compliment materials to the current of students’ need and their future-oriented in getting a job and knowledge by strict assessing and evaluating the progress of multilingual teaching and learning program quarterly.
c.	Stakeholder Needs
1)	Learning Need
Learning need consists of some domain and some indicators such the teachers themselves, their background of learning and teaching foreign languages, interest and necessity, the available resources for multilingual teaching and learning, and the continuity of the program.
a)	Stakeholders’ identity
The statement/questions number 1 to 6 investigated the teachers’ identity which covering their names, sex, age, educational background, and their originality as can be presented in table 4.24.









Table 4.24 shows that most stakeholders were male (91.6%) with the age from 41 to 50 years old (58.3%), the majority of them were S2 graduates (41.6%) and S3 graduates were (16.6%). Most of them came from other region and province out of Makassar (58.3%). The data indicated that most of the pesantren stakeholders were also multilingualism and they have many experiences in managing the teaching and learning languages.
b)	Stakeholders’ background in languages competence
The statement/questions number 7 to 11 investigated the background of stakeholders’ languages learning which covering their experience in English, Arabic, and other language, place of learning, the field of study, and strategy to develop their language competence as can be presented in table 4.25.
Table 4.25: Teachers’ Background in Languages Competence









Table 4.25 shows that all teachers have the experience in learning foreign languages especially in English (100%) and Arabic (100%), all of them graduated S1 (100%) and S2 (66.6%). Most of them were Arabic teacher (81.8%) and the strategy in enhancing their languages competence was memorizing and practicing so the ways of their teaching implementation (100%).
c)	The stakeholders’ interest and need in multilingual learning
The statement/questions number 12 to 16 investigated the stakeholders’ interest and need which covering the intention, attitude, aptitude, skill predicting, the objective of foreign languages learning or multilingual learning and teaching as can be described in table 4.26.
Table 4.26: Teachers’ Interest and Need








Table 4.26 shows that all of the stakeholders were interested in multilingual teaching and learning (100%), they have the good attitude toward foreign language learning especially in Arabic (100%) and English (91.6%), their objective of foreign language learning was future-oriented (100%), they sure about the prediction of their students’ languages skill (100%). Thus, all of them agreed with the implementation of multilingual teaching and learning at pesantren schools (100%).
d)	The available resources for teaching multilingual
The statement/questions number 17 to 21 investigated the available resources for multilingual learning at pesantren schools which covering the multilingual teacher, the implementation of multilingual learning, multilingual material resources, teachers’ product of multilingual material, and the environment of pesantren whereby the multilingual learning will be conducted as can be presented in table 4.27.
Table 4.27: Available Resources for Multilingual Learning








Table 4.27 shows that all pesantren schools have multilingual teachers (100%) who implemented multilingual teaching and learning inside or outside the classroom (75%), there were existed multilingual material at pesantren (66.6%), they also did not provide the material for multilingual learning (58.3%) and the atmosphere of pesantren are supporting tools for multilingual teaching and learning at pesantren (100%). The data shows that all pesantren stakeholders admitted that there were multilingual teachers and some resources of multilingual material at pesantren, some teachers have implemented and prepared multilingual learning material but it was unorganized-well and unsuccessful implemented because of the absence of the rule in managing languages communication inside the pesantren atmosphere.
e)	The progress and the continuity of multilingual program
The statement/questions number 22 to 25 investigated the progress and continuity of the multilingual program covering the applicability of the program inside or outside the classroom of pesantren and the intensity of the program implementation as can be presented in table 4.8.
Table 4.28: The Progress and Continuity of Multilingual Program








Table 4.28 shows that all stakeholders convinced the applicable of multilingual program implementation at pesantren (100%), they agree to implement multilingual learning in the classroom (91.6%) with the intensity of multilingual learning as much as three times in a week (100%). The data on stakeholders’ learning needs could be summarized descriptively by using SWOT analysis as follows.
Table 4.29: SWOT Analysis of Stakeholders’ Learning Needs
Internal EvaluationExternal Evaluation	STRENGTH	WEAKNESS
	The mature stakeholders in their age who have many experiences in managing languages teaching and learning and they have good educational background of language learning to more managing the multiple language learning.They came from multi-culturalism society and multilingualism society that easy to adapt and adopt the new strategy in the language in managing multilingual teaching and learning.Most of them are capable of speaking and listening multilingual.Pesantren environment as effective tools for implementing MLL.	There is no proper program to accommodate their skill and languages competence in teaching multiple languages.The complicated of three curricula adopted by pesantren.They still used the old curricula or they have been forced to adopt those curricula in managing the teaching.Incompetence in reading and writing affected them to provide the material.There is no the strict rule arranged to maintain the multilingual communication.
OPPORTUNITY	STRATEGY (S – O)	STRATEGY (W – O)
The high demand of labor who mastered some foreign languages.Enriching knowledge and science.The opportunity to get the scholarship.The opportunity to increase teachers’ multilingual competence.The opportunity to study overseas.The opportunity to establish the international cooperation.	Optimizing the multilingual teachers’ performance to reach the vision and goals of pesantren.Adopting and adapting appropriate teaching method and strategy.Establishing rapport with the credible institution to improve teachers’ multilingual competence.Conducting the evaluation to the language teachers’ competence per semester internally and externally.	Creating an appropriate program to accommodate the teachers’ multilingual skill.Arranging the multilingual learning syllabus, lesson palan, and course boo to accommodate a variety of curricula in pesantren.Motivate and prepare teachers to join the competition and scholarship.Be update and creative to discover teaching methods and strategies.
 THREAT	STRATEGY ( S – T)	STRATEGY (W – T)
The demands of the constitution to recruit the teacher based on S1 qualification.The high of language proficiency standard required by institutional scholarship and universities abroad.The existence of more than 200 pesantren that have the same vision and mission and more superior.  	Supporting the teachers’ enthusiasm through the interested program.Developing the multilingual coursebook to enhance students’ language proficiency.Making multilingual spoken as identic characteristics of pesantren in daily communication inside pesantren.Involving the scholarship agency to evaluate the language teachers’ skills.	Developing multilingual learning program and content in all language skills (Listening, speaking, writing, reading).Empowering the multilingual teachers to help the languages teaching and learning.Improving teachers’ quality to teach multilingual in multiculturalism class.Evaluating of multilingual learning program quarterly.

a.	   Target need
Target need consists of some domain and some indicators such the objective domain which covering intention, goal, and priority; instrument or media and types of language, communicative event dealing with the subject, content, and level; and setting dealing with physical setting, human context, linguistics context, and time allotment.
a)	Objective domain of multilingual teaching
The statement/questions number 26 to 29 investigated the objective domain of multilingual program which covering the objective of learning, language skills that should be taught, types of language, and the priority component of multilingual teaching as can be described in table 4.30.
Table 4.30: The Objective Domain of Multilingual Program








Table 4.30 shows that all stakeholders convinced that the objective of multilingual learning at pesantren is to communicate in everyday life inside pesantren campus and for the job (100%), the skills priority are listening, speaking, and writing skills (100%) using formal and nonformal language (50%) and focusing on spelling, daily vocabulary, and grammar (100%).
b)	Instrument of multilingual teaching
The statement/questions number 30 to 33 investigated the instrument of multilingual teaching and learning at pesantren which covering the media, course book, types of multilingual, and the necessity of multilingual learning as can be presented in table 4.31.


Table 4.31: The Instrument of Multilingual Teaching








Table 4.31 shows that all stakeholders convinced that there were the media supporting the multilingual teaching at pesantren (53.6%) with variety of language course books in Arabic and English (58.3%) but those course books were lack of spoken language so they need the specific course book in spoken language (100%), so it is very important to support multilingual learning (100%).
c)	Communicative event of multilingual teaching




Table 4.32: The Communicative Event of Multilingual Program








Table 4.32 shows that all stakeholders convinced the applicable of multilingual program implementation at pesantren were the face to face communication (100%), they agree to adjust the multilingual learning syllabus to the existing syllabus (91.6%) with adjusting the learning situation to the pesantren context (100%) so the daily dialogue and daily vocabulary were the urgent content must be included in the multilingual material (100%) which specified for the level of the beginners (91.6%).
d)	Multilingual teaching and learning setting
The statement/questions number 39 to 42 investigated the multilingual teaching and learning setting that covering the applicability of the program inside or outside the classroom, the adjusting places and situation to the multilingual material, the adjusting of dialogue topic to the daily conversation inside the pesantren environment, and the frequency or the intensity of the program as can be presented in table 4.33.
Table 4.33: The Multilingual Teaching & Learning Setting








Table 4.33 shows that the appropriate situation and place to implement the multilingual teaching at pesantren were in the dormitory (100%), in the classroom (91.6), in the mosque (66.5%), in the sports field (91.6%), and in the kitchen (58.3). It means that the multilingual material should include the topics based on the pesantren environment and places where the multilingual conversation occurred. The multilingual interaction and communication use in the multilingual material and course book for the language instruction in the learning process (91.6%) and for the daily conversation in the daily meeting based on the pesantren environment (100%), the context of multilingual learning propose to the international communication use (100%) and regional use (91.6), and the frequency of the multilingual learning implementation was always (75%). The data on stakeholders’ target needs could be summarized descriptively by using SWOT analysis as follows.
Table 4.34: SWOT Analysis in Stakeholders’ Target Needs
Internal EvaluationExternal Evaluation	STRENGTH	WEAKNESS
	The need to communicate with native or non-native speaker is the main purpose of multilingual learning at pesantren.The non-formal language or spoken language is the most popular language used by the native.Supporting of the pesantren environment. Pesantren environment is the location whereby the multilingual communication occurred.Context of multilingual learning needed is regional and international-oriented.The high frequency of multilingual used in pesantren.The existing of multilingual learning media such in Indonesian, English, and Arabic.Possessing the spoken language to communicate with native or non-native speakers.The need of multilingual learning course book to be more competence in the spoken language.	Not oriented to the future which is to acquire knowledge.Decreasing of other language skill such as reading.The tendency to leave the reading skill so that the students do not understand the grammar well.There is no rule that governs the language used in communication inside pesantren environment.The absence of strict punishment to the student who does not use a foreign language in communicating.The lack of stakeholders’ awareness in designing communication using foreign languages inside pesantren environment.There is no the strict rule to support the implementation of multilingual communication.The learning media is only for a specific language such Arabic or English, it is not the multilingual learning media itself.The skill in written and academic language will be decreased.
OPPORTUNITY	STRATEGY (S – O)	STRATEGY (W – O)
The students can speak or communicate in foreign languages fluently.The students can communicate smoothly and be close to the native speaker in the way of nonformal language.The creation of the multilingual communication atmosphere in pesantren.The multilingual learning model for other schools and institution.The creation of the international cooperation and good relations individually and agencies.The rich of multilingual learning media based on the existed media.Increasing of the students’ speaking skill more than the other competencies.	Preparing the multilingual learning material with formal and non-formal language to accommodate the need of the curriculum.Providing the multilingual material with daily dialogue in form of the formal and non-formal language.Making a pesantren environment as a multilingual communication atmosphere.Maintaining and evaluating the sustainability of multilingual communication at pesantren.Preparing the multilingual learning material by combining the existed media.Arranging the multilingual learning course book by the most of the spoken language material than writing.	Preparing the multilingual course book including some of the other skills of language such writing and reading.Providing the multilingual material in the coursebook that consists of daily vocabulary, spelling, and grammar.Recommending to pesantren stakeholder in making the rule that governs the students’ multilingual communication inside pesantren environment.Providing input to pesantren stakeholder about the educated-sanctions for the student who break the rule.Evaluating the rule and sanction quarterly.Developing the multilingual learning material by adopting, adapting, and omission the existed media.Evaluating the course book.
 THREAT	STRATEGY ( S – T)	STRATEGY (W – T)
The test questions of school test, TOEFL, IELTS, and national examination consist of formal language such reading and grammar.The tendency to ignore the other skills of language or the students will have the pure level in writing and reading skills.The existence of the children protection laws.The strict schedule of formal spoiled and dissident behavior on the part of teachers.The lack of teachers’ awareness in multilingual communication.Requiring a lot of time and effort to analyze each source, reference, and existing material.The low of students’ skill in writing and other skills.Do not conform to the applicable curriculum.	Preparing the multilingual learning material with formal and non-formal language to accommodate the need of the curriculum.Providing the multilingual material with daily dialogue in form of the formal and non-formal language.Creating a habit of speaking multilingual at pesantren environment.Giving motivation to the students through a native speaker relation so that they are truly felt the benefits of acquiring multilingual.Asking for the volunteer from multilingual teachers at pesantren to analyze the material through teacher group discussion.Determining the coursebook materials that are tailored to the applicable curriculum.	Preparing the multilingual course book including some of the other skills of language such writing and reading.Providing the multilingual material in the coursebook that consists of daily vocabulary, spelling, and grammar.Evaluating the content of the course book per semester.Providing input to pesantren stakeholder about the educated-sanctions for the student who break the rule.Giving regard for active and successful students.Evaluating the rule and sanction quarterly.Discussing with the multilingual teachers about the appropriate material.Adjusting the multilingual material by including the written language.Evaluating the course book content and material.

Based on the SWOT analysis, it can be concluded that the need to communicate with native or non-native speaker or international-oriented could be reached through improving students’ spoken skill in form of nonformal language as the most popular language used by the native. Thus, teaching the daily dialogue is the effective way in improving students’ speaking skill. The supporting of the pesantren environment will exactly help the progress of multilingual teaching and learning program at pesantren schools. Even there were some weaknesses in the strength, the pesantren schools still have more opportunity to manage and realize the multilingual learning program through the developing of interested syllabus, lesson plan, and course book that accommodate some compliment materials to the current of students’ need and their future-oriented in getting a job and knowledge by applying the strict rule that arranging the languages communication inside pesantren campus and also strict assessing and evaluating the progress of multilingual teaching and learning program quarterly.
Based on the results of students, teachers, and stakeholders of pesantren needs, the researcher can summarize and accumulate the features of multilingual teaching and problems as well as suggeted solutions as follows:





	Multilingualism and Multiculturalism	√	-	Diversity	Unification of awareness and purpose
	Background of experiences	√	-	Unmeasured	Stabilization
	Strength in speaking skill	√	-	Lack of writing and reading skill	Adding some topics on writing and reading
	Audio-visual learning style	√	-	Difficult providing in the course book	Insertion the interested picture
	Interested and deal with multilingual learning	√	-	Unsupported syllabus and course book	Developing multilingual material such syllabus, lesson plan and course book
	Future-oriented	√	-	Not applicable in students’ daily communication	Maintaining continuity
	Capable multilingual teachers	√	-	Not empowering 	Empowering
	Resources, tools, and media	√	-	Unarranged-well	Adjusting and empowering the nature lab
	Continuity	-	-	Awareness	Three times a week
2	Target Need				
	Communicated oriented and getting a job in non-formal and formal language	-	-	Not included in the curriculum	Facilitating the non-formal language
	Daily dialogue and vocabulary	√	-	Inappropriate to the learning context and atmosphere 	Adjusting and adding
	Variety of multilingual media	√	-	Separated material based on the subject	Adjusting 
	National syllabus and coursebook	√	-	National coursebook	Multilingual syllabus and course book
	Content of material	√	-	General content	Adjusting to pesantren environment
	Learning context	√	-	In the classroom only	Inside and outside the classroom

Table 4.36 shows that the existing language materials at pesantren schools represent quite good materials but exhibit less interesting and less motivating. This is due to the fact that the existing material violates some features which the learners suppose it to be existed. It is proved by the results of SWOT analysis in which some features need to take into account in solving the weaknesses of learning and exploiting the opportunities.
The existing material such syllabus, lesson plan, and course book present less cultural background of native speakers and less spoken language that could be applied directly in students’ daily communication inside pesantren environment. It does not fulfill the students’ expectation in learning for their future, whereas there were many resources of books, media, and multilingual teachers that could be empowered in learning. The existing material also does not prepare the learners to be involved in an instructional process by involving them in a predicting task and it presents less activity which assigns the learners to be involved in speaking and note-taking activities.

3.	The Development of Multilingual Learning Material

















Figure 4.10: Developing Multilingual Learning Material
Figure 4.10 indicates the procedures of multilingual learning material through the identification of the implementation of multilingual learning process at pesantren schools and the need of students, teachers, and stakeholders of pesantren in multilingual learning. The planning of multilingual learning material for pesantren schools based on the existing and non existing sources by considering the relevances theories in language learning.
The multilingual learning material, therefore, should be more motivating and interesting. The goal or the objective of materials for the multilingual learning is to improve the students’ spoken skill. In addition, it should be designed not only based on the curriculum of pesantren schools but also based on the learning and target needs. The characteristics are: a) The materials should be presented in audio visual aids such the teacher’s voice and interesting pictures; b) The materials should support and facilitate the students’ speaking skill in formal and nonformal language or in academic and nonacademic speaking activities to support their future-oriented; c) The topics of the materials should be interesting in which provide a cultural background of native speakers; d) The materials should be appropriate to the pesantren context and environment to accommodate the students’ daily communication; e) The materials should provide various genres like dialogue, discussion, work in peer, exercises and evaluation; f) The materials should be implemented by applying listening and speaking activities that could be applied by students and teachers in their daily communication inside pesantren environment; g) The materials should be implemented with various activities



















Figure 4.11: Multilingual Instructional Model for Pesantren Schools
Figure 4.11 describes the model of the instructional materials for multilingual learning at pesantren schools which are firstly selected by using some theories and by considering the results of the needs analysis.  There are some aspects which support the instructional materials for the multilingual learning material, namely, objectives, topics, contents, genres, strategies, activities, and evaluation. These aspects are mutually integrated one another. The success of the materials is determined by the unity and the solidity of these aspects.
The objective of learning is to communicate in multilingual spoken in term of dialogue. This purpose is simply adopted from the curriculum of pesantren schools which adopted three curricula. To achieve this goal, of course, is supported by genuine input and process which are implemented in a learning process. The topic of the multilingual learning material which selected in this model is daily conversations according to the pesantren environment. This topic is good inputs for the students to use those languages in their daily interaction and to accostum them to speak with the native speakers of those languages. This topic, in turn, will be interesting and authentic which become characteristics of good material. Therefore, this topic should be presented in different genres that make them more interesting. The genres which were proposed in this model are dialogue, interview, and role play.
Other aspects which can support the effectiveness of the learning process are learning activities and learning strategies. The learning activities, which this model proposes, consist of three main activities namely opening, presenting, and production activities. In conducting these activities, the learners will engage in some learning strategies such immersion strategy, submersion strategy, and pull-out strategy. To measure whether these activities are effective or not, it provides the evaluation of spoken skill and giving the reflection for the students.
a.	The Syllabus of Multilingual Learning
Based on the need analysis, observation, and schools’ document analysis results, the researcher found some benefit and limitation in the existing syllabus adopted by pesantren schools and the researcher then propose some solutions to the multilingual learning syllabus that appropriate to improve the students’ spoken multilingual competence as follows.
Table 4.36: Proposing Multilingual Learning Syllabus for Pesantren Schools
No	Existing Syllabus	Proposed Syllabus
	English	Arabic	Indonesian	Multilingual
1	National syllabus based on Curriculum 2013	Kemenag syllabus Curriculum 2013	National syllabus based on Curriculum 2013	Adjusting to the existed syllabus by combination and integrated syllabus
2	Listening, speaking, reading, and writing skills	Listening, speaking, reading, and writing skills	Listening, speaking, reading, and writing skills	Most focused on listening and speaking, while writing and reading are the complement skill
3	Elementary level	Elementary level	Elementary level	Elementary level
4	British, American, and local dialect	British, American, Arabic Fusha, and local dialect	Indonesian and local dialect	British, American, Egyptian, Saudi, Arabic Fusha, and local dialect
5	Formal language genre	Formal language genre	Formal language genre	Formal and non-formal language genre
6	Book and audio	Book and audio	Book and audio	Book and audio
7	General topic	General topic	General topic	Specified on daily speech and pesantren environment
8	Unarranged topic well	Unarranged topic well	Unarranged topic well	Rearranging the topic based on daily communicating occurrence
9	Respond the meaning on transactional dialogue (to get things done), give commend and prohibition	Identify the Arabic letter and kinds of words in introduction text, listening to the dialogue in introduction ( الحوارفي التعارف)	Conclude/ summary the content of information based on the text	Listening to, speaking about greeting, self introduction in peer, memorizing common phrases and vocabulary, practicing then summarize the content of the lecture
10	Asking, giving information, thanks, and apologizeA :  Where’s the book?B :  It’s there.A : Thank you. B : You’re welcome
	Find the common information on the text of greeting (التحيات), personal pronoun (الضمير), and demonstrative  (الإشارة)	Rewrite the information on the text	(Listening and speaking) Asking information, giving suggestion about health and location using demonstrative words, thanks and apologize, memorizing common phrases and vocabulary, redemonstrating in peer conversation
11	Respond the meaning on a short functional text.Keep closed!Things to buy:SugarFlourMeatButter	Responding the idea on short dialogue of greeting (إلقاءالتحيات), pronoun  (للمفرد اسم الضمير), demonstrative (اسم الإشارة)   	Telling the most impressed experiences using the correct sentences	(Listening and speaking) Giving command and prohibition based on pesantren context, giving instruction and short announcement, memorizing common phrases and vocabulary, retelling the instruction and announcement
12	Respond the idea in a short functional text.CongratulationsWell done!Announcement!	Make a short dialogue on introduction using greeting (إلقاءالتحيات), pronoun  (للمفرد اسم الضمير), demonstrative (اسم الإشارة)   	Delivering the announcement with correct accent and intonation	(Listening and speaking) Expressing needs, desires, and wants, shopping at pesantren canteen or bookstore, memorizing common phrases/ vocabulary and practicing 
13	Greeting, giving command and prohibition	Delivering information orally (القاء الخطاب في المعلومة العامة القصيرة)	Find certain words meaning on the dictionary through reading activity	(Listening and speaking) Talking about classroom activities using simple sentences, memorizing common phrases/vocabulary
14	Asking, giving information, thanks, and apologize	Writing and completing the words correctly (الكتابة القصيرة)	Conclude the content of the text after quick reading	(Listening and speaking) Talking about dorm activities, memorizing common vocabulary
15	Short text, Intruction, Shopping list, Announcement (Give an instruction based on the picture shown)	Writing the information in a short sentence and dictation (المراجعة في كتابة القصة القصيرة)	Reading several texts with correct accent and intonation	Asking hobby and interest, memorizing common related vocabulary, and practicing
16	Short text, Intruction, Shopping list, Announcement (Give an instruction based on the picture shown)	Make a short dialogue on introduction using greeting (إلقاءالتحيات), pronoun  (للمفرد اسم الضمير), demonstrative (اسم الإشارة)   	Writing a diary on personal experience	(Listening and speaking) Talking about daily activities and experiences using simple sentences, memorizing common phrases/vocabulary
17	Reading a text aloud with correct accent and intonation	Delivering the information orally using greeting (إلقاءالتحيات), pronoun  (للمفرد اسم الضمير), demonstrative (اسم الإشارة) 	Writing a letter	(Listening and speaking) talking about Islamic rule; prayer, fasting, reciting the holy Quran, etc. memorizing common vocabulary, and practicing
18	Reading a short text, intruction, shopping list, announcement (Read the text and choose the correct answer)	Reading a text aloud with correct accent and intonation (القراءة)	Writing announcement text	(Listening and speaking) making short conversation in the field sporting; football, basketball, etc, memorizing common vocabulary, and practicing with peer
19	Reading a short text, Intruction, Shopping list, Announcement (Complete the blank spaces of the following text)	Identification the words (الاسماء والافعال), adjective (الصفة), color (الالوان), and simple sentences	Find an interested idea of the folktale or short story	(Listening and speaking) Retelling the phenomena and events inside pesantren, memorizing common related vocabulary, and practicing with peer
20	Reading a short text, Intruction, Shopping list, Announcement (Complete the blank spaces of the following text)	Find the common information in the short text about the school (القراءة عن مدرستي)	Adjusting the content of the story to the recent context	(Listening and speaking) Retelling the holiday experiences outside the pesantren, memorizing common related vocabulary, and practicing with peer

















Figure 4.12: Multilingual Learning Syllabus for Pesantren Students
Figure 4.12 shows that the multilingual learning syllabus develop by adopting, adapting and adjusting to the existing syllabi proposed by Brumfit & Johnson (1979) that was used at pesantren schools to make teachers ease to rearrange it by themselves. Thus, the syllabus consists of the subject matter such a) Title of the lesson; b) Class/ Semester; c) Program (especially for Senior High); d) Theme; and e) Time allotment. It also consisted of standar competency, basic competency, indicator of achievement, method and activity, evaluation, and material resources.










Standar Kompetensi 	: 1.  Mendengarkan dan Bicarakan
Menerapkan kosakata dan phrase dalam percakapan transaksional dan interpersonal sederhana untuk berinteraksi dengan lingkungan terdekat

Kompetensi Dasar	MateriPembelajaran	Kegiatan Pembelajaran	Indikator Pencapaian Kompetensi	Penilaian	AlokasiWaktu	Sumber Belajar
				Teknik	Bentuk Instrumen	ContohInstrumen		
1.1 Melafalkan dan menggunakan percakapan transaksional ( to get things done ) dan interpersonal    (bersosialisasi ) dengan bahasa lisan sederhana secara akurat, lancar dan berterima untuk  berinteraksi dengan lingkungan terdekat yang melibatkan tindak tutur : menyapa orang yang belum/sudah dikenal, memperkenalkan diri sendiri / orang lain, dan ucapan/ungkapan selamat.	1.Percakapan singkat memuat ungkapan-ungkapan umum dalam menyapa dan berkenalan:Contoh :-A : Good morning A : صباح الخير A : Pagi bro A : How are you ? A : إزَيَّك؟/إيْش أخبارك؟ A : Gimana kabar? B : Fine Thanks. B : تمام الحمد لله B : Baik-baik saja-A : Hello, I’’m Vikar    A : هاي٬ أنا فكار    A : Hi, saya Vikar    B : Hi, I’m Gopal         Nice to meet you   B : هاي٬ أنا قوفال      والله تشرفت       B : Hi juga, saya Gopal       Senag berkenalan-A :  Good nite     A : تصبح علي الخير    A : Selamat tidur    B :  Good nite!    B : وأنت من أهله    B : Slamat malamKosakata/ Phrase terkait tema dan jenis-jenisnya	Mendengarkan percakapan dalam menyapa dan berkenalanTanya jawab yang terkait dengan materiMembahas kosa kata danp harasa yang terkait dengan sapaan, perkenalan, memberi perintah atau melarangMenjawab / merespon pertanyaan tentang percakapan yg didengar.Mempraktekkan dialog sapaan dan perkenalan dengan teman pasangan masing-masingMengerjakan latihan dan tugas kelompokEvaluasi pembelajaran	Merespon ungkapan ungkapan umum dalam berkenalan dan menyapa orang lain. Sapaan dan jawaban terhadap orang yang lebih tua ataupun mudaSapaan dan jawaban terhadap orang yang sudah  / belum dikenalPerkenalan diri sendiri / orang lain . Menggunakan dan merespon sapaan dengan pengucapan dan penggunaan yang benar	1.Tes lisan2.Tes tertulis3.Unjuk     kerja	1.Merespon ungkapan lisan2.Pilihan Ganda dan pencocokkan ungkapan3.Merespon perintah guru	Listen to the expressions and give your response in any language you wish.    A: إزَيَّك؟    B:  .......................Listen to the expressions and choose the best option in any language you wish.    A : “Hi, I’m Dudi,           Nice to meet            you    B : ...   a. oh, really ?   b. متشَكِّريْن   c. It’s a pleasure  d. Nice to meet you3. Are you Buginesse?   إسْمَك إيه؟   جنسيتك؟     	2x40 menit	ScriptMateri dialog pada buku ajar Multi-Bahasa




b.	The Lesson Plan of Multilingual Learning
Based on the need analysis, observation, and schools’ document analysis results, the researcher found some limitation to the existing lesson plans adopted by pesantren schools, then the researcher proposed some solutions to the multilingual learning lesson plan that appropriate to improve the students’ spoken multilingual competence as follows.
Table 4.38: Lesson Plan Design of Multilingual Learning for Pesantren Schools
No	Existing Lesson Plan	Proposed Lesson Plan
	English	Arabic	Indonesian	Multilingual
1	National syllabus based on Curriculum 2013	Kemenag syllabus Curriculum 2013	National syllabus based on Curriculum 2013	Adjusting to the existed syllabus by combination and integrated syllabus
2	Listening, speaking, reading, and writing skills	Listening, speaking, reading, and writing skills	Listening, speaking, reading, and writing skills	Most focused on listening and speaking, while writing and reading are the complement skill
3	Elementary level	Elementary level	Elementary level	Elementary level
4	British, American, and local dialect	British, American, Arabic Fusha, and local dialect	Indonesian and local dialect	British, American, Egyptian, Saudi, Arabic Fusha, and local dialect
5	Formal language genre	Formal language genre	Formal language genre	Formal and non-formal language genre
6	Book and audio	Book and audio	Book and audio	Book and audio
7	General topic	General topic	General topic	Specified on daily speech and pesantren environment
8	Unarranged topic well	Unarranged topic well	Unarranged topic well	Rearranging the topic based on daily communicating occurrence
9	Respond the meaning on transactional dialogue (to get things done), give commend and prohibition	Identify the Arabic letter and kinds of words in introduction text, listening to the dialogue in introduction ( الحوارفي التعارف)	Conclude/ summary the content of information based on the text	Listening to, speaking about greeting, self introduction in peer, memorizing common phrases and vocabulary, practicing then summarize the content 
10	Asking, giving information, thanks, and apologizeA :  Where’s the book?B :  It’s there.A : Thank you. B : You’re welcome
	Find the common information on the text of greeting (التحيات), personal pronoun (الضمير), and demonstrative  (الإشارة)	Rewrite the information on the text	(Listening and speaking) Asking information, giving suggestion about health and location using demonstrative words, thanks and apologize, memorizing common phrases and vocabulary, redemonstrating in peer conversation
11	Respond the meaning on a short functional text.Keep closed!Things to buy:SugarFlourMeatButter	Responding the idea on short dialogue of greeting (إلقاءالتحيات), pronoun  (للمفرد اسم الضمير), demonstrative (اسم الإشارة)   	Telling the most impressed experiences using the correct sentences	(Listening and speaking) Giving command and prohibition based on pesantren context, giving instruction and short announcement, memorizing common phrases and vocabulary, retelling the instruction and announcement
12	Respond the idea on a short functional text.CongratulationsWell done!Announcement!	Make a short dialogue on introduction using greeting (إلقاءالتحيات), pronoun  (للمفرد اسم الضمير), demonstrative (اسم الإشارة)   	Delivering the announcement with correct accent and intonation	(Listening and speaking) Expressing needs, desires, and wants, shoping at pesantren canteen or bookstore, memorizing common phrases/ vocabulary and practicing 
13	Greeting, giving command and prohibition	Delivering information orally (القاء الخطاب في المعلومة العامة القصيرة)	Find certain words meaning on the dictionary through reading activity	(Listening and speaking) Talking about classroom activities using simple sentences, memorizing common phrases/vocabulary
14	Asking, giving information, thanks, and apologize	Writing and completing the words correctly (الكتابة القصيرة)	Conclude the content of the text after quick reading	(Listening and speaking) Talking about dorm activities, memorizing common vocabulary
15	Short text, Intruction, Shopping list, Announcement (Give an instruction based on the picture shown)	Writing the information in a short sentence and dictation (المراجعة في كتابة القصة القصيرة)	Reading several texts with correct accent and intonation	Asking hobby and interest, memorizing common related vocabulary, and practicing
16	Short text, Intruction, Shopping list, Announcement (Give an instruction based on the picture shown)	Make a short dialogue on introduction using greeting (إلقاءالتحيات), pronoun  (للمفرد اسم الضمير), demonstrative (اسم الإشارة)   	Writing a diary on personal experience	(Listening and speaking) Talking about daily activities and experiences using simple sentences, memorizing common phrases/vocabulary



















Figure 4.13: Multilingual Learning Syllabus for Pesantren Students
Figure 4.13 shows that the multilingual learning lesson plan arranged based on the syllabus that is subject matters, focus and topic, previous learning, objective and method, but it break it down into sections, they are opening, presenting the material, production, evaluation, and closing. This lesson plan also adapted and adjusted to the existing lesson plan at pesantren schools.
These findings inspired the researcher in designing the lesson plan for multilingual learning which mostly focused on listening and speaking skills, while writing and reading skills are the complement skill. Thus, the researcher designed the lesson plan of multilingual using British, American, Egyptian, Saudi, Arabic Fusha, and local dialect which including the formal and non-formal language genres. It specified on daily speech and pesantren environment, so the researcher also rearranging the topic based on the daily communication occurred at pesantren atmosphere.  To gain the objective of learning in improving the students’ speaking skill, the material contained some activities, for instance, listening to, speaking about greeting, self-introduction in peer, memorizing common phrases and vocabulary, practicing then summarizes the content.
The lesson plan of multilingual learning design also provided some activities from the step by step procedure in beginning the subject, presenting the material, teacher’s activity, students’ activity, interaction forms, practicing, implementation and production, the indicator of learning achievement, the closing, material, and technique of assessment. The example of multilingual learning lesson plan design could be seen in Table 4.39.

Table 4.39: Lesson Plan Design of Multilingual Learning for Pesantren Schools
RENCANA PELAKSANAAN PEMBELAJARAN (RPP)
Unit 1
1.	Mata Pelajaran		:  Multi-bahasa
2.	Sekolah			:  Pesantren……
3.	Estimasi Waktu		:  4x40 menit 
4.	Pertemuan		:  Pertemuan-1 (Pertama)
5.	Ruangan		:  Kelas		 
6.	Kelas			:  A
7.	Level			:  Elementary/Dasar 
8.	Semester		:  I (satu)
9.	Fokus bahasa		:  Listening dan Speaking 
10.	Topik	:  Greeting and Self introduction
11.	Pengetahuan sebelum	:  
12.	Tujuan			:  
	Siswa mampu menyapa dan menggunakan ekspresi-ekspresi sapaan dengan baik dan benar saat bertemu dengan orang lain dan merespon.
	Siswa mampu memperkenalkan diri mereka kepada orang lain dan mampu merespon pertanyaan.
	Siswa mampu memperkenalkan temannya kepada orang lain.
	Siswa mampu berterima kasih kepada orang lain dalam tiga bahasa dan meresponnya. 
	Siswa mampu meminta maaf ataupun merepon permintaan maaf dari orang lain dengan baik.
	Siswa mampu menggunakan ungkapan-ungkapan perpisahan saat mengakhiri percakapan atau berpisah dengan orang lain.
	Siswa mampu menerapkan ungkapan-ungkapan dialog yang telah dipelajari di dalam kelas ataupun dalam kehidupan sehari-hari.
13.	Metode			: CA and PPP (Presentation, Practice, production)
14.	Materi			: (Terlampir di buku ajar multi-bahasa) 
15Tahap/Pase Pembelajaran	16Estimsi waktu	17Peran Guru/ Activitas	18Peran Siswa/ Aktivitas	19Bentuk Interaksi	20Indikator keberhasilan	21Tujuan
Pembukaan (​material%20for%20presentation.docx​)	3 menit	Membuka pembelajaranMenyapa para siswa dan menanyakan kabarMenjelaskan tujuan pembelajaranMemberikan motivasi singkat(Berbicara)	Mendengarkan guruMerespon sapaan guruMendengarkan penjelasan guruMendengarkan penjelasan guru(Mendengar & merespon)	G – SG – SG – SG – S	Mendengar dengan baikMenyapa dengan bahasa yang sopanMengetahui apa yang akan dipelajariTermotivasi untuk belajar	Siap dan focusMembangun keakrabanFokus pada tujuan pembelajaranMemotivasi siswa
Presentasi (​material%20for%20presentation.docx​)	25 menit	Meminta siswa untuk memperhatikan bacaan dialog     (Berbicara)Membacakan dialog dan meminta siswa mengikuti bacaan guru Memberikan kesempatan bertanya kepada siswa tentang dialog yang dibacakanMenjelaskan kosakata dan ungkapan umum dalam dialog	Mendengarkan bacaan guru(Mendengar)Mendengar dan mengikuti bacaan guru (Mendengar dan membaca)Menanyakan hal yang sulit dan asing bagi siswaMendengarkan penjelasan guru  (mendengar )	G – SG – S G – SG – S	Memperhatikan bacaan guruMampu membaca dengan baik dan benarMampu mengidentifikasi makna dan maksud dialogMempu memahami dialog secara utuh	Mengetahui cara baca dengan baikMemperdengarkan cara baca yang baik dan benarMembiasakan siswa memahami dialogPaham akan isi dan makna dialog
Praktek	30 menit	Menjelaskan intruksi kepada siswa (Berbicara)Siswa mencoba mengerjakan latihan yang ada pada buku (sendiri-sendiri). Memeriksa hasil kerja siswaMembagi siswa dalam kelompok kecil untuk mengerjakan tugas berikut (Berbicara)Mengevaluasi hasil kerja siswa	Mendengarkan instruksi guru dengan baikMengerjakan latihan yang ada pada buku (individu)Mengumpulkan dan memeriksa hasil kerja siswaSiswa terbagi dalam kelompok kecil yang terdiri dari lima orangMengumpulkan hasil kerja kelompok	G – S SG – S S – SG – S  	Memahami instruksi guruMampu mengerjakan tugas dengan baikSiswa mampu menunjukkan pemahamannya secara individuMampu memahami dialog melalui kerja kelompokSiswa lebih memahami dan mampu	Memudahkan siswa untuk berlatihMelihat kemampuan dan pemahaman siswaMengukur kemampuan siswa secara individuSiswa yang lebih tau mengajarkan yang belumAdanya kerja kelompok antar siswa
Produksi/ Aplikasi	40 menit	Memerintahkan siswa untuk mencari pasangan masing-masing dalam berdialogMasing-masing pasangan berdialog sesuai situasi yang diberikanMenginstruksikan masing-masing pasangan berdialog di depan kelas menunjukkan kemampuanMemerintahkan siswa untuk mengerjakan soal-soal pada bagian evaluasiMengevaluasi kemampuan siswa secara keseluruhan	Siswa mendengarkan dan melaksanakan instruksi guruBerdialog dengan pasangan masing-masingMasing-masing pasangan menunjukkan kemampuan merekaSiswa mengerjakan soal-soal untuk dievaluasiMenunggu hasil evaluasi siswa	G – S S – S G – S SG	Siswa terbagi menjadi pasang-pasanganMampu menerapkan dialog tersebut dalam berbagai situasiMasing-masing pasangan mampu menunjukkan kemampuanSiswa benar-benar paham dan mampu menerapkannyaAdanya peningkatan kemampuan siswa	Mempraktekkan penerapan dialogMemantapkan kemampuan siswaMeningkatkan kepercayaan diri siswa untuk berbahasa di depan Mengukur kemampuan siswa secara keseluruhanMengevaluasi kemampuan siswa 









1	Sapaan	Hello(helow)	Hello(helow)	اَلسَّلاَمُ عَلَيْكُم(Assalaamu ’alaikum)	وَعَلَيْكُمُ السَّلاَمْ(Wa’alaikumu ssalaam)
	Sapaan	Hi(Hai)	Hi(Hai)	هَايْ(Hai)	هَايْ(Hai)
	Sapaan	How are you?(Hawa ya?)Howdy!(Hawdi!)	-Fine  (Fain)-Good  (Gu:d)	إِزَيَّك٬ آمِل إِيْه؟(Izayyak, aamil eeh?)	اَلْحَمْدُ لِله(Alhamdulillah)
	Selamat pagi	Good morning(Gud mo:ning)	Good morning(Gud mo:ning)	صَبَاحُ الْخَيْر/فُوْل(Shabaahul khair/fuul)	صَبَاحُ الْخَيْر/النُّوْر(Shabaahul khair/nuur)
	Selamat siang-sore	Good afternoon(Gud aftenu:n)	Good afternoon(Gud aftenu:n)	مَسَاءُ الْخَيْر/النُّوْر(Masaa ul khair/nuur)	مَسَاءُ الْخَيْر(Masaa ul khair)
	Selamat malam	Good evening(Gud i:vning)	Good evening(Gud i:vning)	مَسَاءُ الْخَيْر(Masaa ul khair/nuur)	مَسَاءُ الْخَيْر(Masaa ul khair)
	Selamat tidur	Good night(Gud nait)	Good night(Gud nait)	تِصْبَحْ عَلَي الْخَيْر(Tishbah ‘alal khair)	وِنْتَ مِنْ أَهْلُه(Winta min ahluh)

23.	Penilaian
Penilaian kemampuan berbicara siswa menggunakan rubric penilaian oleh Heaton (1988) sebagai berikut:
Rating	Kemampuan Berkomunikasi Lisan
6	Bagus sekali: hampir menyerupai native speaker, sempurna dan mudah menggunakannya dalam topic yang dibahas.
5	Sangat bagus: meskipun tidak menyerupai native speaker tapi mampu mengekspresikan dialog dengan jelas dan tidak ada ketegangan.
4	Memuaskan: berkomunikasi secara verbal sedikit sulit dipahami oleh native speaker, membuat sedikit kesalahan pada pengucapan tapi sangat mudah baginya berkomunikasi sehari-hari.
3	Agak memuaskan meswkipun komunikasi verbalnya membuat native speaker kesulitan memahami dan sering memintanya untuk mengulangi pembicaraan.
2	Banyak kesulitan yang dihadapi oleh native speaker untuk memahami, tapi dalam komunikasi sehari-hari masih bisa dimengerti sedikit, banyak kesalahan pengucapan.
1	Sangat sulit berkomunikasi dalam topic apapun dan tidak dipahami.

Mengetahui;Kepala Sekolah/Pesantren .......................( ........................................................)NIP/NIK : ; .....................................	   Makassar, ..../Maret 2017Guru Mapel Multi-Bahasa( .................................................)NIP/NIK : ; ...............................

c.	The Coursebook of Multilingual Learning
Based on the need analysis, observation, and schools’ document analysis results, the researcher found some limitation to the existing language course books adopted by pesantren schools, then the researcher proposed some solutions to the multilingual learning course book that appropriate to the students and teachers’ need and to improve their spoken multilingual competence as follows.
Table 4.40: Design of Multilingual Learning Coursebook for Pesantren Schools
No	Existing Course Book	Proposed Course Book
	English	Arabic	Indonesian	Multilingual
1	Bahasa Inggris, Ed.4. Contextual Teaching & Learning. Depertemen Pendidikan nasional. 2006.Bahasa Inggris-When English Rings a Bell, Kemendikbud, 2016.Your Basic Vocabulary. Prof. Dr. Azhar Arsyad, MA.	Al-Arabiyah Linnasyiin, العربية للناشئين. Dr.Mahmud Ismail. Penerbit Mamlakah Arabiyah Suudiyah (21cm x 29cm)Al-Af’aalus Syaihah fil Arabiyah, الافعال الشائعة في العربية, Prof. Dr. Azhar Arsyad, MA.At-Taysiir fii at-ta’liim al-lughah al-arabiyah. 2008.	Bahasa Indonesia. Kemendikbud, 2016. Titik harsiati, Agus Trianto, dan E. Kosasih.Aktif Berbahasa Indonesia. Depdikbud. 2008. Dewi Indrawati, Didik Durianto	Multilingual Spoken, النطق باللغات لطلاب المعهد, Berbicara Multi-bahasa untuk Santri Pesantren 1, Saidna Zulfiqar Bin Tahir, Prof. Dr. Haryanto, M.Pd., Dr. Syarifuddin Dollah, M.Pd
2	Full Colored and interested cover	Full Colored and interested cover	Full Colored and interested cover	Full Colored and interested cover
3	Elementary level (Appropriate to the students’ age)	Elementary level (Appropriate to the students’ age)	Elementary level (Appropriate to the students’ age)	Elementary level (Appropriate to the students’ age)
4	Integrated skill	Integrated skill	Integrated skill	Listening and speaking
5	British and American dialect	British, American, and Arabic Fusha dialect	Indonesian dialect	British, American, Egyptian, Saudi, Arabic Fusha dialect
6	Formal language genre	Formal language genre	Formal language genre	Formal and non-formal language genre
7	General topic	General topic	General topic	Specified on daily speech and pesantren environment
8	Unarranged topic well	Unarranged topic well	Unarranged topic well	Rearranging the topic based on daily communicating occurrence
9	Difficult to spell and to read the text	Difficult to spell and to read the text	Easy to spell and read	Giving the spelling of English and Arabic text
10	Many pictures in each of pageSpecific in mastering Vocabulary	Less pictures and difficult to study without teacherSpecified on Verb	Less of picturesMid-level students, e.g. kind of text, news, etc	Less of pictures and focusing on daily dialogue, phrase, and vocabulary
11	The ideas in the course could increase the acceptability and usefulness of the course outside the classroom.	The ideas in the course could increase the acceptability and usefulness of the course outside the classroom.	The ideas in the course could increase the acceptability and usefulness of the course outside the classroom.	The ideas in the course could increase the acceptability and usefulness of the course outside the classroom.
12	The content suit the proficiency level of the learners	The content suit the proficiency level of the learners	The content did not suit the proficiency level of the learners	The content suit the proficiency level of the learners
13	The course book could be easy to carry	The course book could be easy to carry	The course book could be easy to carry	The course book could be easy to carry
14	The activities could be used for self-study	The activities could be used for self-study	The activities could be used for self-study	The activities could be used for self-study
15	The activities could be able to be presented and managed by the teacher	The activities could be able to be presented and managed by the teacher	The activities could be able to be presented and managed by the teacher	The activities could be able to be presented and managed by the teacher
16	The activities take account of what the learners expect to do in a language-learning course.	The activities take account of what the learners expect to do in a language-learning course.	The activities take account of what the learners expect to do in a language-learning course.	The activities take account of what the learners expect to do in a language-learning course.
17	The kinds of activities could be useful to the learners in their future use or future learning of the language	The kinds of activities could be useful to the learners in their future use or future learning of the language	The kinds of activities could be useful to the learners in their future use or future learning of the language	The kinds of activities could be useful to the learners in their future use or future learning of the language
18	The course did not show the learners that they are learning to do what they want to do.	The course did not show the learners that they are learning to do what they want to do.	The course shows the learners that they are learning to do what they want to do.	The course shows the learners that they are learning to do what they want to do.
19	The exercises are given in the course book in accordance with the material and the students’ ability	The exercises are given in the course book in accordance with the material and the students’ ability	The exercises are given in the course book in accordance with the material and the students’ ability	The exercises are given in the course book in accordance with the material and the students’ ability

Based on table 4.40, it found that the solution of the complicated curricula adopted by pesantren schools could be overcome by adjusting the multilingual course book to the existing language course books. It will be different in some of the competencies, types of language, the content of the topics, context of dialogues, learning activities, and exercises.















Figure 4.14: Multilingual Learning Course Book for Pesantren Students
Figure 4.14 shows that the multilingual learning course book developed by adapting and omitting the languages material in various books. It also developed based on the syllabus and lesson plan that have beed developed in the previous sub topic. Of course, it will be different from any other books in the material which consisted of daily spoken in formal and nonformal languages and it was arranged based on the situation of pesantren schools. 
The multilingual learning course book for pesantren students 1 was developed in this study is attached separately. The packet was revised twice. And it has been proofreaded by two experts in English and Arabic. The descriptions of its revisions are described in the end of the evaluation phase. The prototype of the course book was described as follows:
1)	Coursebook’s Cover
Even there was a proverb said:”Don’t judge a book by its cover” but sometimes the readers will be interested in reading and buying a book through its cover, more over for the young learners. Thus, the cover of the multilingual course book was designed as interesting as possible to make the readers especially the learners become interested to read and study the presented materials inside the course book. At the top left of the book cover, the researcher puts the title of the book “Spoken Multilingual” in three languages; English, Arabic and Indonesian and the level of the course book addressed to, while in the middle of the cover, the researcher puts the globe and the nationality of some person indicated to the languages that will be learned, and in the bottom of the cover included the authors’ name. 
2)	End Papers 
These are the blank pages at the beginning and end of this book. They are provided with an image which illustrates the contents as well as the vision of it. It is functioned also as the divider amongst units in the book to prepare the readers’ readiness in learning.
3)	Title Page
The title page presents the title of the course book “Spoken Multilingual for Pesantren Students” at the top center of the page. Below the title, the researcher puts the level of the learners “for pesantren students 1” or for the beginner level of pesantren students. Finally, at the middle center of the page, the researcher displays the authors of the course book and let the rest of the page for the publisher’s information, layout, and International Standard Book Number (ISBN) of the coursebook.
4)	Acknowledgement
In this part, the authors summarize the content of the coursebook and express their thanks to all people who have contributed to this research and to whom those contributed in the development of the coursebook.
5)	Table of Content
Table of content lists the content of the book which consists of ten units. Each unit presents the name of the unit, the title of the materials and the page of each materials location. Besides, the author also provided the differences and the similarities of spelling the three languages used in the course book to make readers are easy to read the transcript of some foreign languages into the Indonesian language.
6)	Course Map
The course map describes the content and the competence of learning the book which is designed in the matrix. It also functioned as the teacher’s guide in teaching the material of the coursebook and how to use this coursebook. This section also reveals procedures of creating the tasks which can lead the teachers to produce their own materials and constructing their own questions on the tasks from task 1 to task 10. The writer also provides the suggested teaching and learning strategies and teaching methods which can be used by the teachers in conducting the instructional process.
7)	Content
This book consists of ten units. Every unit presents one topic which is divided into some activities of learning. The topic arranged based on the conversation occurred amongst students at pesantren environment.
8)	Exercises and Key Answering
The course book provided the daily dialogues in form of non-formal and formal language which complemented by the exercises in every unit of the coursebook. The researcher did not put the answer keys of the whole exercises by considering the students’ activity in learning and try to find the answer based on the material presented in every unit that complementing by the vocabulary list in every unit. It aimed to make students learn independently to improve their language competence.
9)	Vocabulary Lists of the Unit
The authors provided the vocabulary lists of the unit to make students are easier to find the unknown vocabulary of the unit. Thus, they don’t need to open the dictionary or to ask the teacher about the unknown words or the new vocabulary’s meaning.
10)	Reflection
In the last of every unit, the authors provided the reflection which consisted of some statement or questions should be fulfilled by the students after learning the certain unit. It aimed to know the students’ perception of the content of the course book as the data for revising the course book content.
d.	Expert Validation






Figure 4.15: Experts’ Validation to the Multilingual Material Developed
Data on Figure 4.15 describes the validity level of the multilingual materials packet which was obtained from the two experts. The experts assess the validity level of materials packet by answering or filling out the questionnaire given. The data on the figure reveals that the validity score of the materials reached 91% in a very valid classification. It means that the validity level of the multilingual learning materials developed was very valid and, in turn, it can be applied in the multilingual teaching and learning for the first-grade students of pesantren schools.
e.	Revisions
The revisions of the multilingual learning materials were conducted twice in this study. The revisions were made based on the comments and suggestions given by the experts and the teachers as the subject of this study. The first revision was done after the experts validated the first draft. The second revision was conducted after the small field test. The following are some comments and suggestions from the experts and the teachers.
Table 4.41: The Revisions of the Multilingual Learning Coursebook
No	Subjects	Comment and Suggestion	Revision
1	Expert 1	Correcting the grammatical mistakesAdding the Latin’s speeling of some words and phrasesAdding teacher’s manualClearning the instruction of the tasksClearing the guide to construct the tasksPut the resources of the pictures useRevising the authors' name	Revised
2	Experts 2	Shortening the title of the bookMaking the coursebook’s cover more interested and describing the coursebook’s contentent forCorrecting some mistakes of the Arabic writingCreating variety of task to increase students’ activeness in learning	Revised
3	Teachers	Do not use the phonetic symbol, it is difficult for students to readCreating variety of the task in each unitCreating the dialogue based on the students’ level	Revised

Table 4.41 shows some comments and suggestions given by the experts and the teachers. Those comments and suggestions became references for the researcher him self in making some revisions. The revisions covered the first and the second draft of multilingual learning material which will be described in Table 4.42 below.
Table 4.42: The Revision Matrix of the Multilingual Coursebook
No	Component of the Coursebook	First draft	Second Draft
1	Cover of Multilingual Coursebook		
2	End Paper	With end paper of the page	Without the end paper of the page
3	Title Page	No changes	No changes
4	Acknowledgement	Acknowledgement	Revision of the grammatical mistakes
5	Table of Content	No changes	No changes
6	Course map	Course map	No changes
7	Content	Ten units	Ten Units
8	Tasks	Tasks	Variety tasks
9	Vocabulary lists	Vocabulary lists	Revision on spelling

4.	The Effectiveness of Multilingual Learning Material Developed
This part explored the students’ score achievement in the preliminary, main, and operational field testing. It aimed to find out whether or not the multilingual learning material developed is effective to improve the students’ spoken multilingual competence in terms of accuracy, fluency and comprehensibility. According to Borg and Gall (in Sugiyono, 2017: 49) argued that to measure the effectiveness of the product, the experimental research can be applied using before-after (O1 x O2) design, or by comparing the students’ score in experimental and control group. The data gained from the experimentation could be compared between pretest and posttest. This research employed the spoken test and distributed the questionnaire to know the students, teachers, and experts responses toward the product. The results of the data analysis can be presented in the following.
a.	Students’ Score Achievement in the Preliminary Field Testing
The researcher conducted preliminary testing or the small field testing which aimed at trying out the product to a small number of respondent in order to know whether or not the product was applicable or not. In this step, the researcher examined the product which had been revised and priorly had been validated by the experts. The researcher chose 15 students randomly as the participants of this small field test. The students were involved in the activities of the multilingual learning process which had been developed based on their needs alysis results and to see their improvement in multilingual learning.
The multilingual teaching and learning was conducted by implementing the multilingual learning material product that is the course book entitled Spoken Multilingual- النطق باللغات- Berbicara Multibahasa untuk Siswa Pesantren 1. The researcher asked a language teacher of pesantren IMMIM to teach the material from the unit 1 of the multilingual learning course book then scoring the students’ achievement based on their score from the tasks and exercises in the Unit 1. The students’ score achievement in the small field testing can be presented in Table 4.43 as follows:




80-100	Very Good to Excellent	  2	13.3	  0	  0	  2	13.3	  6	40.0	  7	47.7	11	73.3
66-79	Good	  3	20.0	  5	33.3	  7	47.7	  9	60.0	  8	53.3	  4	37.7
56-65	Average	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0
41-55	Poor	10	67.7	  4	27.7	  6	40.0	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0
< 40	Very poor	  0	  0	  6	40.0	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0
Total	15	100	15	100	15	100	15	100	15	100	15	100

Table 4.43 illustrates that most of the students in pretest were in poor in the accuracy, fluency, and comprehensibility or in low category. The aggregate percentage of pretest categorized as low achiever was 10 students (67.7% in accuracy, 67.7% in fluency, and 40% in comprehensibility) and high achiever was only 5 students (33.3% in accuracy, 33.3% in fluency, and 60% in comprehensibility). Referrig to the aggregate of percentage in pretests showed that the low achievers were bigger than high achievers. It indicated that the students were in low classification and still needed to be improved.
While in posttest illustrated that the students’ achievement were improved after the treatment using multilingual learning course book. The aggregate percentage of students spread in high achiever category. The aggregate percentage of posttest categorized as high achiever was 15 students (100% of the students have improved in terms of accuracy, fleuncy, and comprehensibility). The mean score of students’ achievement in the small field testing can be presented in figure 4.15 as follows.

Figure 4.16: The Mean Score of Students’ Achievement
The mean score shows the different of students’ score in pretest and posttest after giving the treatment. The figure 4.16 shows that the mean score of the students’ pretest in term of accuracy was 50.80; the mean score in term of fluency was 48.86 and in term of comprehensibility was 62.33. The mean score of both pretest and posttest were different after the treatment executed. It means that the mean score of posttest is higher than pretest (74.53 > 50.80; 75.60>48.86; 82.13>62.33). The t-test results of the students’ score achievement can be seen in the following. 






Thus, there were the contributions of multilingual course book in students’ learning achievement as much as 24% of contribution in term of accuracy, 26% contibutios in term of fluency, and 20% of contribution in term of comprehensibility.
The data analysis in table 4.44 on pretest and posttest in term of accuracy, fluency, and comprehensibility shows that the result of t-count value was smallest then t-table value or to the probability value of α (0.05). It show that there were significant different between pretest and posttest. It indicated that the alternative hypothesis (H1) was accepted and the null hypothesis (H0) was rejected.
b.	Students’ Score Achievement in the Main Field Testing
After conducting the preliminary field testing, the researcher applied the main field testing in two of pesantren i.e. Pesantren IMMIM and Pondok Madinah. The aim of the medium field tests was to try out the product in a medium scale group of respondents in order to know whether the product was applicable or not. In addition, it was intended to see the effectiveness of the materials when it was used in further large scale testing. In this step, the researcher examined two chapters of the product which had been revised by considering the resuls of the small field try-out. The examination was conducted by implementing the material product in the classroom. The researcher asked a language teacher of pesantren IMMIM and Pondok Madinah to implement two units of the multilingual learning course book in their teaching and scoring the students’ score achievement in the end of the learning process. The students’ score achievement in the medium field testing at Pesantren IMMIM can be presented in Table 4.45 as follows:




80-100	Very Good to Excellent	  2	13.3	  3	20.0	  3	20.0	10	67.6	11	73.3	13	87.7
66-79	Good	  6	40.0	  5	33.3	11	73.3	  5	33.4	  4	27.7	  2	13.3
56-65	Average	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0
41-55	Poor	  7	47.7	  7	47.7	  1	  7.7	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0
< 40	Very poor	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0
Total	15	100	15	100	15	100	15	100	15	100	15	100

Table 4.45 illustrates that most of the students in pretest were in good in the accuracy, fluency, and comprehensibility or in average category. The aggregate percentage of pretest categorized as low achiever was 7 students (47.7% in accuracy, 47.7% in fluency, and 7.7% in comprehensibility) and high achiever was only 8 students (53.3% in accuracy, 53.3% in fluency, and 93% in comprehensibility). Referrig to the aggregate of percentage in pretests showed that the good achievers were bigger than high achievers. It indicated that the students were in average classification and still needed to be improved.
While in posttest illustrated that the students’ achievement were improved after the treatment using multilingual learning course book. The aggregate percentage of students spread in high achiever category. The aggregate percentage of posttest categorized as high achiever was 15 students (100%). The students’ score achievement in the medium field testing at Pondok Madinah can be presented in Table 4.46 as follows:




80-100	Very Good to Excellent	  0	  0	  2	13.3	  2	13.3	  7	46.7	  8	53.3	14	93.3
66-79	Good	  3	20.0	  3	20.0	13	87.7	  8	54.3	  7	47.7	  1	  7.7
56-65	Average	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0
41-55	Poor	  9	60.0	  6	40.0	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0
< 40	Very poor	  3	20.0	  4	27.7	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0
Total	15	100	15	100	15	100	15	100	15	100	15	100

Table 4.46 illustrates that most of the students in pretest were in poor in the accuracy, fluency, and comprehensibility or low category. The aggregate percentage of pretest categorized as low achiever was 12 students (67% in accuracy, 67% in fluency, and 0% in comprehensibility) and high achiever was only 3 students (20% in accuracy, 33.3% in fluency, and 100% in comprehensibility). Referrig to the aggregate of percentage in pretests showed that the low achievers were bigger than high achievers. It indicated that the students were in low classification and still needed to be improved.
While in posttest illustrated that the students’ achievement were improved after the treatment using multilingual learning course book. The aggregate percentage of students spread in high achiever category. The aggregate percentage of posttest categorized as high achiever was 15 students (100%). The mean score of students’ achievement in the medium field testing can be presented in figure 4.17 as follows.

Figure 4.17: The Mean Score of Students’ Achievement
The mean score shows the different of students’ score in pretest and posttest after giving the treatment. The figure 4.17 shows that the mean score of the students’ pretest in term of accuracy was 61.2 and 50, in term of fluency was 61.2 and 53.26, and in term of comprehensibility was 61.2 and 69.13. The mean score of both pretest and posttest were different after the treatment executed. It means that the mean score of posttest is higher than pretest (74.53 > 50.80; 75.60>48.86; 82.13>62.33) and (74.46>50; 77.8>53.26; 86.46>69.13. The t-test results of the students’ score achievement can be seen in the following. 






The data analysis in table 4.47 on pretest and posttest in term of accuracy, fluency, and comprehensibility shows that the result of t-count value was smallest then t-table value or to the probability value of α (0.05) used in this reseacrh. It show that there were significant different between pretest and posttest. It indicated that the alternative hypothesis (H1) was accepted and the null hypothesis (H0) was rejected.
c.	Students’ Score Achievement in the Operational Field Testing
After conducting the medium field testing, the researcher applied the large field testing in three of pesantren i.e. Pesantren IMMIM, Pondok Madinah and Pesantren Gombara. The researcher chose 15 students randomly from each of pesantren as the participants of this large field testing. The aim of the large field tests was to try out the product in a large scale group of respondents in order to know whether or not the applicable of the product. In addition, it was intended to see the effectiveness of the materials when it was used in further large scale learning. In this step, the researcher examined three chapters of the product (Unit 4, 5, and 6) which had been revised by considering the resuls of the small field try-out. The examination was conducted by implementing the material product in the classroom. The researcher asked a language teacher of pesantren IMMIM, Pondok Madinah, and Pesantren Gombara to implement those three units of the multilingual learning course book in their teaching and scoring the students’ score achievement in the end of the learning process. The students’ score achievement in the large field testing at Pesantren IMMIM, Pondok Madinah, and Pesantren Gombara can be presented in Table 4.48 as follows:




80-100	Very Good to Excellent	  0	  0	  2	13.3	  2	13.3	  7	46.7	  8	53.3	14	93.3
66-79	Good	  3	20.0	  3	20.0	13	87.7	  8	54.3	  7	47.7	  1	  7.7
56-65	Average	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0
41-55	Poor	  9	60.0	  6	40.0	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0
< 40	Very poor	  3	20.0	  4	27.7	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0
Total	15	100	15	100	15	100	15	100	15	100	15	100

Table 4.48 illustrates that most of the students in pretest were in poor in term of the accuracy, fluency, and comprehensibility or in low category. The aggregate percentage of pretest categorized as low achiever was 12 students (80% in accuracy, 67.7% in fluency, and 0% in comprehensibility) and high achiever was only 3 students (20% in accuracy, 20% in fluency, and 100% in comprehensibility). Referrig to the aggregate of percentage in pretests showed that the low achievers were bigger than high achievers. It indicated that the students were in low classification and still needed to be improved.
The posttest illustrated that the students’ achievement were improved after the treatment using multilingual learning course book. The aggregate percentage of students spread in high achiever category. The aggregate percentage of posttest categorized as high achiever was 15 students (100%). While the students’ score achievement in the large field testing at Pondok Madinah can be presented in Table 4.49 as follows.




80-100	Very Good to Excellent	  2	13.3	  3	20.0	  3	20.0	10	67.6	11	73.3	13	87.7
66-79	Good	  6	40.0	  5	33.3	11	73.3	  5	33.4	  4	27.7	  2	13.3
56-65	Average	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0
41-55	Poor	  7	47.7	  7	47.7	  1	  7.7	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0
< 40	Very poor	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0
Total	15	100	15	100	15	100	15	100	15	100	15	100

Table 4.49 illustrates that most of the students in pretest were in average calssification in term of the accuracy, fluency, and comprehensibility or in the medium category. The aggregate percentage of pretest categorized as low achiever was 7 students (47.7% in accuracy, 47.7% in fluency, and 7.7% in comprehensibility) and high achiever was 8 students (53.3% in accuracy, 53.3% in fluency, and 93.3% in comprehensibility). Referrig to the aggregate of percentage in pretests showed that the low achievers were smallest than high achievers. It indicated that the students were in average classification and still needed to be improved.
The posttest illustrated that the students’ achievement were improved after the treatment using multilingual learning course book. The aggregate percentage of students spread in high achiever category. The aggregate percentage of posttest categorized as high achiever was 15 students (100%). While the students’ score achievement in the large field testing at Pesantren Gombara can be presented in Table 4.50 as follows.




80-100	Very Good to Excellent	  1	  6.7	  3	20.0	  2	13.3	  6	40.0	11	73.3	13	87.7
66-79	Good	  5	33.3	  7	47.7	10	67.7	  9	60.0	  4	27.7	  2	13.3
56-65	Average	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0
41-55	Poor	  8	53.3	  5	33.3	  3	20.0	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0
< 40	Very poor	  1	  6.7	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0	  0
Total	15	100	15	100	15	100	15	100	15	100	15	100

Table 4.50 illustrates that most of the students in pretest were in poor classification in the term of accuracy, fluency, and comprehensibility or in low category. The aggregate percentage of pretest categorized as low achiever was 9 students (60% in accuracy, 33.3% in fluency, and 20% in comprehensibility) and high achiever was only 6 students (40% in accuracy, 57.7% in fluency, and 80% in comprehensibility). Referrig to the aggregate of percentage in pretests showed that the low achievers were bigger than high achievers. It indicated that the students were in low classification and still needed to be improved.
The posttest illustrated that the students’ achievement were improved after the treatment using multilingual learning course book. The aggregate percentage of students spread in high achiever category. The aggregate percentage of posttest categorized as high achiever was 15 students (100%). The mean score of students’ achievement in the large field testing can be presented in figure 4.18 as follows.

Figure 4.18: The Mean Score of Students’ Achievement
The mean score shows the different of students’ score in pretest and posttest after giving the treatment. The figure 4.18 also shows that the mean score of the students’ pretest score in term of accuracy was 50, 61.21 and 56.73, in term of fluency was 53.26, 61.21 and 64.53, and in term of comprehensibility was 69.13, 61.22 and 65.73. The mean score of both pretest and posttest were different after the treatment executed. It means that the mean score of posttest was higher than pretest (74.46>50; 77.65>61.21; 73.4>56.733), (77.8>53.26; 81.1>61.21; 81>64.53) and (86.46>69.13; 86.45>61.22; 84.26>65.73). After calculating the mean score of the students’ achievement in the large fiel testing, the researcher tabulated the t-test. The t-test results of the students’ score achievement can be seen in the following. 






The data analysis in table 4.51 on pretest and posttest in term of accuracy, fluency, and comprehensibility shows that the result of t-caunt value was smallest then t-table value or to the probability value of α (0.05) used in this reseacrh. It show that there were significant different between pretest and posttest. It indicated that the alternative hypothesis (H1) was accepted and the null hypothesis (H0) was rejected or there was significance different between pretest and posttest.
Based on the result of data analysis as presented in table 4.44, 4.47, and 4.51 on the mean scores of pretests and posttests in term of accuracy, fluency, and comprehensibility, the researcher found that the Probability value (0.00) was smallest than the level of significance at t-table (0.05) and the degree of freedom 45. The data also showed that the probability value was smaller than α (0.00<0.05). It indicated that the alternative hypothesis (H1) was accepted and the null hypothesis (H0) was rejected. In the other word, there was highest significant difference between the students’ spoken multilingual competence in pretests and posttests after. Below is the T-Test result as whole as pretests and posttests:
Table 4.52: The Probability Value of T-Test of the Students’ Score Achievement in All filed Testing
	T	2 Tailed Value	(α)	Remarks
All Pretests and Posttests of Field Test	18.992	0.00	0.05	Significantly Different

The result of data analysis as summarized in table 4.52 in all pretests and posttests, the researcher found that the Probability value (0.00) is smallest than the level of significance at t-table (0.05) or the probability value was smaller than α (0.00<0.05). Based on these results, the researcher concluded that the data of posttest as the final result gave significant improvement. It can be summarized that the use multilingual course book was able to give greater contribution in teaching spoken multilingual. In the other word, the implementation of multilingual course book “Spoken Multilingual -النطق باللغات- Berbicara Multibahasa untuk Siswa Pesantren 1” was effective to improve the students’ spoken multilingual competence.   


d.	The Evaluation of the Multilingual Learning Material
In this part, the researcher presented the acceptability and applicability of the multilingual material developed by distributing the questionnaire as the instrument to obtain data. The questionnaire was distributed gradually in two stages of testing, namely, the small field testing and the large field testing. The data obtained from the questionnaire has been analyzed descriptively to convince the acceptability and the applicability of the multilingual material developed. The questionnaire has been distributed to the students, teachers, and the validators as can be presented as follows.
1)	The students’ respond to the multilingual material







Figure 4.19: The Students’ Response Score
The result of the students’ respond described in Figure 4.19 reveals that the gained score of the students’ respond towards the multilingual material was 3.98 and 3.97 or 99.2% and 99.5%. It means that the students perceived the multilingual material performance was very good and it was acceptable and applicable and ready to be used for them.
2)	The teachers’ respond to the multilingual material







Figure 4.20: The Teachers’ Response Score
The result of the teachers’ respond described in Figure 4.20 reveals that the gained score of the teachers’ respond towards the multilingual material was 3.89 and 3.93 or 97.2% and 93.2%. It means that the teachers perceived the multilingual material performance very good and it was acceptable and applicable and ready to be used in the multilingual teaching.
3)	The experts’ assessment of the multilingual material







Figure 4.21: The Experts’ Response Score
The result of the teachers’ respond described in Figure 4.21 reveals that the gained score of the experts’ respond towards the multilingual material was 3.89 and 3.93 or 97.2% and 93.2%. It means that the experts perceived the multilingual material performance very good and it was acceptable and applicable and ready to be used in the multilingual teaching.

B.	Discussion




1.	The Implementation of Multilingual Teaching at Pesantren Schools
Based on the findings on the multilingual teaching and learning approach, the interpretation that can be drawn was that the language teachers most used Mother Tongue-based (MTB) are more likely to be required in a formal situation for teaching and learning, while the language instruction was in students’ first language (L1) usually takes place exclusively in the language most familiar to students. Even sometimes the teachers tried to make code-switching and code-mixing in giving examples or comparing the structure in multiple languages.
The discovered approach also suggests that English was used more as an instructional language for English subject and science subjects inside or outside the classroom. In some cases, it may be provided as part of a bilingual or multilingual education program. The students have the opportunity to learn core concepts primarily in a familiar language, and, later, they learn the labels or vocabulary for those concepts in a new language. Sometimes the teachers mixed some approaches such as structured immersion, pull out, transition, and even submersion in which the students are placed in classrooms where all the instruction, classroom routines, and peer interactions occur only in the target language. The teachers felt positive of using combination approaches in teaching multiple languages.
The Arabic teachers reveal that Arabic was used more as an instructional language for religious subjects in the classroom. It was used as a communication tool that must be used by students outside the classroom on certain days. It was also used as an instructional language for religious activities like speech practicing, reciting holy Quran, formal ceremonial, art, and writing on the classroom bulletin board. 
Despite no research findings on the effectiveness of the use of mixed approaches in teaching multiple languages, it can be assumed that the use of a variety of approaches will further assist students in learning multiple languages compared to using only one approach that could make the student being bored in learning. Perhaps, it is in line to what was suggested by Vondracek (2009: 38) and Alson (2006) that using a variety of methods allows the modality of instruction to be appropriately matched to the content being learned.
In teaching multiple languages, the teachers implemented varieties of strategies such teacher-student communication, students-student relationship, and daily routines inside and outside the classroom environment ranging from checking attendance, asking the students’ condition, motivating the students, working with students, supporting the students to make their individual and group tasks, to supporting multilingual learning activities with extracurricular programs outside the classroom. 
Furthermore, in dealing with language learning activities; teachers did correction on the students’ mistakes (pronunciation and grammar) when those mistakes recurred; sat the students in pair to share ideas when they were poor in individual presentation; gave reinforcement (giving verbal appreciation), checking activity by going around when the students did the activity in pair, gave motivation and led the students to do the activity by giving the outline of the topics. Moreover, the teachers arranged their teaching activity in various classroom managements, their seating arrangement had two models: one circle (for individual presentation and giving lecture) and two circles (for pair activity); instruction on giving turn by instructing inner/outer moved to left/right; collecting handbook by passing to the left and to right in one circle; and instructing students to back in one circle after pair activity. While the learning activity outside the class room, teachers tended to be relaxed in teaching.
As for multilingual learning strategies outside the classroom in pesantren, they vary widely based on learning environment. In the dining room, the students are taught some vocabulary and gave the examples in the multi-language simple sentence. It implements repetition learning method so that what is conveyed by the teacher can be memorized and transferred to the long term memory of the students. In the dorms, the students are taught about basic grammar to create simple sentences. Whereas in the sports field, the teachers applied the communicative approach in multi-language learning in which the students are grouped in pairs to make dialogue and small conversation using the target language. The activities of practice speeches are held twice a week to train the students for speech in front of the audiences and make them accustomed to discussion using the target language. Likewise, the language camps are held once a month outside the pesantren environment.
As a consequence, the strategies used in multilingual classes inside and outside the pesantren made the students more disciplined in their studies, encouraged them for more active and communicative learning, and improved the students’ multilingual competence including pronunciation, grammar, and speaking. These findings were revealed during interviews with students and from the scores that students received from teachers.
Another activity which was given to the students was “out-class practicing”. This was an individual task where the students practiced some of the expressions they have been taught by the teachers out of the class. At that meeting, the students are given an assignment about “Making and canceling an appointment” and the teachers asked them to make a direct dialogue with him on a certain day outside the learning process. By doing this activity, the students were used to using the expressions in real life situation.
The teachers took score on students’ performance in every meeting, especially in individual presentation or peer practicing in front of the classroom and from submitted their assignments. This was a continuous assessment in which the students were scored by various pieces of tasks during the course. Besides, pesantren schools also have a unit called by the judiciary of the language that functioned to prosecute and give the punishment to the students who violate the use of language rule within the campus.
The activities point out the teachers’ creativity in implementing a combination of strategies in multilingual teaching at pesantren instead of relying on just one –an effective technique to improve students’ multilingual competence. Qualitatively, it can be concluded that the implementation of mixed-strategies in teaching multiple languages is effective, but it must be measured further quantitatively in the next study.
Based on the results, the researcher found that; 1) the teachers were not aware of what approach they used in teaching multiple languages at pesantren. But, from observations and other research techniques in this study, it is clear that language teachers at pesantren implement multilingual teaching through a combination of immersion, transitional, dual language, and pull out techniques; 2) The implementation of multilingual teaching at pesantren consisted of four main specific teaching strategies; a) Teacher-Student Communication in which the teachers listen carefully to the students, and support them to use short simple sentences and nonverbal cues while speaking, and also correct the students’ pronunciation; b) Student-Student Relationships in which teachers give the students opportunities to try out their new language with other students without error correction by the teacher or other students; c) Daily Routines to establish and maintain communication in the target language supported by the pesantren’s rules inside or outside the classroom, and d) Language-Group Time activities in learning through Muhaadharah (practice speeches), language camps, and meeting clubs. 
An interesting phenomenon also found in the multilingual instructional model of pesantren schools that applied simultaneous-sequential model with some phases to create students from monolingual become multilingualism and at the end, they become mono multilingualism. It begun through some phases i.e. building the students’ fluency and confidence in using L1, L2, and L3 orally for everyday communication, continue building oral L2, and L3 by introducing reading and writing L2, and L3, continue building oral and written L2 and L3 specifically and separately, continue building reading, written and oral L2 and L3, continue building fluency and confidence in using L2 and L3 in monolingual classroom.
In multilingual instruction models of pesantren above, when compared to the multilingual instructional model proposed by Malone (2005), it will be found the opposite of the Malone’s model, where the initial instruction given to new students by using the simultaneous multilingual instruction for the purpose of enriching vocabulary and phrase mastery by students. The next phase is stabilization on each target language that will eventually focus on foreign language, namely English and Arabic.
Based on the discussion, it can be concluded that the atmosphere and the phenomena of languages teaching and learning at pesantren schools gave the new sense and contribution to distinguishing between multilingual and mono-multilingual terms theoretically. Multilingual person who actively mastered and communicated in three or more languages at the same circumstance while the mono-multilingual who mastered three or more languages and used those languages in separate circumstance. It is in line to what stated by Cruz-Ferreira (2010) that Multilingualism is not about what several languages can do for the people but it is about what people can do with several languages. This means that there are some people who master multiple languages but they are not actively using them at the same time and circumstance in daily communications so they are called mono-multilingual.
Those findings also indicated that the pesantren schools offered the eclectic method, strategy, and model in multilingual instruction. It was the combination of various resources of the method, strategy and model of instruction that most based on the teachers’ background and experiences. In another word, the pesantren schools have bridged the language learning paradigm amongst innatism, behaviorism, cognitivism, interactionism, and constructivism. Besides, Pesantren School’s teachers can balance the differences between the theory of language acquisition and learning through the eclectic method in formal, nonformal, and informal learning which the researcher named it by the languages fishing.
The languages fishing idea roused to answer the failure of what some researchers named by the enjoyable and fun learning in the formal setting and to bridge it with the acquiring a language sub consciously through non-formal setting. It was named the language fishing due to the implementation of the eclectic method of languages learning at pesantren schools was similar to the fishing activities that consisted of some particular fishing methods i.e. a) Chumming/Chunking that is giving motivation to the students by out spreading vary of languages used and its benefit in the daily communication to evoke the students’ intention to those languages in a certain circumstance; b) Jigging that is giving the fish bait or feed back to evoke the students’ interest to involve in the learning process; c) Engaging the students’ involvement in languages teaching and learning that focusing on the functional and formal approach; d) Arranging the regulation to control the languages use inside the context and the atmosphere of the school in the certain day and in the specific area; e) Activating the students’ communication in those languages, and f) Evaluating the students’ languages performance periodically in all level.
It really described an enjoyable and fun leaning that implemented in forms of formal, nonformal, and informal learning. It is in line to what stated by Cofer (2000) and Cross (2007) that most things in life are better learned through informal and nonformal learning. The informal and nonformal learning were an enjoyable learning that gives a significant effect for the learners. Moreover, anthropologists noted that complex learning still takes place within indigenous communities that had no formal educational institutions.
However, these findings of the study cannot be generalized to all contexts/schools of multilingual education since it used a qualitative approach and its aim was to investigate multilingual teaching and learning approaches, strategies, and models employed by language teachers at pesantren. It means that these results need to be proved or measured quantitatively in the further study by researcher him self or other researchers. In conclusion, this study can benefit the researcher in conducting a needs analysis -ultimately permitting greater accuracy in designing syllabi, lesson plans, and multilingual materials for pesantren students and for the further project of this research.
2.	The Students, Teachers, and Stakeholders’ Need in Developing Multilingual Learning Material
The results of students, teachers, and stakeholders learning needs show that most of them already experienced in learning foreign languages such English and Arabic (91%) using their own style and strategy (98.8%) to acquire the languages, and they preferred audio-visual learning style (76.6%). They were interested in learning multilingual (100%), most of them were interested in English and Arabic learning (97.7%), they were eager to mastering some foreign languages based on their own desire and they have future-oriented in learning (86%) and they agree with the implementing of the multilingual learning program in pesantren schools (99.9%).
Based on the students, teachers, and stakeholders learning needs also found some strengths and weaknesses such as: a) They came from multi-cultural and multilingualism society that easy to adapt and adopt new languages; b) They have enthusiasm and background of language learning to more acquiring the multiple languages; c) They are used to improving their language skills with their own style; d) Most of them are capable of speaking and listening, and e) The higher of their interest in implementing multilingual teaching and learning program. The weaknesses were: a) There is no proper program to accommodate their enthusiasm in learning multiple languages; b) The conflict of three curricula adopted by pesantren; c) The same gender will decrease the students’ motivation; d) The multiculturalism students will hinder the teacher in adopting the appropriate method; e) They used the old strategy in improving language skills, and f) They will be incompetence in writing and reading.
It indicated that the students, teachers, and stakeholders’ potential in mastering multi languages, their strategy and method in learning foreign languages, their interest and desire to reach their future-oriented did not accommodated-well by pesantren program and policy caused by the complicated curricula followed by pesantren and the absence of pesantren stakeholders bravery and agreement to fulfill the vision and mission of pesantren. Thus, the researcher tries to support their enthusiasm and potential through mediating the students, teachers, and pesantren stakeholders to develop an interested multilingual program to accommodate their potential, interest, and desire.
As Maslow (in Kiel, 1999) proposed in his hierarchy of human needs, basic wants must be met before students can turn their attention to learn. People will seek as their next most important needs affection, belonging, and esteem. In the process of coming to know the students, a caring and interested teacher can establish the rapport and trust not just between teachers and students but among all the teaching and learning subject such students and students, students and teachers, and students, teachers, and stakeholders. The trust and acceptance create a psychologically safe atmosphere in the teaching and learning environment which provides the security students need to experience the intellectual discomfort of new ideas and adjust their pre-existing mental models to accommodate new deep learning. A sense of belonging and being valued maximized the chances that students, teachers, and stakeholders will take such risks.
It is in line to what stated by Soriano (1995: 21) indicates that needs analysis collects and analyzes data to determine what learners “want” and “need” to learn, while an evaluation measures the effectiveness of a program to meet the needs of the learners. Furthermore, Brown (1995: 7) stated that needs analysis results will serve as the basis for developing a curriculum which meets the learning needs of a particular group of students. In language programs, the needs are language related. Once identified, needs could be stated in terms of goals and objectives which, in turn, can serve as the basis for developing tests, materials, teaching activities, and evaluation strategies.
Thus, the researcher gave some solutions to accommodate the gaps and needs of students, teachers, and stakeholders, among others; a) Adopting and adapting appropriate teaching method and strategy; b) Optimizing the multilingual teachers’ performance to reach the vision and goals of pesantren; c) Establishing rapport with the credible institution to improve students’ English mastery; d) Conducting the evaluation to the students language mastery per semester internally and externally; e) Creating the appropriate program to accommodate the student’s multilingual skill; f) Arranging the multilingual learning syllabus to accommodate a variety curricula in pesantren; g) Motivate and prepare students to join the competition and scholarship, and h) Be updated and creative to discover teaching methods and strategies.
The findings of students, teachers, and stakeholders’ learning needs also shown that they admitted the existence of multilingual teachers at pesantren (100%) who implemented multilingual teaching and learning (86.6%), they stated that there was the existing multilingual material (85.5%) but after confirming to their statement, what they meant by multilingual material was the separated of lesson plans and course books prepared by the teachers, and admitted that the pesantren schools environment was the main supporting tools to reach the multilingual learning successful in pesantren (98.8%).
It indicated that there was some strength such as; a) There are capable multilingual teachers at pesantren; b) The multilingual teacher can implement the multilingual program and product the tools; c) Many resources and material will support multilingual program and d) Pesantren environment will greatly assist the implementation of the multilingual learning program. Those strengths will be influenced negatively by some weaknesses, they are: a) Unmeasurable of multilingual teachers’ competence accurately; b) The resources and materials that currently used are not structured properly and only focus on one specific language, and c) Unspecific of teachers’ product and tools.
Based on the analysis of the gaps and needs, the researcher suggested some solution to overcome the threats, they are: a) Holding a teacher group discussion monthly on the problem of multilingual learning; b) Creating media and tools as resources and material to support multilingual learning implementation at pesantren; c) Guiding the multilingual teachers’ strategy and method in teaching through syllabus and lesson plan, and d) Providing a specific multilingual course book that helps them to implement multilingual learning.
It is supported by Caruso & Woolley (2008) and Mannix & Neale (2005) who stated that teachers’ group discussions can help them and their students develop a lot of skills that are increasingly important in the professional world. Teachers’ group discussions, moreover, have been shown the contribution to the student learning, retention and overall college success (Astin, 1997; Tinto, 1998). Besides, Kayapinar (2009) stated that the course book is crucial when the teachers are teaching each unit; there is a consistency in the topics and genres. This allows for greater autonomy in the learning process. All of these reasons make using of course book a very appropriate choice in the multilingual learning program.
The results of students, teachers, and stakeholders’ target needs showing that most students’ purposes to learn multilingual were to communicate with native or non-native speaker (68.8%), future-oriented in getting a job (62.2%) and for learning and acquiring knowledge (48.8%) so they eager to improve their speaking skill (80%) and listening skill (53.3%), they wish to learn the most applicable language that is non-formal language to support their daily communication (75.2%) that complemented by formal language (57.7%). The prioritizing component of multilingual learning material covered the daily vocabulary and the daily dialogue or conversation (90.2%) which complemented by spelling (70%), the existed material of multilingual learning was still in separated material and in the specific language book (64.4%). They felt the need to the appropriate multilingual material such the syllabus, lesson plan, and course book (66.6%).
Those strengths will be hindered by some weaknesses, namely: a) Not oriented to the future which is to acquire knowledge and get a job; b) Decreasing of other language skill such as writing and reading; c) The tendency to leave the grammar so that the students do not understand the grammar of language well; d) The skill in written and academic language will be decreased; e) The lack of students’ awareness in communication using foreign languages inside pesantren environment, and f) The absence of strict punishment to the student who did not use a foreign language in communicating.
Furthermore, the researcher gave some suggestions and solution to solve those weaknesses, they were: a) Providing the multilingual material in the coursebook that consists of daily vocabulary, spelling, and grammar; b) Preparing the multilingual learning material with formal and non-formal language to accommodate the need of the curriculum; c) Preparing the multilingual course book including some of the other skills of language such writing and reading; d) Developing the multilingual learning material by adopting, adapting, and omission the existed media; e) Making a pesantren environment as a multilingual communication atmosphere; f) Recommending to pesantren stakeholder in making the rule that governs the students’ multilingual communication inside pesantren environment; g) Evaluating the rule and sanction quarterly, and h) Maintaining and evaluating the sustainability of multilingual communication and learning at pesantren.
It is in line to what stated by Yungzhong (1985: 12) that in spoken language, grammar and vocabulary are reduced to a minimum. The words used often have special or hidden meaning born of some shared experience which an outsider would fail to grasp. The speaker makes much use elided and slurred forms in the familiar pattern of their ordinary everyday speech. Utterances are typically short and often elliptical. In addition, Brown and Yule (1983: 13) stated that most native speakers produced the spoken language which is syntactically very much simpler than written language. The vocabulary is usually much less specific in everyday communication. Highly literate speakers may produce utterance with complex syntactic structures. But most spoken language is not structured like this. Most spoken language consists of paratactic (unsubordinated) phrases which are marked as related to each other, not so much by syntax as by the way the speaker says them. 
Besides, Korpershoek, et al. (2014) stated that rules are general standards of conduct and should apply to student behavior in all classroom situations, regardless of the activity. In that way, rules are distinct from procedures, which outline specific behaviors during a particular type of activity so that students understand exactly what behaviors are allowed and what behaviors are prohibited. This rule will help teachers to manage the teaching process and evaluate the students’ achievement (Genesee & Upshur, 1996; Bai & Chen, 2008; Nation and John Macalister, 2010).
Based on the discussion, the researcher concluded that the students, teachers, and stakeholders of pesantren need to develop their potential and competence in foreign languages competence through multilingual learning program by adapting and adopting the multilingual learning syllabus, lesson plan, and course book to the existing curricula of pesantren schools which focusing on daily speaking and communication inside pesantren atmosphere and containing of non-formal and formal language.
3.	The Development of Multilingual Learning Material
Based on the results analysis of syllabus and lesson plan, the researcher found some benefits and limitation in the existing syllabus and lesson plan adopted by pesantren schools such as a) The complicated curricula; b) Focusing on all language skills or integrated-skill; c) The use of formal language in British, American, and Arabic standard, and d) The topic was general, inappropriate to the learners’ context, and unarranged-well. Furthermore, the researcher designed and developed the multilingual learning syllabus and lesson plan by adjusting to the existed curricula which mostly focused on listening and speaking skills, while writing and reading skills are the complement skill. 
The researcher also developed the multilingual syllabus and lesson plan based on students, teachers, and stakeholders need using British, American, Egyptian, Saudian, Arabic Fusha, and local dialect which mostly focusing on the non-formal than formal language genres that improve their spoken skill. It specified on daily speech in pesantren environment and the learners’ context, so the researcher also rearranging the topic based on the daily communication occurred at pesantren atmosphere. To gain the objective of learning in improving the students’ speaking skill, the material contained some activities, for instance, listening to, speaking about greeting, self-introduction in peer, memorizing common phrases and vocabulary, practicing then summarizes the content of the lecture, and doing the exercises.
It is in line to what stated by Bao Dat (2003) proposes an approach comprising five dimensions for developing materials for speaking skills, namely (1) conceptualizing learner needs; (2) identifying subject matter and communication situation; (3) identifying verbal communication strategies; (4) utilizing verbal sources from real life, and (5) designing skill-acquiring activities. Thus, the researcher designed the multilingual syllabus and lesson plan based on the students, teachers, and stakeholders’ needs.
Similar to what stated by Tomilson (2007) that materials can be informative (informing the learner of the target language), instructional (guiding the learner in practicing the language), experiential (providing the learner with experience of the language in use), eliciting (encouraging the learner to use the language) and exploratory (helping the learner to make discoveries about the language). According to Oxford (2002) stated that different learners learn to have different ways of learning, that so, the ideal materials aim to provide all these ways of acquiring a language for the learners to experience and sometimes select from the reality and context that is focusing on guiding them to practice.
In accordance with the objective of spoken language, Brown and Yule (1983) stated that language is the tool of communication that has a formal and functional approach. The formal approach studied the form of language while the functional approach learned how to use the language as a medium of communication. Thus, a teacher should use the functional approach when the objective was to improve the students’ speaking skill. Besides, Halliday (1989) argues that spoken and written are in practice used in different context, for different purposes. Just as in multilingual culture and multilingual classroom, the languages are almost always specialized out-to different activities, different topics, and different personal relationships.
Referring to those findings and discussion, the researcher felt the need to adopt the situational approach syllabus which reflects the way language and behavior are used every day in or outside the classroom at the pesantren schools and also adapt the lesson plan proposed by Salsbury and Schoenfeldt, (2008) to meet the basic competencies of spoken language skill which can be carried out in one meeting or more. 
In connection with the need analysis, observation, and schools’ document analysis results on the language course books adopted by pesantren schools, the researcher found some benefits and limitation of the existing language course books, they were: a) Separated course books in specific language subject; b) Full colored and interested cover; c) Integrated skills (listening, speaking, writing, and reading); d) Using British, American, and Formal Arabic dialect; e) General topic; f) Unarranged topic well; g) Difficult to spell and to read the text; h) Many pictures in each of page; i) Specific in mastering Vocabulary; j) The ideas in the course could increase the acceptability and usefulness of the course outside the classroom; k) The course did not show the learners that they are learning to do what they want to do, and l) The exercises are given in the course book in accordance with the material and the students’ ability.
These findings inspired the researcher in designing the multilingual learning course book by adjusting the multilingual course book to the existing language course books. It will be different in some of the competencies, types of language, the content of the topics, context of dialogues, learning activities, and exercises. It mostly focused on listening and speaking skills, while writing and reading skills are the complement skill. Thus, the researcher designed multilingual course book using British, American, Egyptian, Saudi, Arabic Fusha, and local dialect which including the formal and non-formal language genres. It specified on daily speech and pesantren environment, so the researcher also rearranging the topic based on the daily communication occurred at pesantren atmosphere.  To gain the objective of learning in improving the students’ speaking skill, the multilingual course book designed with the interesting cover, course map, content, exercises, vocabulary list, and the reflection.
What has been designed and developed for the multilingual course book was appropriate to what suggested by Graves (2000: 7) who stated that course book is a stimulus or instrument for teaching and learning based on the learners and teachers needs by considering also what stated by Cunningsworth (1995), they are: a) a resource for presentation material (spoken and written); b) source of activities for learner practice and communicative interaction; c) a reference source for learners on vocabulary, grammar, pronunciation, and so on; d) a source of stimulation and ideas for classroom activities; e) a syllabus where they reflect learning objectives that have already been determined, and f) support for less experienced teachers who have yet to gain in confidence.
Based on the explanation, the researcher concluded that the multilingual course book developed by adjusting to the existed language course books and modified the content, arrangement, type of language, and the topic context.
4.	The Effectiveness of Multilingual Learning Material
The multilingual learning material in teaching spoken language at pesantren schools was effective to improve the students’ spoken multilingual skill in term of accuracy, fluency, and comprehensibility. The findings show that the use of multilingual learning material significantly improved the students’ spoken skill. It is proved by α (0.05) value of the students’ posttest score in the small, medium, and large field testing was higher than p-value (0.00). It supported by Gay (2006: 358) who stated that there is significantly different between pretests and posttests if the p-value or sig. value (2-tailed) is less than or equal to α (0.05).
The effectiveness of multilingual course book could be seen through its contribution to the students’ spoken multilingual performance in the small field testing. There were the contributions of multilingual course book in students’ learning achievement as much as 24% in term of accuracy, 26% of contributions in term of fluency, and 20% of contributions in term of comprehensibility. Those contributions gained from the mean score of posttest that was higher than pretest in the small field testing (74.53 > 50.80; 75.60>48.86; 82.13>62.33). While the contributions in the medium field testing as much as 25% in term of accuracy, 16% in fluency, and 22% in comprehensibility. It gained from the mean score of posttest is higher than pretest (74.53>50.80; 75.60>48.86; 82.13>62.33) and (74.46>50; 77.8>53.26; 86.46>69.13). It also happened in the large field testing where the mean score of posttest was higher than pretest (74.46>50; 77.65>61.21; 73.4>56.733), (77.8>53.26; 81.1>61.21; 81>64.53) and (86.46>69.13; 86.45>61.22; 84.26>65.73).
In general, the students’ prior skill in spoken multilingual was relatively the same based on their pretests where the mean score revolve in 50 and 78 in the posttests. However, there were three items that researcher tries to find out, they were accuracy (74.53), fluency (75.60), and comprehensibility (82.13). The highest score was the comprehensibility. The comprehensibility in speaking means that the students can understand what the interlocutor said and can understand what has been said. Harmer (1998: 107) says that if two people want to make a communication to each other, they have to speak because they have different information. If there is a ‘gap’ between them, it is not a good communication if the people still confuse with what they say. To avoid the gap, the speaker should pay attention to the process of constructing meaning.
An interactive process of constructing meaning involves producing, receiving and processing information (Burn and Joyce, 1997: 63). Its form and meaning are dependent on the context in which it occurs, including the participants themselves, their collective experiences, the physical environment, an acceptable level of language, and the purposes for speaking.
The context of spoken multilingual tests was familiar for the students, so they have many experiences before, and at least, they have memorized many words related to the topics even though they forgot some words but they can understand the speaker intention through recalling and guessing the meaning based on the context. besides, the topic of multilingual course book can increase the students’ interest in learning the new form of material so they have good physical environment to speak freely with their friends without assumed and afraid of making mistakes in grammar, and fear to express their ideas and the level of language used was daily conversation that helps students to be easy to understand the speech context. It also caused most of the time was used to speak and it could make them adapted to communicate and understand the meaning, and also it made them habitual to speak.
Even though the comprehensibility score was the highest score but most students get problems in speaking to express their ideas so that the speaker can understand their intention and those caused of inhabitation, lack of vocabularies or nothing to say, and the influence of mother tongue or first language (Ur, 1996). Therefore, to solve students’ inhabitation, lack of vocabularies, and mother tongue, the teacher should pay much attention to teaching and learning activities such as monologue, dialogue, question and answer, and speaking game.
Another problem faced by the students in expressing their ideas was pronunciation. Pronunciation is one of the important components that a good speaker used when he/she expresses his/her ideas in an interaction in order to have a good communication. In fact, the students made some mistakes in pronouncing some English and Arabic words. They found it hard to pronounce some English words because mostly they were influenced by the use of their mother tongue. This is in line also with Wenden (1987) said that to be successful language learner, one should use the language as often as possible, think of the target language, and live and study in an environment where the target language is spoken. Therefore, to get students’ good in pronunciation, the teacher should pay much attention in teaching and learning process and listen carefully the spelling of the vocabulary and phrases presented in the multilingual course book.
Students’ score in term of comprehensibility were higher than fluency and accuracy because fluency and accuracy did not lie totally only on mastering the language system but it also lays on the vocabularies as using the language system communicatively, and without too much hesitation. As Richard and Rodgers (2001: 90) stated that fluency is the ability to produce written or spoken the language easily. This indicates that spoken language is produced naturally with hurdles. They also added fluency is the ability to speak with a good but necessarily perfect command of intonation, vocabulary, and grammar. So the lack of vocabulary and mastering language system has become hindrances and obstacles for the students to speak fluently and accurately. That caused to the low of students’ achievement in fluency and accuracy. Thus, the researcher added some vocabulary list in the multilingual course book to help them enrich their vocabulary and phrases.
The students’ score in all posttests was not improving significantly only in the term of comprehensibility but also in term of accuracy and fluency where the scores were (74.46>50; 77.65>61.21; 73.4>56.733), (77.8>53.26; 81.1>61.21; 81>64.53) and (86.46>69.13; 86.45>61.22; 84.26>65.73). It was due to the easiness and smooth of spoken language than written language. In spoken language, grammar and vocabulary are reduced to a minimum. The words used often have special or hidden meaning born of some shared experience which an outsider would fail to grasp. The speaker makes much use elided and slurred forms in the familiar pattern of their ordinary everyday speech. Utterances are typically short and often elliptical. Constructions that occur commonly in speech are not necessarily acceptable in formal and dignified writing (Yungzhong, 1985).
It is in line also to what stated by Halliday (1989) that spoken language does not show sentence and paragraph boundaries or signal the move into the direct quotation. Besides, Brown and Yule (1983: 13) argue that most speaker of English or Arabic produces spoken language which is syntactically very much simpler than written language. The vocabulary is usually much less specific. Highly literate speakers may produce utterance with complex syntactic structures. But most spoken language is not structured like this. Most spoken language consists of paratactic (unsubordinated) phrases which are marked as related to each other, not so much by syntax as by the way the speaker says them. The speaker uses the resources of pausing and rhythm and to mark out for the listener which parts of his speech need to be co-interpreted.
Overall, the results of data analysis in all pretests and posttests show that the probability value (0.00) was smallest than the level of significance at t-table (0.05) or the probability value was smaller than α (0.00<0.05). It also supported by the scores of the acceptability and applicability of the multilingual learning material. Then, the researcher concluded that the use multilingual course book was able to give greater contribution in teaching spoken multilingual. In the other word, the implementation of multilingual course book “Spoken Multilingual -النطق باللغات- Berbicara Multibahasa untuk Siswa Pesantren 1” was effective to improve the students’ spoken multilingual performance.
5.	The Implications of the Research 
The research aimed at investigating the multilingual teaching and learning at pesantren schools, the students, teachers, and stakeholders’ needs in developing multilingual learning material, the developing of multilingual learning material and the effectiveness of multilingual learning material develops. Some theoretical, methodological, and managerial implications of the research can be concluded as follows:
First: based on the result of the study, it found that the atmosphere and the phenomena of languages teaching and learning at pesantren schools gave the new sense and contribution to distinguishing between multilingual and mono-multilingual terms theoretically. A multilingual person who actively mastered and communicated in three or more languages at the same circumstance while the mono-multilingual who mastered three or more languages and used those languages in separate circumstance. It is in line to what stated by Cruz-Ferreira (2010) that multilingualism is not about what several languages can do for the people but it is about what people can do with several languages. This means that there are some people who master multiple languages but they are not actively using them at the same time and circumstance in daily communications so they are called mono-multilingual.
Second: those findings also indicated that the pesantren schools offered the eclectic method, strategy, and model in multilingual instruction. It was the combination of various resources of the method, strategy and model of instruction that most based on the teachers’ background and experiences. In other words, the pesantren schools have bridged the language learning paradigm amongst innatism, behaviorism, cognitivism, interactionism, and constructivism. Besides, Pesantren School’s teachers can balance the differences between the theory of language acquisition and learning through the eclectic method which the researcher named it by the languages fishing.
The languages fishing idea roused to answer the failure of what some researchers named by the enjoyable and fun learning in the formal setting and to bridge it with the acquiring a language sub consciously through non-formal setting. It was named the language fishing due to the implementation of the electrical method of languages learning at pesantren schools was similar to the fishing activities that consisted of some particular fishing methods i.e. a) Chumming/Chunking that is giving motivation to the students by out spreading vary of languages used and its benefit in the daily communication to evoke the students’ intention to those languages in a certain circumstance; b) Jigging that is giving the fish bait or feed back to evoke the students’ interest to involve in the learning process; c) Engaging the students’ involvement in languages teaching and learning that focusing on the functional and formal approach; d) Arranging the regulation to control the languages use inside the context and the atmosphere of the school in the certain day and in the specific area; e) Activating the students’ communication in those languages, and f) Evaluating the students’ languages performance periodically in all level.
Third: these findings of the study above cannot be generalized to all contexts/schools of multilingual education since it used a qualitative approach and its aim was to investigate multilingual teaching and learning approaches, strategies, and models employed by language teachers at pesantren. It means that these results need to be proved or measured quantitatively in the further study by researcher him self or another researcher. In conclusion, this study can benefit the researcher in conducting a needs analysis -ultimately permitting greater accuracy in designing syllabi, lesson plans, and multilingual materials for pesantren students and for the further project of this research.
Fourth: As the policy maker and material designer, the stakeholders and teachers must be brave or to take courage and mutual consent to develop a policy and learning material that can accommodate the vision and mission of pesantren schools such as to accommodate the teachers and students’ potential in mastering multi languages, their strategy and method in learning foreign languages, and their interest and desire to reach their future-oriented learning through multilingual learning program.
Fifth: The use of the Strength, Weakness, Opportunity, and Threat (SWOT) analysis in this research considered as fewer significances comparing to be measured the data using the Important Performance Analisis (IPA). While the use of Research and Development Model by Borg & Gall as an appropriate method to develop multilingual learning material.
Sixth: The use of t-test was less of significances due to its function that is to measure the differences between variables. Thus, the researcher measured the effectiveness of the multilingual material developed through measuring its contributions to the students’ multilingual skill performance.
Seventh: The implementation of multilingual teaching and learning at pesantren schools still faced some obstacles and hinderences in distributing the course book for the students and teachers. Thus, it is suggested the enrolement of pesantren stakeholders in providing the coursebooks for ready implementing the multilingual program.















This chapter deals with the conclusion and suggestion. The conclusion deals with the matching between the research findings and the theories which support it, and the researcher’s interpretation. While the suggestion deals with the researcher’s hope to the readers, teachers, and next researchers to employ the multilingual learning material in the multilingual classroom.

A.	Conclusion
Based on the research findings and discussion in the previous chapter, the researcher comes to the following conclusions:
1.	The multilingual approach used in teaching languages at pesantren schools were mother tongue-based and immersion approach, that is the students will learn basic concepts in two or more languages through teachers’ explanation using three languages simultaneously at the beginning of the class, explaining the material, and in giving examples through the sentence in three languages. The pullout approach was conducted in and out of the classroom, where the students have been taken out to the mosque, kitchen, dormitory, and recreation through languages camp. The submersion approach was applied to the senior high school students who already have the ability to communicate in both foreign languages. Besides, this pesantren also adopted the transitional approach in which the students are taught in their home language, and also taught in second or third language. The maintenance approach adopted in teaching multiple languages which the students receive instruction both in content areas and specific language lessons in their home language and the pesantren’s official languages.
The implementation of multilingual teaching at pesantren IMMIM consisted of four main strategies; a) Teacher-Student Communication in which the teachers listen carefully to the students, and support them to use short, clear, simple sentences and many nonverbal cues when speaking, and also correct the students’ pronunciation; b) Student-Student Relationships in which the teachers gave many opportunities to the students to try out their new language with other students without mistakes being corrected by the teacher or other students; c) Daily Routines that establish and maintain a daily communication which is supported by pesantren’s rules to represent activities inside or outside the classroom; d) Pesantren environment which involves supporting the languages regulation; and e) Language-Group Time activities of pesantren extracurricular program through Muhaadharah (practice speeches), language camps, and meeting clubs.
The multilingual instructional model of pesantren schools applied MTB simultaneous-sequential model with some phases to create students from monolingual become multilingualism and then be a mono multilingualism. It began by building the students’ fluency and confidence in using L1, L2, and L3 orally for everyday communication, continue building oral L1, L2, and L3 by introducing reading and writing L2, and L3, continue building oral and written L2 and L3 specifically and separately, continue building reading, written, and oral L2 and L3, continue building fluency and confidence in using L2 and L3 in monolingual classroom.
2.	The students, teachers, and stakeholders’ target needs shown that most students’ purposes to learn multilingual were to communicate with native or non-native speaker (68.8%), future-oriented in getting a job (62.2%) and for learning and acquiring knowledge (48.8%) so they eager to improve their speaking skill (80%) and listening skill (53.3%), they wish to learn the most applicable language that is non-formal language to support their daily communication (75.2%) that complemented by formal language (57.7%). The prioritizing component of multilingual learning material covered the daily vocabulary and the daily dialogue or conversation (90.2%) which complimented by spelling (70%), the existed material of multilingual learning was still in separated material and in the specific language book (64.4%). Thus, they felt the need to the appropriate multilingual material such the syllabus, lesson plan, and course book (66.6%).
3.	The multilingual learning material such as syllabus, lesson plan and course book developed by adjusting the multilingual material to the existing language syllabi, lesson plan, and course books. It will be different in some of the competencies, types of language, the content of the topics and the context of dialogues, learning activities, and exercises. It most focused on spoken and listening skills, while writing and reading skills were the complement skill. Thus, the researcher designed multilingual course book using British, American, Egyptian, Saudi, Forml Arabic (Fusha), and local dialect which including the formal and non-formal language genres. It specified on daily speech inside the pesantren environment, so the researcher also rearranging the topic based on the daily communication occurred at pesantren atmosphere. To gain the objective of learning in improving the students’ speaking skill, the multilingual course book designed with interested cover, course map, content, exercises, vocabulary list, and the reflection.
4.	The results of data analysis in all pretests and posttests of small, medium, and large field testing show that the probability value (0.00) was smallest than the level of significance at t-table (0.05) or the probability value was smaller than α (0.00<0.05). It also supported by the scores of the acceptability and applicability of the multilingual learning material scored by the students, teachers, and experts were ranged from 98% to 99% in the category of very relevant. Then, the researcher concluded that the use multilingual course book was able to give greater contribution in teaching spoken multilingual. In the other word, the implementation of multilingual material such as syllabus, lesson plan, and course book “Spoken Multilingual -النطق باللغات- Berbicara Multibahasa untuk Siswa Pesantren 1” was effective to improve the students’ spoken multilingual performance.

B.	Suggestion
Based on the conclusions above, the researcher addresses the following suggestions and recommendations.
1.	It is strongly suggested that the teaching of spoken multilingual in terms of accuracy, fluency, and comprehensibility through the multilingual course book should be continually implemented at pesantren schools to improve the students’ spoken multilingual performance.
2.	It is strongly suggested for the students and teachers to give comments and feedback periodicly through filling in the reflexion provided in the multilingual course book in all units as the input of revision to the existed multilingual material.
3.	In conducting the teaching and learning process using the multilingual course book, a teacher should take into account many aspects of learning activities provided in the course book. With more elaborated preparation and creativity, more careful monitoring to places and facilities in the classroom, timely adjusting to the learning schedule, and strick controlling and evaluating the students’ practicing, so the greater achievement arising from the multilingual course book would be more promising to increase the students’ spoken multilingual performance.
4.	It is strongly suggested for the teachers and stakeholders of pesantren schools to be brave or to take courage and mutual consent to develop a policy and learning material that can accommodate the vision and mission of pesantren schools such as to accommodate the teachers and students’ potential in mastering multi languages, their strategy and method in learning foreign languages, and their interest and desire to reach their future-oriented learning through multilingual learning program.
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Kuesioner Analisa Kebutuhan ini bertujuan untuk mengetahui kebutuhan siswa, guru, dan pengelola Pesantren agar dapat dikembangkan materi pembelajaran multilingual (silabus, RPP, dan buku ajar) bagi siswa Pesantren. Jawaban Anda sangat membantu dalam mendesain materi multilingual yang dapat memenuhi kebutuhan siswa dan guru. Kerahasiaan identitas dan jawaban Anda sangat terjamin. Terima kasih atas kerjasama Anda.

1.   Identitas Responden (Siswa)
1. Nama siswa		: _________________________________________
2. Jenis Kelamin		:   Pria �	Wanita �
3. Usia			: _________________________________________
4. Asal Pesantren		: _________________________________________
5. Kelas			: _________________________________________
6. Bahasa Asing apakah yang Anda senangi? __________________________
7. Pernahkah Anda belajar bahasa Inggris atau Arab? ____________________
8. Dimanakah Anda pernah belajar bahasa Inggris atau Arab? _____________
9. Bahasa asing apakah yang sering Anda gunakan? _____________________
10. Apakah Anda pernah mencoba meningkatkan kemampuan bahasa asing Anda? Jika pernah, apa yang Anda lakukan? _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

 2.   Kemampuan berbahasa Inggris dan Arab saat ini
11. Berilah keterangan tentang keunggulan dan kelemahan berbahasa Inggris Anda pada kolom di bawah ini dengan memberikan tanda centang (√) pada pilihan yang sesuai dengan kondisi Anda.


















3.   Minat dan Kepentingan
13. Berilah tanda centang (√) pada kotak di bawah ini berdasarkan minat dan kepentingan Anda.
Apakah Anda berminat mempelajari bahasa Inggris?   Ya, sangat berminat  Ya   Tidak terlalu berminat  Tidak berminat sama sekaliApakah Anda berminat mempelajari bahasa Arab?   Ya, sangat berminat  Ya   Tidak terlalu berminat  Tidak berminat sama sekali                            
Seberapa pentingkah bahasa Inggris untuk masa depan Anda? Sangat penting    Penting   Tidak pentingSeberapa pentingkah bahasa Arab untuk masa depan Anda? Sangat Penting    Penting   Tidak penting

4.   Feedback terhadap skill berbahasa










Berkomunikasi dengan orang asing langsung atau lewat telfon atau online chat 			
Menyapa wisatawan asing 			
Menanyakan/Menunjukkan arah dan jalan			
Memberikan instruksi dan perintah			
Meminta pertolongan			
Membeli/memesan sesuatu di kantin/supermarket pesantren			
Berbicara dengan teman di Kelas			
Berbicara dengan teman di asrama			
Berbicara dengan teman di Mesjid			
Berbicara dengan teman saat berolah raga 			
Menceritakan pengalaman			
Berbicara tentang hoby dan kegemaran			
Berbasa-basi			

























5.  Prioritas Skill Berbahasa
15. Berilah tanda centang (√) pada kotak berikut sesuai dengan prioritas Anda terhadap skill tertentu dalam berbahasa
Prioritas Skill	Tidak Penting	Penting	Sangat prioritas
Mampu berbicara dan berkomunikasi dengan lancer			
Mampu berkomunikasi dengan akurat			
Mengembangkan kosakata umum (sehari-hari) 			
Mengembangkan kosakata pada bidang tertentu 			
Meningkatkan kemampuan mendengar 			






16. Berilah tanda centang (√) pada kotak berikut sesuai dengan prioritas Anda terhadap sarana pembelajaran multilingual.
Gaya Belajar	Tidak Penting	Penting	Sangat prioritas
Mempraktekkan dialog dari buku			
Mencari native speaker untuk berkomunikasi			
Mencoba berkomunikasi dengan guru/teman yang lebih tau di Pesantren			
Berani berkomunikas mengungkapkan ide/keinginan meskipun banyak kesalahan grammar			
Menghafalkan kosa kata dalam 2 atau 3 bahasa			
Mempelajari grammar di kamar/asrama			
Mengerjakan tugas bersama teman-teman			
Mencoba menerjemahkan sendiri apa yang belum diketahui			
Menonton video berbahasa asing dari TV/youtube			
Cepat paham jika guru menjelaskan dengan pelan			
Inginkan guru menjelaskan grammar dengan baik sebelum mempraktekkan			
Inginkan guru mengoreksi kesalahan saya di depan orang lain			
Lain-lain: _______________________			

b.	Sarana Prasarana Pembelajaran Multilingual
17. Berilah tanda centang (√) pada kotak berikut sesuai dengan prioritas Anda terhadap sarana pembelajaran multilingual.
Sarana Prasarana	Tidak Penting	Penting 	Prioritas
Buku 			
1 buku ajar untuk 1 bahasa			
1 buku ajar untuk 2 bahasa			























18. Berilah tanda centang (√) pada kotak berikut sesuai dengan prioritas Anda terhadap materi pembelajaran multilingual.
Materi	Tidak Penting	Penting	Sangat prioritas
Berdasarkan kurikulum yang berlaku			
Sesuai dengan kebutuhan saat ini untuk berkomunikasi di lingkungan Pesantren			
Sesuai dengan kebutuhan nanti untuk berkomunikasi dengan wisatawan asing			
Menghafalkan kosakata umum (sehari-hari) 			
Mengembangkan kosakata pada bidang tertentu 			
Menyajikan bahasa resmi/formal (written language)			




Meningkatkan kemampuan mendengar 			






19. Berilah tanda centang (√) pada kotak berikut sesuai dengan prioritas Anda terhadap buku pembelajaran multilingual.

	Sudah Ada	Belum ada dan Tidak perlu	Belum ada Tapi Perlu
Buku pedoman dalam pengajaran mendengar (listening)			
Buku pedoman dalam pengajaran berbicara (speaking)			
Buku pedoman dalam pengajaran membaca (reading)			
Buku pedoman dalam pengajaran menulis (writing)			
Buku pedoman dalam pengajaran kosa kata (vocab)			
Buku pedoman dalam pengajaran grammar (qawaid)			
Buku percakapan bahasa Inggris/Arab sehari-hari (Spoken language bukan Written yang dioralkan) dalam berinteraksi sosial denga orang lain			
CD/VCD/Video pembelajaran bahasa			





e.	Pendekatan dan Strategi Pembelajaran bahasa (Multilingual)
20. Berilah tanda centang (√) pada kotak berikut sesuai dengan prioritas Anda terhadap pendekatan dan strategi materi pembelajaran multilingual.
Materi	Tidak Penting	Penting	Sangat prioritas
Mempelajari bahasa baru (Bahasa ke-2 dan 3) berdasarkan bahasa pertama (subtractive)			
Semua kegiatan belajar mengajar di dalam kelas hanya menggunakan satu bahasa tertentu (submersion)			
Memerlukan waktu tambahan tertentu untuk belajar dan mempermantap bahasa ke-2 dan 3 (pullout)			
Penggabungan 2 atau 3 bahasa secara seimbang (immersion)			
Belajar bahasa pertama dan juga belajar bahasa ke-2 kemudian (transitional)			
Mengajarkan konten dan pelajaran bahasa yang spesifik menggunakan bahasa pertama (maintenance)			
Setengah jam pelajaran berbahasa inggris, setengah jam pelajaran berbahasa Arab (dual language)			
Multi bahasa dalam satu jam pelajaran			
Berkomunikasi/praktek dengan sesama siswa di depan kelas			
Berkomunikasi/praktek dengan guru di depan kelas			
Menugaskan pembagian diskusi kelompok di luar jam pelajaran			
Menciptakan lingkungan kelas yg aktif berkomunikasi dengan bahasa tertentu			

f.	The general outline of questions for the semi-structured interview: (For Students)

1.	What is your name? ________________________________________
2.	Where have you graduated your elementary school? 
_________________​​​​​​​​​​​​​​​​​​​​​​_______________________________________
3.	What is your mother tongue? ________________________________
4.	What are your goals of learning languages in the future?
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
5.	Have you learn English and Arabic before? _____________________
6.	Why do you want to study English and Arabic?
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
7.	What do you need the most help in Languages skill: listening, speaking, reading or writing? Why? ___________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
8.	What do you expect of languages course? ______________________
9.	Do you enjoy the recent languages materials and course book you use it in the school? Why? ______________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
10.	Are there any course books you use in learning languages? _________
________________________________________________________
11.	What do you think about multilingual course book? ______________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
12.	Which aspects of languages would you like to see in the course? 
________________________________________________________
13.	Do you like studying grammar in the course? Why? ______________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
14.	What is language materials interested for you? Why? _____________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
15.	How do you think best to learn languages? _____________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

g.	Observational Checklist for Students’ Multilingual Activities

A = Always, O = Occasionally, St = Sometimes, R = Rarely, N = Never

No	Indicators and Statement of Behaviors	A	O	St	R	N
		5	4	3	2	1
A.	Multilingual Activities in the Calass					
1	Joining languages subject					
2	Asking teacher what didn’t understood yet					
3	Dealing with tas working					
4	Dealing with group work corporation					
5	Understood what has been tough by the teacher					
B.	In the Dormitory					
6	Active to communicate with fellow students in certain language determined by Pesantren					
7	Learning aoutonomusly 					
8	Doing languages’ assignment					
9	Listening to the foreign news 					
10	Watching the foreign movie					
11	Reading foreign news paper					
12	Writing on bulletin boar using foreign languages					
C.	In the other of Pesantren’s Environment					
13	Active to communicate in sport activities using foreign languages					
14	Active to communicate in canteen using foreign languages					
15	Help friends to understand					
16	Solve friends’ problems in communication					
17	Instructing friends to always use foreign languages 					
18	Brave to communicate even the sentances are mistake					
19	Inform the teacher for friends’ violating the law of languages use					






Kuesioner Analisa Kebutuhan ini bertujuan untuk mengetahui kebutuhan siswa, guru, dan pengelola Pesantren agar dapat dikembangkan materi pembelajaran multilingual (silabus, RPP, dan buku ajar) bagi siswa Pesantren. Jawaban Anda sangat membantu dalam mendesain materi multilingual yang dapat memenuhi kebutuhan siswa dan guru. Kerahasiaan identitas dan jawaban Anda sangat terjamin. Terima kasih atas kerjasama Anda.

1.   Identitas Responden (Guru)
1. Nama siswa		: _________________________________________
2. Jenis Kelamin		:   Pria �	Wanita �
3. Usia			: _________________________________________
4. Asal Pesantren		: _________________________________________
5. Guru (Kelas/Jenjang)	: _________________________________________
6. Pendidikan		: _________________________________________
7. Pernahkah Anda belajar bahasa Inggris atau Arab? ____________________
8. Dimanakah Anda pernah belajar bahasa Inggris atau Arab? _____________
9. Bahasa asing apakah yang sering Anda gunakan? _____________________
10. Apakah Anda pernah mencoba meningkatkan kemampuan bahasa asing Anda? Jika pernah, apa yang Anda lakukan? _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

 2.   Kemampuan berbahasa Inggris dan Arab saat ini
11. Berilah keterangan tentang keunggulan dan kelemahan berbahasa Inggris Anda pada kolom di bawah ini dengan memberikan tanda centang (√) pada pilihan yang sesuai dengan kondisi Anda.


















4.   Feedback terhadap skill berbahasa










Berkomunikasi dengan orang asing lewat telfon atau online chat 			
Menyapa wisatawan asing 			
Menanyakan/Menunjukkan arah dan jalan			
Memberikan instruksi dan perintah			
Meminta pertolongan			
Membeli/memesan sesuatu di kantin/supermarket pesantren			
Berbicara dengan siswa di Kelas			
Berbicara dengan siswa di asrama			
Berbicara dengan siswa di Mesjid			
Berbicara dengan siswa saat berolah raga 			
Menceritakan pengalaman			
Berbicara tentang hoby dan kegemaran			
Berbasa-basi			

























5.  Prioritas Skill Pengajaran Bahasa
14. Berilah tanda centang (√) pada kotak berikut sesuai dengan prioritas Anda terhadap skill tertentu dalam berbahasa
Prioritas Skill	Tidak Penting	Penting	Sangat prioritas
Mampu berbicara dan berkomunikasi dengan lancer			
Mampu berkomunikasi dengan akurat			
Mengembangkan kosakata umum (sehari-hari) 			
Mengembangkan kosakata pada bidang tertentu 			
Meningkatkan kemampuan mendengar 			






15. Berilah tanda centang (√) pada kotak berikut sesuai dengan prioritas Anda terhadap sarana pembelajaran multilingual.
Gaya Belajar	Tidak Penting	Penting	Sangat prioritas
Mempraktekkan dialog dari buku			
Mencari native speaker untuk berkomunikasi			
Mencoba berkomunikasi dengan guru/teman yang lebih tau di Pesantren			
Memberanikan siswa berkomunikas mengungkapkan ide/keinginan meskipun banyak kesalahan grammar			
Menginstruksi hafalan kosa kata dalam 2 atau 3 bahasa			
Mengajarkan grammar di kelas			
Menginstruksi siswa mengerjakan tugas bersama			
Menugaskan siswa menerjemahkan sendiri apa yang belum diketahui			
Menonton video berbahasa asing dari TV/youtube			
Menjelaskan materi kepada siswa dengan pelan			
Guru menjelaskan grammar dengan baik sebelum mempraktekkan			
Guru mengoreksi kesalahan saya di depan orang lain			
Lain-lain: _______________________			

i.	Sarana Prasarana Pembelajaran Multilingual
16. Berilah tanda centang (√) pada kotak berikut sesuai dengan prioritas Anda terhadap sarana pembelajaran multilingual.
Sarana Prasarana	Tidak Penting	Penting 	Prioritas
Buku 			
1 buku ajar untuk 1 bahasa			
1 buku ajar untuk 2 bahasa			























17. Berilah tanda centang (√) pada kotak berikut sesuai dengan prioritas Anda terhadap materi pembelajaran multilingual.
Materi	Tidak Penting	Penting	Sangat prioritas
Berdasarkan kurikulum yang berlaku			
Sesuai dengan kebutuhan saat ini untuk berkomunikasi di lingkungan Pesantren			
Sesuai dengan kebutuhan nanti untuk berkomunikasi dengan wisatawan asing			
Menghafalkan kosakata umum (sehari-hari) 			
Mengembangkan kosakata pada bidang tertentu 			
Menyajikan bahasa resmi/formal (written language)			




Meningkatkan kemampuan mendengar 			






18. Berilah tanda centang (√) pada kotak berikut sesuai dengan prioritas Anda terhadap materi pembelajaran multilingual.
	Sudah Ada	Belum ada dan Tidak perlu	Belum ada Tapi Perlu
Buku pedoman dalam pengajaran mendengar (listening)			
Buku pedoman dalam pengajaran berbicara (speaking)			
Buku pedoman dalam pengajaran membaca (reading)			
Buku pedoman dalam pengajaran menulis (writing)			
Buku pedoman dalam pengajaran kosa kata (vocab)			
Buku pedoman dalam pengajaran grammar (qawaid)			
Buku percakapan bahasa Inggris/Arab sehari-hari (Spoken language bukan Written yang dioralkan) dalam berinteraksi sosial denga orang lain			
CD/VCD/Video pembelajaran bahasa			
Buku pedoman pengajaran yang Anda gunakan	
Lain-lain:	

l.	Pendekatan dan Strategi Materi Pembelajaran Multilingual
19. Berilah tanda centang (√) pada kotak berikut sesuai dengan prioritas Anda terhadap pendekatan dan strategi materi pembelajaran multilingual.
Materi	Tidak Penting	Penting	Sangat prioritas
Mengajarkan bahasa baru (Bahasa ke-2 dan 3) berdasarkan bahasa pertama (subtractive)			
Semua kegiatan belajar mengajar di dalam kelas hanya menggunakan satu bahasa tertentu (submersion)			
Memerlukan waktu tambahan tertentu untuk belajar dan mempermantap bahasa ke-2 dan 3 (pullout)			
Penggabungan 2 atau 3 bahasa secara seimbang (immersion)			
Belajar bahasa pertama dan juga belajar bahasa ke-2 kemudian (transitional)			
Mengajarkan konten dan pelajaran bahasa yang spesifik menggunakan bahasa pertama (maintenance)			
Setengah jam pelajaran berbahasa inggris, setengah jam pelajaran berbahasa Arab (dual language)			
Berkomunikasi/praktek dengan sesama siswa di depan kelas			
Berkomunikasi/praktek dengan sesama siswa di depan kelas			
Menciptakan lingkungan kelas yg aktif berkomunikasi dengan bahasa tertentu			

m.	The general questions of the semi-structured interview: (For Teachers)

1.	 What is your name? _______________________________________
2.	How long have you been working as a teacher in Pesantren? ________________________________________________________
3.	How many classes are you teaching in Pesantren? ________________________________________________________
4.	What do you think is the most important skill for students’ language learning? ________________________________________________
5.	Where do you prefer the course takes place? ____________________
6.	Is there any abstacles in teaching? ________________________________________________________
7.	What is the worse hinderence faced by your students in learning language? _______________________________________________
8.	Have you tried to solve the students’ problem in learning? ________________________________________________________
9.	How many times would you like the students learn in a week? ________________________________________________________
10.	Is there a course book you used it in teasching? What book? ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
11.	Are there any specific approaches or methods you used it in teaching and learning process? ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
12.	What time are they available for the course? ____________________
13.	What do you expect from your students after learning language? ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________


n.	Observational Checklist for Teachers’ Multilingual Activities
A = Always, O = Occasionally, St = Sometimes, R = Rarely, N = Never

No	Indicators and Statement of Behaviors	A	O	St	R	N
		5	4	3	2	1
1	Starting the class lesson					
2	Teacher’s English language use in the classroom					
3	Teacher’s Arabic language use in the classroom					
4	Teacher’s Indonesia language use in the classroom					
5	Communication with students					
6	Dealing with poor students					
7	Describing the material for students					
8	Describing the objective					
9	Giving Instruction to group discussion					
10	Answering the students’ questions					
11	Giving Information about the assignment					
12	Explaining the important of new material.					
13	Correcting students’ mistake directly					
14	Serve the complaining students who don’t understand yet					
15	Management the classroom and group					
16	Evaluation of students achievement in the end of lesson/subjects					
17	Dealing with reward and punishment giving to the students					

Appendix 3: Questionnaire of Need Analysis for stakeholder of Pesantren

ANALISA KEBUTUHAN
(PERTANYAAN UNTUK PENGURUS PESANTREN)

Kuesioner Analisa Kebutuhan ini bertujuan untuk mengetahui kebutuhan siswa, guru, dan pengelola Pesantren agar dapat dikembangkan materi pembelajaran multilingual (silabus, RPP, dan buku ajar) bagi siswa Pesantren. Jawaban Anda sangat membantu dalam mendesain materi multilingual yang dapat memenuhi kebutuhan siswa dan guru. Kerahasiaan identitas dan jawaban Anda sangat terjamin. Terima kasih atas kerjasama Anda.

1.   Identitas Responden (Pengurus Pesantren)
1. Nama siswa		: _________________________________________
2. Jenis Kelamin		:   Pria �	Wanita �
3. Usia			: _________________________________________
4. Asal Pesantren		: _________________________________________
5. Jabatan			: _________________________________________
6. Bahasa Asing apakah yang Anda kuasai? __________________________
7. Pernahkah Anda belajar bahasa Inggris atau Arab? ____________________
8. Dimanakah Anda pernah belajar bahasa Inggris atau Arab? _____________
9. Bahasa asing apakah yang sering Anda gunakan? _____________________
10. Kurikulum apakah yang Pesantren Anda adopsi/ikuti dalam pembelajaran khususnya bahasa? _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

 2.   Kemampuan berbahasa Inggris dan Arab saat ini
11. Berilah keterangan tentang keunggulan dan kelemahan berbahasa Inggris Anda pada kolom di bawah ini dengan memberikan tanda centang (√) pada pilihan yang sesuai dengan kondisi Anda.


















3.   Visi dan Tujuan Pesantren
13. Berilah tanda centang (√) pada kotak di bawah ini berdasarkan visi dan tujuan Pesantren yang Anda kelola.
Apakah Pesantren yang Anda kelola menginginkan para santri mempelajari bahasa asing?   Ya, sangat ingin  Ya   Tidak terlalu ingin  Tidak ingin sama sekaliApakah Pesantren yang Anda kelola mewajibkan santri mempelajari dan berkomunikasi aktif dalam bahasa Inggris dan Arab? Ya, sangat wajib  Ya   Tidak terlalu wajib  Tidak wajib sama sekali                            
Apakah Pesantren yang Anda kelola memberlakukan aturan yang ketat bagi santri untuk berkomunikasi aktif dalam bahasa Inggris dan Arab? Sangat ketat    Ketat   Tidak ketatSeberapa pentingkah bahasa Inggris dan Arab untuk masa depan santri dan Pesantren yang Anda kelola? Sangat Penting    Penting   Tidak penting

5.  Prioritas Skill Pembelajaran Bahasa di Pesantren
14. Berilah tanda centang (√) pada kotak berikut sesuai dengan prioritas Pesantren Anda terhadap skill tertentu dalam berbahasa
Prioritas Skill	Tidak Penting	Penting	Sangat prioritas
Mampu berbicara dan berkomunikasi dengan lancer			
Mampu berkomunikasi dengan akurat			
Mengembangkan kosakata umum (sehari-hari) 			
Mengembangkan kosakata pada bidang tertentu 			
Meningkatkan kemampuan mendengar 			





o.	Sarana dan Materi Pembelajaran bahasa (Multilingual)






Mengadopsi dan menggabungkan kurikulum yang ada			
Merekrut para guru yang mampu berbahasa Arab dan Inggris			
Mewajibkan para santri baru berkomunikasi dengan bahasa Inggris dan Arab setelah 8-10 bulan 			
Memberlakukan aturan yang ketat dalam berkomunikasi dengan bahasa asing			
Menyediakan lab. bahasa 			
Menyediakan lab. Computer untuk pembelajaran online			
Menyediakan buku-buku untuk pembelajaran bahasa			
Menyediakan CD/VCD untuk pembelajaran bahasa			
Mengadakan perlombaan berbahasa/pidato bagi para santri			
Berkomunikasi dalam bahasa Inggris/Arab dengan para guru dan santri			
Mengikutsertakan santri dan guru dalam perlombaan bahasa skala nasional dan internasional			
Bekerja sama dengan instansi lain untuk peningkatan bahasa di pesantren			
Mendatangkan native speaker dalam pembelajaran bahasa			




18. Berilah tanda centang (√) pada kotak berikut sesuai dengan prioritas Anda terhadap materi pembelajaran multilingual.
	Sudah Ada	Belum ada dan Tidak perlu	Belum ada Tapi Perlu
Buku pedoman dalam pengajaran mendengar (listening)			
Buku pedoman dalam pengajaran berbicara (speaking)			
Buku pedoman dalam pengajaran membaca (reading)			
Buku pedoman dalam pengajaran menulis (writing)			
Buku pedoman dalam pengajaran kosa kata (vocab)			
Buku pedoman dalam pengajaran grammar (qawaid)			
Buku percakapan bahasa Inggris/Arab sehari-hari (Spoken language bukan Written yang dioralkan) dalam berinteraksi sosial denga orang lain			
CD/VCD/Video pembelajaran bahasa			
Buku pedoman pengajaran yang Anda gunakan	
Lain-lain:	

q.	The general outline of questions for the semi-structured interview: (For Stake holder of Pesantren)

1.	What is your name? _______________________________________
2.	How long have you been working at Pesantren?
________________________________________________________
3.	What curriculum adopted by Pesantren?
________________________________________________________
4.	Why should the students and teachers have competence in languages? ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
5.	What do you think is the most important skill for students and teachers’ language learning?
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
6.	Is Pesantren provided the tools and materials for languages learning? ________________________________________________________
7.	Are there any obstacles in providing teachers who have competence in English and Arabic? 
________________________________________________________
8.	Are there any other languages tought in Pesantren?
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
9.	How many times would you like the students to learn languages in a week? ________________________________________________________
10.	Did Pesantren ever give reward to students and teachers who have good performance in languages?
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
11.	What is the specific purpose of languages teaching and learning at Pesantren?
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________







Appendix 4: Questionnaire of Evaluating a Course Book

Petunjuk:
1.	Bapak/Ibu dimohon untuk memberikan pendapat tentang keefektifan materi pada Couse Book yang dikembangkan ini;
2.	Pengisian cukup dengan memberikan tanda cek (√) pada kotak di bawah sekor yang dipilih;
3.	Ada 4 kriteria skor yang diberikan, yaitu jika: Kurang baik = 1; Cukup baik = 2; Baik = 3; dan Sangat baik = 4.
No	ITEM	KRITERIA	SKOR
			1	2	3	4
1	TJUAN, ISI, DAN URUTAN	Ide-ide materi membantu siswa belajar multilingual di kelas;Ide-ide materi sesuai dengan usia siswa dan menarik bagi mereka;Isi materi sesuai dengan yang diharapkan siswa;Urutan isi materi masih dapat digunakan bagi siswa yang absen dalam pertemuan sebelumnya;Bahasa materi dapat dipahami oleh guru;Pelajaran dalam buku ajar sesuai dengan kelas siswa;Ide-ide dalam buku dapat diterima dan bermanfaat juga untuk siswa belajar di luar kelas;Isi buku sesuai dengan level kemampuan siswa;Isi buku memperhatikan apa yang diinginkan siswa;Isi buku sesuai dengan kebutuhan siswa.				
2	FORMAT DAN PRESENTASI	Tata letak isi menarik bagi siswa;Siswa memiliki skill untuk mengerjakan tugas dan pekerjaan dalam belajar;Tugas dan pekerjaan juga bermanfaat untuk siswa belajar mandiri;Tugas dan pekerjaan memberikan andil bagi siswa dalam bahasa pertama;Tugas dan pekerjaan menjangkau level kemampuan para siswa dalam kelas;Tugas dan pekerjaan sesuai dengan gaya belajar siswa;Tugas dan pekerjaan dapat dipresentasikan dan dikelola oleh guru;Buku ajar mudah untuk dibawa;Bahan dari buku tidak mahal;Tugas dan pekerjaan sesuai bentuk fisik kelas;Siswa mampu mengerjakan tugas dan pekerjaanMateri dan tugas bermanfaat bagi masa depan siswa atau pelajaran berikutnya;				





Appendix 5: Need Analysis Results

HASIL ANGKET ANALISA KEBUTUHAN (SANTRI, USTAD, DAN STAKEHOLDER) PADA 3 PESANTREN
1.	SISWA/SANTRI
a.	PERTANYAAN /PERNYATAAN NO 1 – 11 (DESKRIPTIF TENTANG BIODATA RESPONDEN DAN PENGALAMAN BELAJAR BAHASA SEBELUMNYA)
No	Nama Siswa/Santri	Jenis Kelamin	Usia	Asal Pesantren	Kelas	Daerah Asal	Pengalaman Belajar Bahasa Inggris	Pengalaman Belajar Bahasa Arab	Tempat Belajar Sebelumnya	Bahasa Asing yang Digunakan	Strategi Meningkatkan Kemampuan Berbahasa
1	ADH	Pria	13 Thn	Pesantren IMMIM	VIII	Kendari	Pernah	Pernah	MIT, Pesantren	Arab	Menghafal Kosa Kata, Praktek
2	ANB	Pria	14 Thn	Pesantren IMMIM	VIII	Enrekang	Pernah	Tidak	SD, Pesantren	Arab	Praktek
3	AMI	Pria	13 Thn	Pesantren IMMIM	VIII	Makassar	Pernah	Pernah	SD, Les, Pes	Inggris, Arab	Menghafal kosa kata, praktek
4	AMU	Pria	14 Thn	Pesantren IMMIM	VIII	Palopo	Pernah	Pernah	MIT, Pesantren	Inggris	Aktif berkomunikasi
5	AFA	Pria	14 Thn	Pesantren IMMIM	VIII	Sidrap	Pernah 	Tidak	SD	Inggris	Menghafal kosa kata
6	ARS	Pria	13 Thn	Pesantren IMMIM	VIII	Luwu Utara	Pernah	Pernah	MIT, Pesantren	Inggris, Arab	Menghafal dan praktek
7	IH	Pria	14 Thn	Pesantren IMMIM	VIII	Sidrap	Pernah	Tidak	SD	Inggris	Menghafal dan praktek
8	IM	Pria	13 Thn	Pesantren IMMIM	VIII	SulBar	Pernah	Tidak	SD, Pesantren	Inggris	Menghafal dan praktek
9	MSL	Pria	13 Thn	Pesantren IMMIM	VIII	Kendari	Pernah	Pernah	MIT, Pesantren	Inggris. Arab	Menghafal dan praktek
10	RDA	Pria	14 Thn	Pesantren IMMIM	VIII	Bulukumba	Pernah	Pernah	SD, Les, Pes	Inggris, Arab	Aktif praktek meskipun salah
11	MSA	Pria	13 Thn	Pesantren IMMIM	VIII	Kalimantan	Pernah	Pernah	MI, Pesantrens	Inggris, Arab	Menghafal lagu asing
12	MNM	Pria	14 Thn	Pesantren IMMIM	VIII	Enrekang	Pernah	Tidak	SD, Pesantren	Inggris	Menghafal kosa kata
13	MIR	Pria	13 Thn	Pesantren IMMIM	VIII	Bone	Pernah	Pernah	SD, Pesantren	Inggris	Menghafal lagu berbahasa asing
14	MNE	Pria	14 Thn	Pesantren IMMIM	VIII	Sulbar	Pernah	Pernah	MIN, Pesantren	Inggris, Arab	Menghafal dan praktek
15	MRAF	Pria	14 Thn	Pesantren IMMIM	VIII	Ambon	Pernah 	Pernah	SD, Pesantren	Inggris, Arab	Menghafal dan praktek
16	MK	Pria	13 Thn	Pesantren IMMIM	VIII	Maros	Pernah	Pernah	MI, Pesantren	Inggris, Arab	Aktif berkomunikasi
17	MIH	Pria	14 Thn	Pesantren IMMIM	VIII	Jayapura	Pernah	Tidak	SD, Kursus	Inggris	Menghafal dan praktek
18	NAM	Pria	13 Thn	Pesantren IMMIM	VIII	Barru	Pernah	Tidak	SD, Pesantren	Inggris	Menghafal kosa kata
19	NSD	Pria	13 Thn	Pesantren IMMIM	VIII	Flores	Pernah	Pernah	MI, Pesantren	Inggris, Arab	Menghafal dan praktek
20	NCJ	Pria	14 Thn	Pesantren IMMIM	VIII	Makassar	Pernah	Pernah	MI, Pesantren	Inggris, Arab	Banyak menghafal lagu asing
21	RF	Pria	13 Thn	Pesantren IMMIM	VIII	Makassar	Pernah	Pernah	MI, Pesantren	Inggris, Arab	Menghafal dan praktek
22	RAR	Pria	14 Thn	Pesantren IMMIM	VIII	Takalar	Pernah	Pernah	SD, Pesantren	Inggris	Menghafal kosa kata
23	RH	Pria	13 Thn	Pesantren IMMIM	VIII	Ternate	Pernah	Pernah	SD, Kursus	Inggris	Aktif berkomunikasi
24	RAN	Pria	14 Thn	Pesantren IMMIM	VIII	Soppeng	Pernah	Pernah	MI, Pesantren	Inggris, Arab	Menghafal dan praktek
25	RS	Pria	14 Thn	Pesantren IMMIM	VIII	Ternate	Pernah 	Pernah	SD, Kursus	Inggris	Menghafal dan praktek
26	RSR	Pria	13 Thn	Pesantren IMMIM	VIII	Gorontalo	Pernah	Pernah	MI, Pesantren	Arab	Menghafal, membaca
27	RS	Pria	14 Thn	Pesantren IMMIM	VIII	Makassar	Pernah	Pernah	SD, Pesantren	Inggris	Menghafal lagu asing
28	KFP	Pria	13 Thn	Pesantren IMMIM	VIII	Jeneponto	Pernah	Tidak	SD, Pesantren	Inggris	Menghafal dan praktek
29	KF	Pria	13 Thn	Pesantren IMMIM	VIII	Manado	Pernah	Pernah	MIN, Pesantren	Inggris, Arab	Menghafal dan praktek
30	SW	Pria	14 Thn	Pesantren IMMIM	VIII	Timika	Pernah	Pernah	MI, Pesantren	Arab	Menghafal dan praktek
31	AF	Pria	13 Thn	Pesantren Gombara	VIII	Soppeng	Pernah	Pernah	SD, Pesantren	Arab	Menghafal dan praktek
32	AFn	Pria	13 Thn	Pesantren Gombara	VII	Maros	Pernah	Pernah	SD, Pesantren	Arab	Menghafal, membaca
33	AAKW	Pria	13 Thn	Pesantren Gombara	VII	Pare-Pare	Pernah	Pernah	SD, Pesantren	Inggris	Aktif berkomunikasi
34	AFR	Pria	13 Thn	Pesantren Gombara	VII	Sulbar	Pernah	Pernah	MIN, Pesantren	Arab	Menghafal
35	ARANZ	Pria	13 Thn	Pesantren Gombara	VIII	Takalar	Pernah	Pernah	SD, Rumah	Arab	Menghafal
36	BAR	Pria	15 Thn	Pesantren Gombara	IX	Jayapura	Pernah	Pernah	SD, Pesantren	Arab	Menghafal dan praktek
37	FA	Pria	13 Thn	Pesantren Gombara	VII	Barru	Pernah	Pernah	SD, Pesantren	Inggris, Arab	Banyak menghafal kosa kata
38	HUS	Pria	14 Thn	Pesantren Gombara	VIII	Makassar	Pernah	Tidak	SD	Arab	Aktif berkomunikasi
39	IAM	Pria	13 Thn	Pesantren Gombara	VII	Pinrang	Pernah	Pernah	MIT, Pesantren	Inggris, Arab	Menghafal dan praktek
40	MH	Pria	15 Thn	Pesantren Gombara	IX	Enrekang	Pernah	Pernah	MIN, Pesantren	Arab	Menghafal dan praktek
41	MRA	Pria	13 Thn	Pesantren Gombara	VII	Maros	Pernah	Pernah	MI, Pesantren	Inggris	Menghafal, membaca
42	MRN	Pria	13 Thn	Pesantren Gombara	VII	Makassar	Pernah	Pernah 	MI, Pesantren	Inggris	Menghafal dan praktek
43	MNR	Pria	13 Thn	Pesantren Gombara	VII	Makassar	Pernah	Tidak	SD	Arab	Menghafal 
44	MMKM	Pria	13 Thn	Pesantren Gombara	VII	Enrekang	Pernah	Pernah	MI, Pesantren	Arab	Menghafal dan praktek
45	MFAK	Pria	12 Thn	Pesantren Gombara	VII	Kalimantan	Pernah	Pernah	MI, Pesantren	Arab	Menghafal dan praktek
46	MA	Pria	13 Thn	Pesantren Gombara	VII	Enrekang	Pernah	Tidak	MI, Pesantren	Arab	Menghafal kosa kata
47	MF	Pria	12 Thn	Pesantren Gombara	VII	Makassar	Pernah	Tidak	SD	Inggris	Menghafal dan praktek
48	MAS	Pria	12 Thn	Pesantren Gombara	VII	Maros	Pernah	Pernah	MI, Pesantren	Inggris, Arab	Menghafal dan praktek
49	MAT	Pria	13 Thn	Pesantren Gombara	VII	Makassar	Pernah	Tidak	MIN, Pesantren	Arab	Menghafal kosa kata
50	MNBI	Pria	13 Thn	Pesantren Gombara	VII	Enrekang	Pernah	Pernah	SD, Kursus	Inggris, Arab	Menghafal dan praktek
51	MAR	Pria	15 Thn	Pesantren Gombara	IX	Makassar	Pernah	Pernah	SD, Pesantren	Arab	Banyak menghafal kosa kata
52	MJ	Pria	15 Thn	Pesantren Gombara	IX	Gowa	Pernah	Pernah	SD, Pesantren	Inggris, Arab	Menghafal dan praktek
53	MFF	Pria	15 Thn	Pesantren Gombara	IX	Luwu Utara	Pernah	Pernah	MI, Pesantren	Arab	Mencoba berkomunikasi
54	MTAG	Pria	13 Thn	Pesantren Gombara	VII	Sulbar	Pernah	Tidak	MI, Pesantren	Arab	Menghafal dan praktek
55	MTM	Pria	15 Thn	Pesantren Gombara	IX	Luwu Utara	Pernah	Tidak	MI, Pesantren	Arab	Menghafal dan praktek
56	MAF	Pria	13 Thn	Pesantren Gombara	VII	Makassar	Pernah	Tidak	SD, Pesantren	Arab	Banyak menghafal kosa kata
57	MFM	Pria	13 Thn	Pesantren Gombara	VII	Enrekang	Pernah	Pernah	MI, Pesantren	Arab	Menghafal, membaca
58	RF	Pria	13 Thn	Pesantren Gombara	VII	Bulukumba	Pernah	Pernah	MI, Pesantren	Arab	Menghafal dan praktek
59	RJ	Pria	13 Thn	Pesantren Gombara	VII	Enrekang	Pernah	Tidak	SD, Pesantren	Inggris	Menghafal dan praktek
60	UA	Pria	12 Thn	Pesantren Gombara	VII	Gowa	Pernah	Tidak	SD, Pesantren	Inggris, Arab	Menghafal kosa kata
61	AAA	Pria	14 Thn	Pondok Madinah	IX	Papua	Pernah	Pernah	SD, Pesantren	Inggris, Arab	Menghafal dan praktek
62	ABRI	Pria	14 Thn	Pondok Madinah	VIII	Timika	Pernah	Pernah	SD, Pesantren	Inggris, Arab	Membaca dan praktek
63	AA	Pria	13 Thn	Pondok Madinah	VIII	Jakarta	Pernah	Pernah	SD, Pesantren	Inggris, Arab	Aktif berkomunikasi
64	AFH	Pria	14 Thn	Pondok Madinah	IX	Timika	Pernah	Pernah	SD, Pesantren	Inggris	Menghafal dan praktek
65	AMBR	Pria	14 Thn	Pondok Madinah	VIII	Sengkang	Pernah	Pernah	MIT, Pesantren	 Inggris, Arab	Menyusun kalimat, praktek
66	ASP	Pria	14 Thn	Pondok Madinah	VIII	Makassar	Pernah	Pernah	SD, Rumah	Inggris	Membaca
67	IM	Pria	14 Thn	Pondok Madinah	VIII	Flores	Pernah	Pernah	SD, Kursus	Inggris	Praktek
68	IAMT	Pria	14 Thn	Pondok Madinah	IX	Toraja	Pernah	Pernah	SD, Pesantren	Inggris, Arab	Menghafal dan praktek
69	IPI	Pria	15 Thn	Pondok Madinah	IX	Makassar	Pernah	Pernah	SD, Pesantren	Arab	Menghafal dan praktek
70	MS	Pria	14 Thn	Pondok Madinah	VIII	Luwu	Pernah	Pernah	SD, Pesantren	Inggris, Arab	Praktek
71	MAS	Pria	14 Thn	Pondok Madinah	VIII	Flores	Pernah	Pernah	SD, Pesantren	Inggris	Menghafal dan praktek
72	MFO	Pria	14 Thn	Pondok Madinah	IX	Makassar	Pernah	Pernah	SD, Pesantren	Inggris	Menghafal dan praktek
73	MFK	Pria	14 Thn	Pondok Madinah	VIII	Palopo	Pernah	Pernah	SD, Pesantren	Arab	Menghafal dan praktek
74	MWAF	Pria	13 Thn	Pondok Madinah	VIII	Makassar	Pernah	Pernah	SD, Pesantren	Inggris, Arab	Menghafal
75	MMR	Pria	14 Thn	Pondok Madinah	IX	Palopo	Pernah	Pernah	SD, Pesantren	Inggris, Arab	Menghafal dan praktek
76	MRAGJ	Pria	16 Thn	Pondok Madinah	IX	Flores	Pernah	Pernah	SD, Pesantren	Arab	Menghafal kosa kata
77	MIW	Pria	16 Thn	Pondok Madinah	IX	Pangkep	Pernah	Pernah	SD, Rumah	Inggris	Tidak Pernah berusaha
78	MFHN	Pria	14 Thn	Pondok Madinah	IX	Makassar	Pernah	Pernah	SD, Pesantren	Inggris, Arab	Tekun belajar bahasa
79	MSS	Pria	15 Thn	Pondok Madinah	IX	Makassar	Pernah	Pernah	MIT, Pesantren	Arab	Menghafal dan praktek
80	MZP	Pria	13 Thn	Pondok Madinah	VIII	Makassar	Pernah	Pernah	SD	Inggris	Menghafal
81	MM	Pria	15 Thn	Pondok Madinah	VIII	Makassar	Pernah	Pernah	MIN, Pesantren	Arab	Menghafal lagu berbahasa asing
82	RA	Pria	15 Thn	Pondok Madinah	IX	Makassar	Pernah	Pernah	SD, Pesantren	Arab	Menghafal dan praktek
83	R	Pria	15 Thn	Pondok Madinah	IX	Jeneponto	Pernah	Pernah	SD, Rumah	Inggris, Arab	Menghafal dan praktek
84	RT	Pria	14 Thn	Pondok Madinah	IX	Makassar	Pernah	Pernah	SD, Rumah	Inggris	Menghafal dan praktek
85	Rh	Pria	14 Thn	Pondok Madinah	VIII	Samarinda	Pernah	Pernah	SD, Rumah	Inggris	Menghafal dan praktek
86	RS	Pria	14 Thn	Pondok Madinah	VIII	Bone	Pernah	Pernah	MIN, Pesantren	Inggris, Arab	Menghafal lagu asing
87	S	Pria	15 Thn	Pondok Madinah	IX	Sulbar	Pernah	Pernah	MIT, Pesantren	Inggris, Arab	Menghafal dan praktek
88	SM	Pria	14 Thn	Pondok Madinah	VIII	Sinjai	Pernah	Pernah	MIN, Pesantren	Inggris, Arab	Menghafal dan praktek
89	WM	Pria	15 Thn	Pondok Madinah	IX	Jawa Timur	Pernah	Pernah	MI, Pesantren	 Inggris, Arab	Menghafal dan praktek
90	ZMZ	Pria	16 Thn	Pondok Madinah	IX	Makassar	Pernah	Pernah	SD, Pesantren	Inggris, Arab	Menghafal dan praktek
JUMLAH	90	12 = 413 = 3714 = 3315 = 1316 = 3	30 IMMIM30 Gombara30 Pon. Madinah	7 = 218 = 479 = 22	Makasar = 22Gowa        = 2Maros       = 4Pangkep   = 1Jeneponto= 2Takalar     = 2Barru        = 2Pare-pare = 1Bone         = 2Enrekang = 8Sengkang = 1Pinrang     = 1Soppeng   = 2Sidrap       = 2Blukumba = 2SInjai         = 1Toraja       = 1Palopo      = 3Luwu         = 4Sulbar       = 5Manado   = 1Gorontalo= 1Kendari    = 2Flores       = 4Ambon     = 2Ternate    = 2Irian          = 6Kalimantn= 3Jatim         = 1Jakarta      = 1	90 Pernah	72 Pernah28 Tidak	MI = 36SD = 54	Inggris = 27Arab = 29Ing-Arab = 34	50 = Menghafal dan praktek16 = Menghafal kosa kata12 = Praktek/komunikasi5 = Menghafal lagu asing5 = Menghafal, membaca1 = Tekun belajar1 = Tanpa ada usaha
b.	PERTANYAAN /PERNYATAAN NO12 – 44 (QUANTITATIVE)









































































































a.	PERTANYAAN?PERNYATAAN NO 1 – 11 (DESKRIPTIF TENTANG BIODATA RESPONDEN DAN PENGALAMAN BELAJAR BAHASA SEBELUMNYA)
No	Nama Guru/Ustadz	Jenis Kelamin	Usia	Asal Pesantren	Sarjana	Daerah Asal	Pengalaman Belajar Bahasa Inggris	Pengalaman Belajar Bahasa Arab	Tempat Belajar Sebelumnya	Bahasa yang Diajarkan	Strategi Meningkatkan Kemampuan Berbahasa
1	AAI	Pria	43 Thn	Pesantren IMMIM	S2	Makassar	Pernah	Pernah	Pes, S1, S2	Mandarin	Belajar dan ajarkan
2	FP	Wanita	36 Thn	Pesantren IMMIM	S1	Soppeng	Pernah	Pernah	Pes, S1	Indonesia	Belajar pada ahlinya
3	H	Wanita	34 Thn	Pesantren IMMIM	S1	Bone	Pernah	Pernah	Pes, S1	Inggris	Belajar pada ahlinya
4	ISM	Pria	26 Thn	Pesantren IMMIM	S1	Bulukumba	Pernah	Pernah	Pes, S1	Arab	Menghafal dan praktek
5	LB	Pria	32 Thn	Pesantren IMMIM	S2	Maros	Pernah 	Pernah	Pes, S1, S2	Arab	Bimbel dan praktek
6	MH	Pria	39 Thn	Pesantren IMMIM	S2	Makassar	Pernah	Pernah	Pes, S1	Inggris	Praktek dan mengajar
7	MT	Wanita	38 Thn	Pesantren IMMIM	S1	Enrekang	Pernah	Pernah	Pes, S1	Arab	Menghafal dan praktek
8	MHH	Pria	43 Thn	Pesantren IMMIM	S2	Bone	Pernah	Pernah	Pes, S1, S2	Arab	Menghafal dan praktek
9	S	Pria	29 Thn	Pesantren IMMIM	S1	Selayar	Pernah	Pernah	Pes, S1, Albirr	Arab	Menghafal dan praktek
10	MLM	Pria	26 Thn	Pesantren Gombara	S1,S1	Bau-Bau	Pernah	Tidak	Pes, S1	Inggris	Menghafal dan praktek
11	LL	Pria	60 Thn	Pesantren Gombara	S2	Toli-toli	Pernah	Pernah	Pes, S1, S2	Indonesia	Menghafal, mengajar
12	A	Pria	48 Thn	Pesantren Gombara	S1	Bone	Pernah	Pernah	Pes, S1, Kursus	Inggris	Belajar dan mengajar
13	ANH	Wanita	58 Thn	Pesantren Gombara	S1	Sidrap	Pernah	Pernah	Pes, S1	Arab	Menghafal dan praktek
14	HMRH	Pria	38 Thn	Pesantren Gombara	S2	Makassar	Pernah	Pernah	Pes, S1, S2	Arab	Menghafal, mendengar, baca
15	AMT	Pria	38 Thn	Pesantren Gombara	S1	Makassar	Pernah	Pernah	Pes, S1	Inggris	Menghafal dan praktek
16	B	Pria	41 Thn	Pesantren Gombara	S1	Makassar	Pernah	Pernah	Pes, S1	Inggris	Menghafal dan praktek
17	Ab	Pria	24 Thn	Pondok Madinah	S1	Polmas	Pernah	Pernah	Pes, S1	Arab	Belajar dan mengajar
18	M	Wanita	24 Thn	Pondok Madinah	S1	Ternate	Pernah	Pernah	Man, S1	Inggris	Belajar dan mengajar
19	Ms	Pria	27 Thn	Pondok Madinah	S1	Gowa	Pernah	Pernah	Pes, S1	Arab	Belajar dan ajarkan
20	Sh	Wanita	27 Thn	Pondok Madinah	S1	Sinjai	Pernah	Pernah	Pes, S1	 Inggris	Belajar dan mengajar
21	Mh	Pria	22 Thn	Pondok Madinah	S1	Makassar	Pernah	Pernah	Pes, S1	Arab	Belajar dan ajarkan
22	MT	Pria	37 Thn	Pondok Madinah	S1	Barru	Pernah	Pernah	Pes, S1	Arab	Menghafal dan praktek
23	HK	Pria	45 Thn	Pondok Madinah	S2	Makassar	Pernah	Pernah	Pes, S1, S2	Arab	Belajar dan mengajar
JUMLAH	P = 17W = 6	22 = 124 = 226 = 227 = 229 = 132 = 134 = 136 = 137 = 138 = 339 = 141 = 143 = 245 = 148 = 158 = 160 = 1	9 IMMIM7 Gombara7 Pon. Madinah	S1 = 16S2 = 7S3 = 0	Makasar   = 7Gowa        = 1Maros       = 1Barru        = 1Bone         = 3Enrekang  = 1Soppeng   = 1Blukumba = 1Polmas      = 1Sidrap        = 1Sinjai          = 1Selayar       = 1Toli-toli      = 1Bau-bau      = 1Ternate      = 1	23 Pernah	23 Pernah	Pes = 22Man = 1S1 = 23S2 = 6	Ind = 2Ing = 8Arb = 12Man = 1	8 = Belajar dan ajarkan11 = Menghafal, praktek2 = Belajar pada ahlinya= Menghafal dan ajarkan1 = Praktek dan ajarkan
b.	PERTANYAAN/PERNYATAAN NO 12 – 44 (QUANTITATIVE)






































a.	PERTANYAAN/PERNYATAAN NO 1 – 11 (DESKRIPTIF TENTANG BIODATA RESPONDEN DAN PENGALAMAN BELAJAR BAHASA SEBELUMNYA)
No	Nama Stakeholder	Jenis Kelamin	Usia	Asal Pesantren	Sarjana	Daerah Asal	Pengalaman Belajar Bahasa Inggris	Pengalaman Belajar Bahasa Arab	Jabatan	Bahasa Asing yang Digunakan	Strategi Meningkatkan Kemampuan Berbahasa
1	MTB	Pria	51 Thn	Pesantren IMMIM	S3	Makassar	Pernah	Pernah	 Direktur	Inggris, Arab	Menghafal, Praktek
2	Ns	Pria	51 Thn	Pesantren IMMIM	S3	Pangkep	Pernah	Pernah	Wakil Direktur I	Inggris, Arab	Menghafal kosa kata, praktek
3	MHM	Pria	43 Thn	Pesantren IMMIM	S2	Bone	Pernah	Pernah	Kepala Bahasa	Inggris, Arab	Menghafal, Praktek
4	Mu	Pria	52 Thn	Pesantren IMMIM	S2	Polman	Pernah	Pernah	Kepondokan	Inggris	Menghafal kosa kata, praktek
5	An	Pria	27 Thn	Pesantren IMMIM	S2	Makassar	Pernah	Pernah	Pim.Kampus	Inggris, Arab	Aktif berkomunikasi
6	MM	Pria	28 Thn	Pesantren IMMIM	S2	Bone	Pernah	Pernah	Kepesantrenan	Inggris, Arab	Hapal dan komunikasi
7	HMRH	Pria	38 Thn	Pesantren Gombara	S2	Makassar	Pernah	Pernah	Kepsek Mts	Arab	Menghafal dan praktek
8	AMT	Pria	38 Thn	Pesantren Gombara	S1	Makassar	Pernah	Pernah	Ka. TU	Arab	Menghafal, membaca
9	Bd	Pria	41 Thn	Pesantren Gombara	S1	Makassar	Pernah	Pernah	Wakasek	Inggris	Aktif berkomunikasi
10	HK	Pria	45 Thn	Pondok Madinah	S2	Pinrang	Pernah	Pernah	Kepsek MA	Inggris, Arab	Membaca dan praktek
11	Rh	Wanita	36 Thn	Pondok Madinah	S1	Pinrang	Pernah	Pernah	Kepsek SMP	Inggris, Arab	Aktif berkomunikasi
12	Mh	Pria	48 Thn	Pondok Madinah	S1	Bima	Pernah	Pernah	Ka. TU	Inggris	Menghafal dan praktek
JUMLAH	11 L1 P	27 = 136 = 138 = 241 = 143 = 145 = 148 = 151 = 252 = 1	5 IMMIM3 Gombara3 Pon. Madinah	S1 = 4S2 = 5	S3 = 2	Makasar   = 5Bone        = 1Pangkeps = 1Polman    = 1Pinrang    = 2Bima         = 1	11 Pernah	11 Pernah	Direktur = 1WaDir     = 1Kepsek   = 3Wakasek = 1Kepond  = 1Kep. Bhs = 1Pimkam  = 1Ka. TU     = 2	Ing = 3Arb = 2I-A =  6	8 = Menghafal dan praktek3 = Aktif komunikasi

b.	PERTANYAAN /PERNYATAAN NO12 – 44 (QUANTITATIVE)





























Appendix 6: Description of Need Analysis Results

HASIL ANALISA KEBUTUHAN SISWA, GURU, DAN STAKEHOLDER DI 3 PESANTREN
A.	SISWA/SANTRI
1.	Learning Needs
a.	Identitas Pembelajar (Pertanyaan/pernyataan 1-6)








b.	Latar Belakang Kemampuan Berbahasa (Pertanyaan/pernyataan 7-11)









c.	Kekuatan & kelemahan kemampuan berbahasa serta gaya belajar (Pernyataan 12-13)









d.	Minat dan Kebutuhan (Pertanyaan/pernyataan 14-18)








e.	Sumber Daya yang Tersedia (Pertanyaan/pernyataan 19-23)








f.	Keberlangsungan dan Kesinambungan Program (Pertanyaan/pernyataan 24-27)











a.	Objektive Domain (Pertanyaan/pernyataan 28-31)

















c.	Communicative event (Pertanyaan/pernyataan 36-40)























a.	Identitas Pembelajar (Pertanyaan/pernyataan 1-6)








b.	Latar Belakang Kemampuan Berbahasa (Pertanyaan/pernyataan 7-11)









c.	Kekuatan & kelemahan berbahasa serta gaya mengajar (Pernyataan 12-13)








d.	Minat dan Kebutuhan (Pertanyaan/pernyataan 14-18)








e.	Sumber Daya yang Tersedia (Pertanyaan/pernyataan 19-23)










f.	Keberlangsungan dan Kesinambungan Program (Pertanyaan/pernyataan 24-27)









a.	Objektive Domain (Pertanyaan/pernyataan 28-31)





















c.	Communicative event (Pertanyaan/pernyataan 36-40)



















a.	Identitas Pembelajar (Pertanyaan/pernyataan 1-6)








b.	Latar Belakang Kemampuan Berbahasa (Pertanyaan/pernyataan 7-11)









c.	Minat dan Kebutuhan (Pertanyaan/pernyataan 12-16)









d.	Sumber Daya yang Tersedia (Pertanyaan/pernyataan 17-21)








e.	Keberlangsungan dan Kesinambungan Program (Pertanyaan/pernyataan 22-25)









a.	Objektive Domain (Pertanyaan/pernyataan 26-29)





















c.	Communicative event (Pertanyaan/pernyataan 34-38)






































Nama		: Dr. MT, M.Hum
Pesantren	: Pesantren Modern IMMIM
Jabatan		: Direktur
1.	Untuk apakah pembelajaran beberapa bahasa asing diajarkan di pesantren? Visi misi pesantren adalah untuk menghasilkan lulusan yang kompeten dalam bidang agama dan science dan dapat bersaing dalam skala regional, nasional maupun internasional, untuk itu semua tentunya diperlukan bahasa, karena bahasa adalah kunci dari ilmu pengetahuan, semakin banyak bahasa yang dikuasai semakin mudah untuk mengakses pengetahuan. Oleh sebab itu, pesantren harus tampil beda dari sekolah-sekolah yang lain, diantaranya adalah kemampuan berkomunikasi dalam bahasa Arab dan Inggris.
2.	Kemampuan bahasa asing apa yang Bapak sangat inginkan untuk dikuasai oleh para santri? Tentunya yang kami utamakan adalah kemampuan berbicara dan berkomunikasi dalam bahasa Arab dan Inggris, yang kami terapkan selama ini di pesantren IMMIM adalah mengupayakan agar santri kelas 1 SMP/tsanawiyah telah dapat berkomunikasi menggunakan bahasa Arab dan Inggris selama 8-11 bulan tinggal di pesantren, kemudian di kelas 2, mereka mulai mendapatkan pengajaran tentang grammar dan qawaaid dasar guna memperbaiki susunan kalimat, semakin berada pada tingkat atas, semakin memperdalam bahasa tersebut, pada akhirnya para lulusan pesantren diharapkan mampu berbahasa Arab dan Inggris  secara lisan maupun tulisan.
3.	Apakah Bapak setuju dengan pembelajaran multi bahasa? Tentu sangat setuju sekali, karena hal itu sangat sesuai dengan visi dan misi pesantren.
4.	Adakah buku ajar multibahasa yang digunakan dalam pembelajaran multi bahasa? Selama ini belum ada buku khusus tentang multibahasa, yang ada hanyalah buku ajar dan buku penunjang pada masing-masing bahasa, seperti buku ajar bahasa Arab tersendiri, dan juga bahasa Inggris, dalam bentuk yang terpisah dan belum tersusun dalam suau buku tertentu.
5.	Adakah guru bahasa di pesantren yang memiliki kemampuan multi bahasa? Tentu, karena dalam perekrutan guru, kami sangat mengutamakan guru yang mampu berbahasa Arab dan Inggris, namun jika tidak menemukan yang baik bahasa Arab dan Inggris, maka kami akan menerima guru yang mampu menguasai salah satu dari bahasa Arab ataupun Inggris.
6.	Jadi, perlu untuk mengembangkan dan menyederhanakan pembelajaran 3 bahasa secara terpisah dalam konsep pembelajaran multi bahasa? Iya, sangat perlu
7.	Apakah pendapat Bapak jika buku ajar tiga bahasa (Arab, Inggris, dan Indonesia) dikompilasi dalam satu buku saja sebagai buku multibahasa yang digunakan di pesantren? Tentunya kami sangat mengapresiasi jika buku itu ada, karena sangat mendukung visi misi pesantren, selain itu juga mungkin akan meringankan beban siswa dalam membeli buku atau sangat ekonomis bagi mereka dan mungkin juga dengan kehadiran buku itu, bisa saja pesantren akan menerapkan kebijakan dan aturan baru untuk memberdayakan guru yang memiliki kemampuan multibahasa dalam memanage kemampuan multi bahasa siswa, ataupun aka nada perampingan jam dan tenaga guru dalam pengajarannya.
8.	Bagaimanakah pendapat Bapak tentang keberlangsungan dan keberlanjutan pembelajaran multibahasa di pesantren? Pesantren itu identik dengan bahasa Arab dan Inggris, sudah pasti selama masih ada pesantren, maka program itu akan tetap berjalan, sehingga kami mengharapkan pembelajaran multibahasa itu tidak hanya untuk kelas satu saja, bila perlu hingga mereka tammat dari pesantren.
9.	Adakah hal atau factor yang menghambat pembelajaran bahasa di pesantren, Mohon maaf pak, karena akhir-akhir ini beberapa rumor yang mengklaim bahwa pesantren tidak lagi beririkan bahasa? Itu benar, tentuntunya banyak hambatan yang kami hadapi dalam meningkatkan kemampuan berbahasa asing para santri. Hambatan yang paling utama tentunya adalah adanya Undang-undang perlindungan anak, sehingga kami tidak mampu menerapkan aturan yang ketat dan keras dalam mengatur perilaku berbahasa para santri di dalam kelas sehingga sulit untuk dikontrol perkembangan bahasa mereka. Yang kedua, mungkin telah berdiri banyaknya pesantren di Makassar sehingga menimbulkan persaingan, namun kami tetap optimis untuk meningkatkan kemampuan berbahasa para santri dengan cara yang lain dan lebih bijak.

Nama		: HK, Lc.,M.Pdi
Pesantren	: Pesantren Pondok Madinah
Jabatan		: Kepala Sekolah MA 
1.	Untuk apakah pembelajaran beberapa bahasa asing diajarkan di pesantren? Untuk mempelajari dan mendalami agama Islam tentunya dengan menguasai bahasa Arab dan untuk menguasai science dan IT tentunya dengan menguasai bahasa Inggris tanpa mengeyampingkan fungsi dan peran dari bahasa Indonesia maupun bahasa daerah. Olehnya itu, para santri dituntut mampu untuk menguasai kedua bahasa asing itu dalam rangka memperdalam ilmu agama serta ilmu pengetahuan dan teknologi.
2.	Kemampuan bahasa asing apa yang Bapak sangat inginkan untuk dikuasai oleh para santri? Bahasa itu identik dengan berbicara dan berkomunikasi menggunakan baha itu sendiri, sehingga kami sangat mengharapkan para santri untuk mampu berbicara dan berkomunikasi aktif dalam pergaulan sehari-hari di dalam lingkungan pesantren menggunakan bahasa asing tersebut, jadi skill bahasa yang ingin kami fokuskan adalah kemampuan berbicara bahasa asing para santri. Meskipun tidak menutup kemungkinan para guru lebih menekankan pengajarannya pada nahwu ataupun grammar.
3.	Apakah Bapak setuju dengan pembelajaran multi bahasa? Sangat setuju sekali, karena tentunya program pembelajaran multi bahasa akan sangat membantu pesantren dalam merealisir tujuannya.
4.	Adakah buku ajar multibahasa yang digunakan dalam pembelajaran multi bahasa? Selama ini belum ada buku khusus tentang multibahasa, yang ada hanyalah buku ajar dan buku penunjang pada masing-masing bahasa, seperti buku ajar bahasa Arab tersendiri, dan juga bahasa Inggris, dalam bentuk yang terpisah dan belum tersusun dalam suatu buku tertentu.
5.	Adakah guru bahasa di pesantren yang memiliki kemampuan multi bahasa? Rata-rata guru di pesantren ini bias berbahasa Arab dan Inggris meskipun tidak seimbang, artinya ada guru yang lebih baik bahasa Arabnya ketimbang bahasa Inggrisnya atau sebaliknya, karena dalam perekrutan guru, kami sangat mengutamakan guru yang mampu berbahasa Arab dan Inggris, namun jika tidak menemukan yang baik bahasa Arab dan Inggris, maka kami akan menerima guru yang mampu menguasai salah satu dari bahasa Arab ataupun Inggris.
6.	Jadi, perlu untuk mengembangkan dan menyederhanakan pembelajaran 3 bahasa secara terpisah dalam konsep pembelajaran multi bahasa? Iya, sangat perlu
7.	Apakah pendapat Bapak jika buku ajar tiga bahasa (Arab, Inggris, dan Indonesia) dikompilasi dalam satu buku saja sebagai buku multibahasa yang digunakan di pesantren? Tentunya kami sangat mengapresiasi jika buku itu ada, karena sangat mendukung visi misi pesantren, selain itu juga mungkin akan meringankan beban siswa dalam membeli buku atau sangat ekonomis bagi mereka dan mungkin juga dengan kehadiran buku itu, bisa saja pesantren akan menerapkan kebijakan dan aturan baru untuk memberdayakan guru yang memiliki kemampuan multibahasa dalam memanage kemampuan multi bahasa siswa, ataupun aka nada perampingan jam dan tenaga guru dalam pengajarannya.
8.	Bagaimanakah pendapat Bapak tentang keberlangsungan dan keberlanjutan pembelajaran multibahasa di pesantren? Pesantren itu identik dengan bahasa Arab dan Inggris, sudah pasti selama masih ada pesantren, maka program itu akan tetap berjalan, sehingga kami mengharapkan pembelajaran multibahasa itu tidak hanya untuk kelas satu saja, bila perlu hingga mereka tammat dari pesantren.
9.	Adakah hal atau factor yang menghambat pembelajaran bahasa di pesantren, Mohon maaf pak, karena akhir-akhir ini beberapa rumor yang mengklaim bahwa pesantren tidak lagi beririkan bahasa? Tentu saja ada hambatan dan rintangan dalam melaksanakan segala sesuatu dan masalah utama yang dihadapi adalah kurang adanya atau bahkan tidak adanya kesadaran para santri untuk menggunakan atau berkomunikasi dengan bahasa asing dalam lingkungan pesantren, artinya mereka sangat passive dalam berbahasa asing. Kedua, mungkin karena tidak adanya aturan yang ketat dan tegas dalam memberikan sanksi kepada para santri yang tidak berbahasa asing di lingkungan pesantren sehingga sangat sulit bagi kami untuk mengontrol kemampuan dan kemajuan berbahasa para santri, hal ini tentunya disebabkan oleh adanya Undang-Undang perlindungan anak, anak itu baru dicubit sedikit telah melapor ke orang tua, dan orang tua mereka juga langsung main lapor ke kepolisian tanpa mengkonfirmasi pihak pesantren terlebih dahulu. Hal inilah yang membuat para guru di pesantren juga merasa serba salah untuk meningkatkan kemampuan berbahasa para santri. Meskipun beberapa aturan telah dibuat, tentunya hal itu belum dapat berjalan dengan efektif namun kami akan senantiasa berusaha.

Nama		: MRH, Lc., M.Sos.I
Pesantren	: Pesantren Daarul Arqam Muhammadiyah Gombara
Jabatan		: Kepala Sekolah Mts
1.	Untuk apakah pembelajaran beberapa bahasa asing diajarkan di pesantren? Keunggulan pesantren dibandingkan dengan sekolah lain adalah kemampuan berbahasa para santri dalam bahasa arab maupun Inggris sehingga animo masyarakat untuk menyekolahkan anak mereka di pesantren masih ada, animo itulah yang senantiasa kami jaga sebagai amanah masyarakat untuk meningkatkan kemampuan berbahasa asing para santri kami dan itulah yang menjadi tujuan ataupun visi dan misi dari pesantren kami.
2.	Kemampuan bahasa asing apa yang Bapak sangat inginkan untuk dikuasai oleh para santri? Tentunya yang kami utamakan adalah kemampuan berbicara dan berkomunikasi dalam bahasa Arab dan Inggris, karena bahasa Arab adalah bahasa agama Islam sebagai cirri pesantren yang mendalami ilmu agama tentunya para santri harus mahir dalam berbahasa Arab jika ingin mengetahui dan menguasai lebih dalam lagi ilmu agama, selanjutnya adalah bahasa Inggris, bahasa internasional, bahasa yng umum digunakan dalam penyebaran dan transformasi ilmu pengetahuan sehingga para santri kami juga dituntut untuk mahir dalam bahasa Inggris jika ingin up to date dengan ilmu pengetahuan dan perkembangannya. Dalam pelaksanaannya kami sangat berfokus pada kemampuan berkomunikasi para santri dengan kedua bahasa asing itu dan pada akhirnya ketika mereka menamatkan studi dari pesantren, diharapkan mereka telah mampu dalam berkomunikasi lisan dan tulisan dalam kedua bahasa asing tersebut.
3.	Apakah Bapak setuju dengan pembelajaran multi bahasa? Tentu sangat setuju sekali, karena hal itu sangat sesuai kami dalam mewujudkan tujuan pesantren.
4.	Adakah buku ajar multibahasa yang digunakan dalam pembelajaran multi bahasa? Selama ini belum ada buku khusus tentang multibahasa, yang ada hanyalah buku ajar dan buku penunjang pada masing-masing bahasa, seperti buku ajar bahasa Arab tersendiri, dan juga bahasa Inggris, dalam bentuk yang terpisah dan belum tersusun dalam suau buku tertentu.
5.	Adakah guru bahasa di pesantren yang memiliki kemampuan multi bahasa? Tentu, karena dalam perekrutan guru, kami sangat mengutamakan guru yang mampu berbahasa Arab dan Inggris, namun jika tidak menemukan yang baik bahasa Arab dan Inggris, maka kami akan menerima guru yang mampu menguasai salah satu dari bahasa Arab ataupun Inggris.
6.	Jadi, perlu untuk mengembangkan dan menyederhanakan pembelajaran 3 bahasa secara terpisah dalam konsep pembelajaran multi bahasa? Iya, sangat perlu
7.	Apakah pendapat Bapak jika buku ajar tiga bahasa (Arab, Inggris, dan Indonesia) dikompilasi dalam satu buku saja sebagai buku multibahasa yang digunakan di pesantren? Tentunya kami sangat mengapresiasi jika buku itu ada, karena sangat mendukung visi misi pesantren, selain itu juga mungkin akan meringankan beban siswa dalam membeli buku atau sangat ekonomis bagi mereka dan mungkin juga dengan kehadiran buku itu, bisa saja pesantren akan menerapkan kebijakan dan aturan baru untuk memberdayakan guru yang memiliki kemampuan multibahasa dalam memanage kemampuan multi bahasa siswa, ataupun aka nada perampingan jam dan tenaga guru dalam pengajarannya.
8.	Bagaimanakah pendapat Bapak tentang keberlangsungan dan keberlanjutan pembelajaran multibahasa di pesantren? Pesantren itu identik dengan bahasa Arab dan Inggris, sudah pasti selama masih ada pesantren, maka program itu akan tetap berjalan, sehingga kami mengharapkan pembelajaran multibahasa itu tidak hanya untuk kelas satu saja, bila perlu hingga mereka tammat dari pesantren.
9.	Adakah hal atau factor yang menghambat pembelajaran bahasa di pesantren, Mohon maaf pak, karena akhir-akhir ini beberapa rumor yang mengklaim bahwa pesantren tidak lagi beririkan bahasa? Itu benar, tentuntunya banyak hambatan yang kami hadapi dalam meningkatkan kemampuan berbahasa asing para santri. Hambatan yang paling utama tentunya adalah adanya Undang-undang perlindungan anak, sehingga kami tidak mampu menerapkan aturan yang ketat dan keras dalam mengatur perilaku berbahasa para santri di dalam kelas sehingga sulit untuk dikontrol perkembangan bahasa mereka. Yang kedua, mungkin telah berdiri banyaknya pesantren di Makassar sehingga menimbulkan persaingan, namun kami tetap optimis untuk meningkatkan kemampuan berbahasa para santri dengan cara yang lain dan lebih bijak.
Wawancara Guru

Nama		: MHH, Lc., M.Pd
Pesantren	: Pesantren Modern IMMIM
Jabatan		: Guru Bahasa Arab
1.	Apakah Bapak memiliki kemampuan multibahasa? Bahasa apa sajakah yang Bapak kuasai? Iya, saya memiliki kemampuan berbicara beberapa bahasa asing diantara Arab dan Inggris dan tentunya bahasa Indonesia dan beberapa bahasa daerah diantaranya bahasa Bugis dan Makassar.
2.	Untuk apakah pembelajaran beberapa bahasa asing diajarkan di pesantren? Visi misi pesantren adalah untuk menghasilkan lulusan yang kompeten dalam bidang agama dan science dan dapat bersaing dalam skala regional, nasional maupun internasional, untuk itu semua tentunya diperlukan bahasa, karena bahasa adalah kunci dari ilmu pengetahuan, semakin banyak bahasa yang dikuasai semakin mudah untuk mengakses pengetahuan. Oleh sebab itu, pesantren harus tampil beda dari sekolah-sekolah yang lain, diantaranya adalah kemampuan berkomunikasi dalam bahasa Arab dan Inggris.
3.	Kemampuan bahasa asing apa yang Bapak sangat inginkan untuk dikuasai oleh para santri? Tentunya yang kami utamakan adalah kemampuan berbicara dan berkomunikasi dalam bahasa Arab dan Inggris, yang kami terapkan selama ini di pesantren IMMIM adalah mengupayakan agar santri kelas 1 SMP/tsanawiyah telah dapat berkomunikasi menggunakan bahasa Arab dan Inggris selama 8-11 bulan tinggal di pesantren, kemudian di kelas 2, mereka mulai mendapatkan pengajaran tentang grammar dan qawaaid dasar guna memperbaiki susunan kalimat, semakin berada pada tingkat atas, semakin memperdalam bahasa tersebut, pada akhirnya para lulusan pesantren diharapkan mampu berbahasa Arab dan Inggris  secara lisan maupun tulisan.
4.	Apakah Bapak setuju dengan pembelajaran multi bahasa? Tentu sangat setuju sekali, karena hal itu sangat sesuai dengan visi dan misi pesantren.
5.	Adakah buku ajar multibahasa yang digunakan dalam pembelajaran multi bahasa? Selama ini belum ada buku khusus tentang multibahasa, yang ada hanyalah buku ajar dan buku penunjang pada masing-masing bahasa, seperti buku ajar bahasa Arab tersendiri, dan juga bahasa Inggris, dalam bentuk yang terpisah dan belum tersusun dalam suau buku tertentu.
6.	Adakah metode dan strategi pengajaran bahasa atau multi bahasa yang bapak gunakan? Secara teori mungkin saya sangat kurang dalam teori-teori pengajaran dan apa yang saya terapkan di dalam kelas umumnya berdasarkan pengalaman belajar dan mengajar yang saya peroleh dari guru-guru saya dahulu dan yang pernah mengajarakan bahasa kepada saya kemudian saya kompilasikan  dan mencoba meramu dalam suatu style saya sendiri dan itulah yang saya rasa yang terbaik sehingga saya mencoba menggunakannya dalam mengajarkan bahasa kepada para santri, jika terdapat kekurangan ataupun feedback dari para santri ataupun teman guru, maka saya akan mencoba memperbaikinya.
7.	Jadi, perlu untuk mengembangkan dan menyederhanakan pembelajaran 3 bahasa secara terpisah dalam konsep pembelajaran multi bahasa? Iya, sangat perlu
8.	Apakah pendapat Bapak jika buku ajar tiga bahasa (Arab, Inggris, dan Indonesia) dikompilasi dalam satu buku saja sebagai buku multibahasa yang digunakan di pesantren? Tentunya kami sangat mengapresiasi jika buku itu ada, karena sangat mendukung visi misi pesantren, selain itu juga mungkin akan meringankan beban siswa dalam membeli buku atau sangat ekonomis bagi mereka dan mungkin juga dengan kehadiran buku itu, bisa saja pesantren akan menerapkan kebijakan dan aturan baru untuk memberdayakan guru yang memiliki kemampuan multibahasa dalam memanage kemampuan multi bahasa siswa, ataupun aka nada perampingan jam dan tenaga guru dalam pengajarannya.
9.	Bagaimanakah pendapat Bapak tentang keberlangsungan dan keberlanjutan pembelajaran multibahasa di pesantren? Pesantren mengajarkan untuk menuntut ilmu minal mahdi ilal lahdi atau long life learning. Pesantren itu juga identik dengan bahasa Arab dan Inggris, sudah pasti selama masih ada pesantren, maka program itu akan tetap berjalan, sehingga kami mengharapkan pembelajaran multibahasa itu tidak hanya untuk kelas satu saja, bila perlu hingga mereka tammat dari pesantren.




Appendix 8: Students’ Score in Small, Medium, and Large Field Testing
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Appendix 9: Statistical Analysis Results on Students’ Spoken Skill










		Mean	Std. Deviation	Std. Error Mean	95% Confidence Interval of the Difference			
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		Mean	Std. Deviation	Std. Error Mean	95% Confidence Interval of the Difference			
					Lower	Upper			
Pair 1	Pretest - Posttest 1C	19.8000	12.87966	3.32551	26.93252	12.66748	5.954	14	.000
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		Mean	Std. Deviation	Std. Error Mean	95% Confidence Interval of the Difference			
					Lower	Upper			
Pair 1	Pretest - Posttest 2C	17.33333	7.60326	1.96315	21.54388	13.12279	8.829	14	.000
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		Mean	Std. Deviation	Std. Error Mean	95% Confidence Interval of the Difference			
					Lower	Upper			
Pair 1	Pretest - Posttest 3C	18.53333	10.60234	2.73751	24.40471	12.66196	6.770	14	.000






		Mean	Std. Deviation	Std. Error Mean	95% Confidence Interval of the Difference			
					Lower	Upper			
Pair 1	Pretest accuracy - Posttest accuracy	18.58333	6.16490	1.59177	21.99734	15.16933	11.675	44	.000

Paired Samples Statistics






		Mean	Std. Deviation	Std. Error Mean	95% Confidence Interval of the Difference			
					Lower	Upper			




		Mean	Std. Deviation	Std. Error Mean	95% Confidence Interval of the Difference			
					Lower	Upper			
Pair 1	Average of pretest – Average of posttest	19.20933	3.91721	1.01142	21.37861	17.04006	18.992	44	.000

Appendix 10: Questionnaire of Acceptability and Applicability

ANGKET “ACCEPTABILITY”
(PERTANYAAN/PERNYATAAN  UNTUK OBSERVER)

Kuesioner ini bertujuan untuk mengetahui Acceptability pengembangan materi pembelajaran multi-bahasa di pesantren. Terima kasih atas kerjasama Anda.






B.   Pertanyaan/ Pernyataan
Petunjuk:
1.	Bapak/Ibu dimohon untuk memberikan pendapat tentang Acceptability materi pembelajaran yang dikembangkan ini  dengan memberikan tanda cek (√) pada kotak di bawah sekor yang dipilih;
2.	Ada 5 kriteria skor yang diberikan, yaitu jika: Sangat Kurang = 1; Kurang = 2; Cukup = 3; Baik = 4; Sangat baik = 5
No	Komponen Yang Dinilai	Skor Jawaban
		1	2	3	4	5
1	Sistematika Bahan Ajar.					
2	Kelengakapan unit-unit bahan ajar.					
3	Tata letak (lay out).					
4	Penggunaan ikon dan symbol.					
5	Penggunaan ilustrasi, gambar dan foto.					
6	Tampilan penggunaan font (spasi, ukuran huruf, dan bentuk huruf).					
7	Penggunaan kata, kalimat dan paragraph.					
8	Penggunaan tanda baca dalam meteri ajar.					
9	Penggunaan struktur kebahasaan dan kesusastraan.					
10	Penyampaian bahan pembelajaran menggunakan bahasa yang baik dan benar.					
11	Penuturan bahasa dalam materi ajar disampaikan dengan efektif dan efisien.					
12	Tujuan pembelajaran selalu dikemukakan setiap pembelajaran.					
13	Penjelasan tentang strategi pembelajaran.					
14	Tahapan pembelajaran dilakukan berdasarkan gradasi kerumitan meteri ajar.					
15	Uraian penyajian meteri ajar mudah dipahami siswa.					
16	Penyajian materi ajar menstimulasi siswa untuk berpikir dan bernalar.					
17	Soal dan latihan disajikan secara bervariasi sehingga mendorong siswa untuk memeberikan respon positif dalam pembelajaran.					
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Preliminary Field Test and Product Revision
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STAGE I: INFORMATION COLLECTION, AND PLANNING

STAGE II: PRELIMINARY TESTING











Teaching & Learning Process
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Object of the Research

Atmosphere of the School

Teaching & Learning Process





Topics: Daily conversation in pesantren environment

Evaluation: Multilingual spoken testing

Genres: Dialogue, interview, role play

Strategies: Immersion, submersion, pull-out Approach

Activities: Opening, Listening, Production, dialogue, peer practicing

Content: Interesting, formal & nonformal, cultural background

Evaluation of Multilingual spoken

Objectives: To communicate in multilingual

Lesson Plan (Salsbury and Schoenfeldt, 2008)

Process-Oriented Syllabus (Brumfit and Johnson, 1979)


























Process-Oriented Syllabus (Brumfit and Johnson, 1979)
















Subject Matter: Subject, class/program, semester, time allotment





















Goal, content, and sequencing

Monitoring, Testing and Evaluation
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